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ABSTRACT

Australia's $15 billion military equipment program is a
management mess. New military aircraft, ships and other weapons
systems take too long to develop and are too costly. Some fail to meet
performance targets and others are abandoned after heavy costs have
been incuned. The program is run by amateur project managers who
are ill prepared to meet the unique management challenges that arise
from the complexity of technicd innovation of weapons systems
profecb, divisions within defence ministries, over-regulatiory and
bureaucratic and political intrusions. Meeting these challenges
demands great skill that can only come from experience and
professional education in proiect rurnagement. Worldwide
developments in defence ministries, defence indusbies, and major civil
projects point the way. A professional corps of military project
managers who are given more scope to make management decisions
could improve matters, otherwise the waste and delay will increase
and the standard of Defence Force equipment will continue to suffer.
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INTRODUCTION

This book is about the management of weapons system
projects. It is focussed mainly on the role, characteristics and
problems of the govemment proiect manager, who is usually a
military officer in the service of the Navy,Army or Air Force or a
centralised procurement agency. Not all proiect managers are military
officers in these services, in the special case of France they are a special
corps of engineers with military status and in some countries
including the United Kingdom they are mostly civilians. Weapons
systems include aircraft, guns, radars, missiles, communications and
electronic warfare equipment or other items of complex military
equipment for use by the armed services.

This is not a manual on how to manage weapon system
projects nor is it a comprehensive treatise on that subject. It is an
attempt to address the question of why so many weapon system
projects fail to reach their initial obpctives especially in terms of
cost, time and performance. It asks why the failures continue in the
face of repeated enquiries and the introduction more and more
complex procedures intended to ensure success.

The book is based on experience as a procurement manager
responsible for overall management of a number of major weapons
systems projects; on a survey of the literature on project management
in both goverilnent and the private sector, and in civil as well as
military projects; on discussions with goverrunent procurement
authorities and project managers in the USA, UK, France, the Federal
Republic of Germany, Sweden and Singapore; on discussions with
defence contractors and some other large industrial enterprises in
those countries; on discussions with academics working in the field of
project management; and on attendance at meetings of the major
associations such as the International Project Management Association
(INTERNET) and the British Maior Proiects Association. Those
activities were made possible by a one-year fellowship granted by the
Australian Department of Defence. During that year the author was a
visiting fellow at the Strategic and Defence Studies Centre in the
Research School of Pacific Studies at the Australian National
UniversiW.
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The field of proiect numagement is houbled by lack of
standard terminology. For example the words'project' and'program'
tend to be used interchangeably, although sometimes they have a

defined relativity. In some usage a proiect is part of a program and in
a smaller number of cases the reverse may be true. The words
'procuremen( and 'acquisition' bear a similar relationship' In US

Government circles, 'acquisition has the wider meaning and
'procuremenf connotes much the same activity as the word
'purchasing' does in the UK and Australia. In the latter countries
'procuremenf is the broad term and 'acquisition' is little used. Thus at
top management level there is an Under kretary for Defence
(Acquisition) in the US and a Chief of Defence Procurement in the LIK
performing essentially the same task. Finally the words 'purchasing'
and 'contracting' are used in different senses, although this causes less

confusion than the other cases. In this volume the English usage has
been adopted except in cases where the context dictates the use of the

alternative word; e.g., when using literals such as the title of 'Program
Manager' in the US. This is the most corrunon usage internationally
and in academic work and even in nondefence circles in the US.

Several different phrases are in corunon usage to describe the
activity of managing weaPons systems proiects. 'Aquisition
managemenf,'procurement management' and'materiel management'
are arnong them. The phrase'weapons system proiect management'
has been adopted here to avoid confusion between those phrases and

because it contains the key words 'project'and 'system' which refer to
two distinguishing features of the activity under examination.

Definitions of the phrase 'project management' also abound.
One that may appeal to experienced propct managers is Kerzner's
ironic definition as follows:

Project management is the art of creating the illusion
that any outcome is the result of a series of
predetermined, deliberate acts when, in fact, it was
dumb luck.l

Harold Kerzner and Hans f. Thamian, Project Managanent fur
Small and Meilium Sizeil Business, (Van Nostrand Reinhold
Company, New York, 1984), p.3.
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In a more serious vain, project management may be defined as the art
of leadership of a multidisciplinary team in a one-sho! time and
resource limited undertaking for the definition, approval,
procurement, bringing into service and provision for future support of
a new weapons system with specific scoFre, performance and quality.
It requires the use of special tools and techniques for the management
of compleity, time and cost and the systematic integration of diverse
materials, skills and technologies. The project manager is the focal
point and plans, organises, assign's, monitors controls and motivates
the project team. The project team includes contractors and sub-
contractors and functional personnel within the procurement
organisation and the user service as well as in-house project personnel.
Certain key words in this definition deserve to be emphasised by
some further explanation.

'Art'reflects the fact that project runagement is a creative and
judgemental activity. Although there is a substantial body of
principles, methods and good practices for the project manager to
draw or, projects cannot successfully be managed merely by
adherence to a set of standard procedures, rules and formulae.

'Leadership'and 'new' reflect to the fact that the purpose of a
project is to create a capability that has not previously existed. Project
Management involves the exploration of new fields, the making of
new combinations, the solving of new problems or the finding of new
solutions to old ones. It is insufficient merely to preside over a project:
active management is required. Uncertainty and risk are inherent in
the creation of new capabilities and coping with them is a
characteristic feature of project management. The creation of new
capabilities also causes consequential changes in existing
organisational, social, economic or political structures and the project
manager is confronted with the human tendency for those who feel
secure in the old structures to resist those changes and impede the
project.

'One-shot' reflects to the fact that a project passes through
each phase of its life cycle only once. Mistakes in planning, or
weaknesses in participants or processes, cannot be discovered and
corrected through repeated iterations. Within the compass of a single
proiect there is no learning curve: one strike and you are out. For that
reason, learning to be a proiect nurnager on the job is a costly process
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for all concerned. An 'apprenticeship' or 'internship' is necessary if
experience is to be accumulated without incurring those costs. Since

the extent of the events that may be observed, or the lessons that may
be learned, in the context of a few projects is but a fraction of the full
scope of the art of proiect management study of case histories and the
concepts and principles which embody the accumulated wisdom of
past project managers is an essential part of a proiect manager's
education.

'Time and resource limited' and 'specific scoPe, performance
and quali!/ reflect the fact that proiect management is one of the few
forms of human endeavour in which a new task to be performed, the
time to be taken and the resources to be used are all specified in
advance not merely in a planning sense, but as a commitment to
achievement. These asPects of a project are interdependent and the

initial specification may be self<ontradictory. The project manager is

constantly in the process of iuggling trade'offs between them.

The fact that a project is defined in finite terms does not mean
that the proiect manage/s task is limited to internal asPects. |ust as a

living ceil must exchange matter and energy with its environment, the
viability of a project depends on external relationships. The

maintenance of constructive interfaces with the administrative,
political and social environment is a critical function of the proiect
manager. Recognition that this is the case led to study of the interfaces
and the development of principles to guide the proiect manager which
have broadened the connotation of proiect management in recent

years.

'Future support' reflects the fact that the time horizon for a

weapons system project extends to the ultimate withdrawal of the
system from service perhapsthreeorfour decades after theproiect
is initiated. Providing for integrated logistic support is an important
and very difficult aspect of the project manager/s task.

'system and 'systematic' reflect the need for a systems
approach and the important role of the discipline of systems
integration.

Finally,'motivate' reflects the fact that it is the unique role of
the project manager to drive the proiect forward, to 'energise the
system'. The drain on personal, mental and physical energy that
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occurs in the process of energising the system is commonly regarded
by weapons system proiect managers as the most demanding aspect of
their task.

To round out this discussion of the definition of project
management, it is useful to refer to the characteristics of project
management listed by Wilemon writing about the Apollo Propct and
shown in Table 1.2

TABLE 1
CHARACTERISTTCS OF PROIECT MANAGEMENT

Problem orientation

Mtrltidisciplinary f ocus

Systems perspective

Horizontal/vertical organisational
relationships

Finite duration

Project management is used to solve specific,
complex, identifiable problems. It is used to
accomplish a solution within stated objectives,
i.e., cost, performance, and schedule. Making
the correct hade.offs among these objectives is
a basic function of the project manager.

Problem solving demands inputs of several
disciplinary specialists. Project teams are
composed of a range of expertise and serve a9 a
vehide for integrating the inputs of diverse
specialists.

The team must be cognizant of the internal
workinp of the project as well as the larger
organisational environment of the project.

Project management is a system that must often
operate both vertically and horizontally within
its'hct' organisation. It often'violates'
classical, drain-of-command principles. There
is often a greater potential for fledble,'free-
form'problem solving.

Project organisations are established and
maintained only until a task is completed.
Once the project's objectives have been
adrieved, the project team is disbanded.

D. Wilemon,?roject Management and Its Conflicts: A View from
Apollo', Chernical Technology, Vol.2, No. 9, September 1972,

PP.527-534.
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Changeorimted

Innovation in organisational design

Itoject groups must be flexible. Environments
change, political influences changg budgeb
change, even the scope of problems change.

Complex tasks often require one'of-a-kind
organisational structur€. Innovative
organisational design allows project managers
to capitalise on the strengths of the ftrnctional
organisation while sinultaneously overcoming
deficiencies inherent in manv functional
organisations.

Project managemmt employs a deductive
approadr in breaking a task down into
manageable components. Poinb-of-
commitment can thm be assigned for
accomplishing a system of responsibility and
accountability for each project task.

Responsibility indentification

The subject of proiect rurnagement is a vast one. As a generic

activity it is to be found in virtually every facet of contemporary life.

There is even a school of thought, that can be traced back to Alvin
Toffler that maintains that project nurnagement will suPPlant
traditional forms of steady state management as the rate of change
accelerates and the turbulence of the managerial environment
increases.3 The 10th World Congress of INTERNET in Vienna in 1990

will address this issue in the following terms under the heading
Management by Projects. 'The rising comPlexity in the business
environment and the changes in organisational structures and cultures
have significantly increased the need for project Irnnagement in small,
medium and large companies in all industries. Management by
Proiects' is considered the future rranagement principle, Proiect
management shall become a Seneral nnnagement qualification''4 This
is not the place to debate that issue:S the point to be made here is that

AlvinToffler,FutureShock, (Pan Books Ltd, London and Sydney,
79771, pp.l25-130.
International Proiect Management Association, Managanent by

Projects, Brochure announcing the 10th INTERNET World
Congress on Project Management (Austrian Federal Economic
Chamber, Vienna, September 1988).
For comment on this school of thought and in the context of of the
9th World Congress, see Annex C.
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this essay is concerned with only one form of project management, the
management of weapons systems.

Having made that distinction it is important to add at once
that weapons system proiect management is a true member of the
generic class of activities that has come to be known as project
management. The same basic th*ry and methodology apply to
weapons system projects as to major civil projects such as the Thames
Barrier, the Concorde, the new Auptralian Parliament House, the space
shuttle, a nuclear power station or new computer software for
administrative or commercial purposes. They are beset by the same
kinds of problems and require the same characteristics and skills in
their managers. Their management is the same profession.

Of course there are differences. The institutional framework in
which weapons system projects are carried out, the systems
themselves and the nature of their use have unique characteristics.
These unique characteristics create some special management
challenges and intensify others, tending to set their managers apart
from other professional project rurnagers. Nevertheless one of the
most striking features of the work undertaken in preparing this is
essay was the discovery of a remarkable degree of commonality in the
essence of project management across industries countries and
institutional forms. That common essence is the basis on which a
world-wide profession of proiect ranagement is emerging.



CHAPTER 1

THE DEFENCE PROCUREMENT MESS

Almost 20 years ago the eminent American businessman

David Packard, who at that time was the Deputy Secretary in the US

Departrnent of Defense, told the US Armed Forces Management
Association: 'Frankly, gentlemen, in defense Procurement, we have a
real mess on our hands'.l

Despite a host of policy initiatives and detailed procedures

legislated by Congress and issued as directives by the Secretary of
Defense, sufficient problems remained a further sixteen years later for
the same mary by then chairman of the President's Blue Ribbon
Commission on Defense Management, to refer to the 'spate of horror
stories'which had shaken public confidence in the defence acquisition
system and for his commission to conclude that the system was

'fundamentally ill'.2 The problem is of even longer duration than these

references would suggest. In the early 1960s, the Harvard Business

School had reported on 'profound and debilitating problems' in
management of US weapons system proiects.

The United States is not alone in this. In Britain, reports by
Downey in 1966 and Rayner in 1971 recommended maior changes to

the procurement system. Although subsequently modified, the

procedures in use are still known as the Downey Procedures after their
original designer. As a result of the Rayner report, a special
procurement agency, the Procurement Executive, was established and
a series of reforms based on the application of proven commercial
procedures were introduced to improve the standard of proiect

management. Proiects continued to get into difficulty. The Nimrod
Airborne Early Warning proiect failed completely at a cost of some 1

Address by the Hon. David Packard, Dep.Sec. of Defense, at the
annual meeting of the Armed Forces Management Association,
Los Angeles, 20 August 1970. Quoted in |. Ronald Fox, Arming
America: How the IJS Buys Weapons (Division of Research,

Harvard Business School, Boston, 1974),p.7.
President's Blue Ribbon Commission on Defence Management, A
Quat for Excellence, (US Government Printing Service,
Washington DC, |une'1,986), p.41.
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billion and cost and schedule over-runs were endemic. A1987 report
by officials from the Government's Efficiency Unit and the Ministry of
Defence said that although the earlier reforms were necessary and
important, they do not '... yet provide a degree of control
corunensurate with the complexity of the task and the sums of money
being spent'.3 They said that about one third of the British annual
procurement budget of 9 billion was taken up with costs that were not
foreseen when projects started. The Auditor General had earlier found
'... that MoD had not succeeded in overcoming the problems of cost
escalation and delays'.4

In Australia a review of the defence organisation by an
eminent businessman, Mr fohn Utz, in 1982 referred to '... a history of
criticism and complaint surrounding defence procurement'.uS In 1985
the foint Parliamentary Commiftee of Public Accounts found that
eleven of sixteen proiects examined'... have failed or may fail to be
completed on time, to budget or to technical requirements'.

These various failures have been attributed to bad
organisation and inappropriate procedures; yet despite repeated
initiatives in those areas, the problems continue. The situation remains
much as it was described in the early sixties:

To leaders in both industry and the govemnent, one
of the most prominent characteristics of the trend to
numerous and sometimes huge, multibillion dollar
projects is the increasing flow of critical, complex
problems that confront proiect management. The
problems resulting from changes and definition of
requirements, extremely tight schedules, limited
funding, pushing the state of the art, and stringent
procurement regulations are a never-ending challenge

Graham Jordan, Ian Lee and Graham Cawsey, Icarning from
Expuience, (UK Ministry of Defence, London, 1988).
UK National Audit Office, Ministry of Defarce: Coatrol and
Managemeat of the Dmelopmmt of Major Equipment, (Her Majesg/s
Stationery Office, London, 1985), p.1.
Defence Review Commiftee, The Highu Defence Organintion in
Australia, (Final Report, Australian Government Publishing
Service, Canbena, 1982), p.1.07.
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to both administrative and technical project
management. Probably no other type of business
endeavour is faced simultaneously with so nrany
problems. Whereas the technical problems vary
widely and specifically with each project, the
fundamental management problems, when played
over and over, begin to have a familiar sound.6

The old remedies have failed everywhere they have been tried. As

fordan, Lee and Cawsey said:

Though valid in themselves, Past rePorts and

procedures are not Part of the solution. From our
point of view, they are part of the problem. The
evidence of the past is not that analysis has been
lacking but that implementation of recommendations
has been weak. Urging adherence to procedures has

proved an ineffective remedY.T

This report is mainly concernd with a different remdy. One that has

often been proposed but never rigorously applied, it involves
improving the quality of the actors rather than the script. First it is
necessary to explain the nature of procurement problems and their
causes as they affect the weaPons system project rrunager. That is the

purpose of the next eight chaPters.

6

7

J.S. Baumgarbrer, Project Managmrcnt, (Richard
Homewood, Illinois, December, 1963).

Jordan, Lee and Cawsey, Iarningfrotn Etperience,p.T.

D. Irwin,



CHAPTER 2

MANAGING IN THE DEFENCE ARENA

A central tenet of standards of good practice in project
management is that unity of purpose of all the principal parties
involved in a project is necessary to be sure of its success:

What went wrong? Causes of project management
failure are mixed, however, hindsight indicates that
failure can usually be ascribed to one or both of the
following causes:
1. Internal Conflict.
2. Inadequate Authority.l
This chapter is concerned with the first of these causes.

Weapons system propcts are characterised by internal conflict because
defence ministries in the western world are houses divided against
themselves. For democracies in the British tradition this goes back to
Cromwell and the war between King and Parliament: it reflects the
principle that military power should be subiect to civilian control.
That control is commonly exercised through civilian responsibility for
'policy and resources', while military authorities are responsible for
'military aspects' of defence. These two categories of responsibility
overlap. There are few aspects of defence that can be categorised
unequivocally as one or the other, either in theory or practice.

This is especially hue of military procurement. Military
equipment procurement proiects involve a set of considerations that
range across the spectrum of areas of responsibility from those where
military interest is strong (such as operational performance
requirements) through those where responsibility is evenly balanced
(such as the evaluation of proposals) to those where the civilian
interest is strong (such as the management of annual expenditures in
accord with budgetary appropriations). These overlapping
responsibilities are reflected in the organisation of military equipment
procurement in all the Western countries and in the procedures

Linn C. Stuckenbruck (d.), The lmplementation of Project
Management: The Profasionnl Hanilbook,(Prolect Management
Institute, Addison-Wesley, 1 981).
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governing that process. For example, in Australia the task is carried

out by tlie CapiAl Procurement Organisation headed by the civilian
Chief of Capitll procurement (CCP) with prime responsibility to the

civilian seabary. ccP is supported by six divisional heads, three of

whom are two-hatted military officers with some responsibilities to
CCP and others to the Chief of Staff of their military Service.

In the USA weapons systems are procured by military materiel
commands formally under the authority of civilian Acquisition
Executives who report to under secretary of Defence (Acquisition)

(usD(A)) in the office of the sectetary of Defence, the so<alled

'Acquisition Czar'.

This management chain was recommended by the Packard

Commission. In the search for a better way to manage defence projects
the Packard Commission turned to a private business model. The

Commission was mindful of the potential for conflict in a defence

ministry, as shown by the following extact from their report:

While we would model defense acquisition after the
practices of the best industrial companies, we
iecognise the unique problems DoD faces.

Management of the acquisition of military equipment
requires a unique blend of flexibility and iudgement'
Th-e contribution of innovative scientists and engineers

necessary for equipment to achieve maximum
performance, must be matched by those of military
personnel who will use and maintain the equipment.
Overlaying these complexities is the need for an

informed trade-off between quantity and quality. At
some point, more weaPons of lower performance can

overcome fewer weaPons of higher performance.
Hence it is necessary to achieve a critical balance
between high military capability and low life cycle

cost. In these and other resPects, defense acquisition is

one of the most difficult management jobs.

Despite the difficulties, we believe it is possible to
make major improvements in defense acquisition by
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emulating the model of the most successful industrial
comPanies.2

To 'establish unambiguous authority for overall acquisition policy, clear
accountability for acquisition execution, and plain lines of command...'3
they recommended creation of new management positions of:

. Under Secretary of Defense (Acquisition) (USD(A));

. Service Acquisitio4 Executives (SAEs) for Navy, Army
and Air Force to administer acquisition programs;

r I number of Program Executive Officers (PEOs)

under each SAE. Each PEO would manage a group of
prograrns and report directly andonly to the SEO.

The intent was clear but what was the result? The first USD(A) or
procurementczar, as the job was tagged, was Richard P. Godwin. He
was appointed promptly but resigned in September,1.987 after only a
year in the position saying that 'active resistance' to change
throughout the Defence Departrnent led to his resignation.4 Ttequests
for detailed spending plans were ignored by the chiefs of the armed
services, directives were sent out that diluted his authority.'s Others,
including senior Pentagon staff, laid responsibility for failure at
Godwin's own door, ffi)nng that Godwin '... wanted to make virtually
all the substantive decisions about resource allocation rather than
work on issues of policy and procedure that the Packard Commission
felt were so important'.6 The Pentagon had opposed the creation of a
procurement czar from the beginning. It was a threat to the authority
of other senior officials, especially the Deputy Secretary of Defence.
The nature of this threat is reflected in Godwin's dispute with the rest
of the Pentagon, which was about access to information and control of
finance, the two key levers of power in any government organisation.

3

4

5

6

President's Blue Ribbon Commission on Defense Management, A
Quat for Excellorce, p.53.
tbid.
Sarah Helm, "'Resistanceu, Not Reform, At Pentagon', Washington
Post, 23 September 1987.
tbid.

|udith Kohn Brown, Godwin's Brief Tenure Undergoes Autopsy',
D efense N ants, 21 Septemberl 987, p.14.
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So ended the first phase of yet another aftempt to apply
business management principles to government administration. Will
Godwin's successor, Dr Costello, be more successful? He is an

experienced bureaucrat and so has a betterchance ofsurvival, but that
would require a blurring of the clear line of authority that Packard
recommended. fust how blurred it has become can be seen by
examining the way Army, Navy and Air Force implemented the next
two levels of the 'plain line of command', the SAEs and PEOs.

Army created a clear line of command from the SAE through
the PEOs to individual program managers but the top shucture of
At^y Materiel Command remained in place and resources needed to
execute propcts were taken away from the program managers and
hence from the sphere of the SAEs' and PEOs' authority. These

resources were grouped in new functional organisations. The

organisational principle behind this change was said to be that the

program managers would perform the'managing' functions and the
new functional areas would perform the 'doing' functions. Since
management consists largely of directing the doing, it is hard to see

how this approach can work.

Navy and Air Force took a different approach. They double-
hatted commanders of systems commands as PEOs, thus breaking the
Packard rule that PEOs should report only to SEOs. The Commander
Naval Sea Systems Command is also the PEO for programs managed
by that Command and reports to Command Air Force Systems

Command.In Air Force, one PEO may report to another; for example,

Commander Aeronautical Systems Dvision is a PEO who reports to
Air Force Systems Command Executive who is also a PEO. In Navy's
case, the PEOs report directly to the Navy Acquisition Executive
(NAD but in Air Force's case, they establish and maintain
communication with the Air Force Acquisition Executive. The
difference in wording may or may not be significant. Regardless of
that, by double-hatting the PEOs, Navy and Air Force have failed to
establish plain lines of command and the management authority of the
USD(A) through the SAEs and PEOs has been diluted, if not
neutralised. This may throw further light on Godwin's resignation.

Whether the concept of a plain line of command could have
worked is doubtful unless, in the Process, command authority were
stripped from the Navy, Army and Air Force. Figure 1 shows that
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what has happened is that Program Managers find themselves at the
bottom of three chains of authority: the acquisition chain, the
materiel/systems command chain and the financial chain. They must
also nqtotiate and manage their contracts through a separate
procurement (contracting) organisation.

The quotation above shows that the Packard Commission was
aware that its private business model may not fit defence procurement
yet, like many predecessors, thqy pushed aside the fundamental
differences between private business management and government
administration. In this case, those differences are compounded by the
division of responsibility between civilian and military authorities. The
Commission sought to create unambiguous authority, clear
accountability and a plain line of command, but the outcome of their
recommendations as implemented by the Congress, the Department of
Defense and the Services is ambiguous authority, clouded
accountability and a convoluted line of command.

Members of the Congressional Armed Services Committees
took an active interest in these events. They were dissatisfied with the
way the Services had implemented, or rather how they were
considered to have failed to implement, the new legislation requiring
the creation of acquisition executives. In August 1988 it was not clear
how they would react. There was some support for an independent
acquisition agency containing an acquisition corps, as proposed by
former Assistant Secretary for Defence, |ames P. Wade, in 1985.
Wade's own subsequent career in the acquisition field was even
shorter than that of Godwin. The Federal Republic of Germany
provides a different kind of example of the interplay between different
interest groups that contend for influence over weapons system
projects. It is particularly instructive as it formally identifies the four
groups and, as set out in the next chapter, divides responsibility
between them. For the moment it suffices to point out that weapons
system projects are directed by committees representing four areas:
the Armaments Directorate in the Ministry of Defence, the Federal
Office of Defence Technology and Procurement (BWB) (an executive
agency separate from, but under the authority of, the Ministry of
Defence), the Armed Forces Staff and either the Army, Air or Naval
Staff. The committees are chaired by officers from the Armed Forces
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FIGUREl
CHAINS OF AUTHORITY: ACQLIISITION, PROCLTREMENT,
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Staff but the greatest expertise resides with the BWB, which manages
the execution of material projects, and this gives the BWB representa-
tives a strong influence on commiftee work.

The four areas of interest may be labelled the centre, the
procurement organisation, the headquarters and the user services.
These four areas may be grouped in two distinct cultures, those of the
professions of arms and public administration. The cultural
differences between them produse different values, priorities and
modes of behaviour and hamper communication between the two
groups. Even if that were not so, contention between them would be
unavoidable because one group has the task of constraining what the
other considers to be legitimate activities undertaken in pursuit of its
drty.

Within each of those cultures there are sub-groups whose
interests in procurement proiects differ because of conflicting
objectives arising from their different responsibilities. For example,
among the civilians the prime responsibility of the procurement
organisation is efficient management of procurement projects. Pursuit
of this objective leads it to seek economy and stability in the financial
and contractual aspects of proiects: it will favour bulk contracts with
long-term financial commitments. The centre, on the other hand, has
responsibility for management of the defence budget as a whole; it will
favour phased procurement in small batches to limit forward
commitments and preserve flexibility in the future allocation of
defence funds. Among the military, an understandable ambition of a
single Service is to obtain equipment that will maximise the
operational role of that Service ab-a-ais the other two; it will favour
expanding the capability of the weapons systems procured for it. The
concern of the headquarters, on the other hand, is to maximise the
effectiveness of the defence as a whole; it will try to balance the
capability of weapons systems against the operational role that is seen
as appropriate for each Service.

In addition to his ostensible duties, a person engaged in
procurement of defence equipment will often be cast in the role of a
gladiatorial champion for one of these groups. The power struggle
between the groups affects virtually every area of defence. It is largely
hidden, even within the Defence Ministry, but exposure occurs
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through official and parliamentary reviews or when a maior internal
dispute spills over into the public arena.

For example, the Defence Review Committee (Utz
Committee) recognised the 'distinctive roles of the civilian and
military components,'7 blt judged

that too much time and effort is being expended on

iurisdictional questions which would add little to the
efficient conduct of defence policy even if they were
resolved. A number of submissions received from the
Deparhnent and the Defence Force beray a

preoccupation with sometimes fine points of doctrine
and logic quite inimical to the efficient execution of the
responsibilities entrusted to them. These apparently
interminable debates should be set to one side in
favour of the concerted development of constructive
working habits, especially between civilians and
Servicemen.S

Some of the fiercest disputes concern pay and conditions,
particularly the issue of military and civilian pay relativities. For
example, in the context of the release of an Australian Federal
Parliamentary Committee report on personnel wastage in the
Australian Defence Force,9 a Senator said that a wage freeze had
continued in the Defence Force while other employees gained
increases. She had compiled a hit list of 20 top bureaucrats. The
Senator, who is married to a retired A^y officer, was quoted as

saying: 'The thing I'd love to do is get in there and lay about me with
an axe ...'10 Her comments were published on 11 November,
Armistice Day. Another contentious issue is the division of power

Defence Review Committee, The Highu Defence Organiution in
Australia,p.42.
lbiil.,p.43.
Parliament of the Commonwealth of Australia, Joint Committee
on Foreign Affairs, Defence and Trade, The Managanent of
Australh's Det'ence, (Australian Government Publishing Service,
Canberra,1987).
Keith Scott, 'Libs Put Out I'lS Hit List', Canbqra Times, 1.1.

November 1988.

I
9

10
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between the civilians and the military. An earlier report by the same
Committee referred to the balance of power in the Defence Ministry in
the following terms:

The Committee considers that the present organisa-
tional arrangements tend to favour the civilian
hierarchy. The changes that were made in 1976 have
provided the Secretary with increased formal and
informal powers, some of which have been obtained at
the expense of the military.ll
It recommended changes to increase the power of the military

Chief of Defence Force and reduce that of the civilian Secretary of the
Department of Defence. Ironically, when it came to the management
of procurement, the Committee took the opposite view recommending
that the authority of the civilian Chief of Capital Procurement be
strengthened aisa<tis the military Chiefs of Staff.l2

There is a number of procedural and organisational devices -
such as the German committee system and the Australian and
American two-hatted systems - through which procurement organisa-
tions attempt to work around the problem of institutionalised conflic!
but in the words of the Australian Joint Parliamentary Committee 'the
efficienry of the decision making processes remains low and
marulgement continues to be very difficult'.

Managing military procurement in this gladiatorial arena
presents challenges of institutionalised conflict seldom met in other
forms of public administration or business rrnnagement. These
conflicts divert procurement managers from their management task,
undermine their authority and sap the energy they need to drive
projects to a successful conclusion.

The problem is not that civilian and military officers cannot
work in harmony. At the level of the individual, the closest of co-
operation is possible when there is a common institutional goal. Even
when that is not the case, friendship and mutual respect can bridge the
institutional gaps: together with the comradeship that comes from

Defence Review Committee, Interim Rqort, (Australian
Government Publishing Service, Canberra, 1982), p.xxii.
lbiil.,p.251.

ll

12
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sharing difficult tasks and facing corrunon adversity, they are the

positiv:e forces that enable the system to continue to function. It is
when friendship and respect 6reak down, are overwhelmed by

institutional co*lict or, worse, are supplanted by contention between

strong personalities, that the worst cases of mismanagement occur.



CHAPTER 3

TOKEN AUTHORITY

The second cause of project failure referred to in the opening
quote to Chapter 2 was inadequate authority. In the work quoted
there, the point was explained as follows: 'The project manager was
given inadequate authority to accomplish goals and responsibilities.
Top management failed to providethe necessary backing to the project
office for the commitment of money, resources, personnel and facilities
to the project'.l In a house divided in the manner explained in Chapter
2, there is no one centre of authority for the management of a project,
yet it is necessary for weapons system projects to be planned and
coordinated, for there to be a focal point for communication about
project matters, a marshalling point for the resources assigned to a
project and a leader for the proiect team. It is common practice in
defence ministries to appoint a person to fulfil these roles. This person
is given a variety of titles: project director, project manager, program
manager or procurement manager are the titles commonly used. From
this point on the term project manager will be used.

Project managers with token authority carry vicarious
responsibility for the rrnnagement of projects on behalf of the defence
ministry as a whole. Project managers have many demanding duties
to perform, as described in Chapter L1, but they lack the power to
make the decisions or take the actions necessary for the successful
performance of those duties. Some examples of the areas in which
authority is lacking are considered below.

It is ttre project manage/s responsibility to estimate the cost of
carrying out the project, but the cost estimate approved by the defence
ministry often differs from, and is often lower than, the one that the
project manager has made. This occurs as a result of multiple pruning
of cost estimates as proposals for future expenditure go through the
various stages of the budgetary review process that are followed in
defence ministries. In some cases the cost estimate is initiated by the
project manager in the form of a guess made at the early conceptual
stages of the project which has become fixed because of political
commitments made, or expectations engendered, as to the cost of the

1 Stuckenbruck (ed.),The Implanentation of Project Management, p.9.
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project. It is also the proiect managey's responsibility to set the

iimetable for completion of the project. However, it is common for

delivery dates of weapon systems to be pre'determined by operational
considerations, such as the emergence of new threats or the end of the
operational life of the previous generation of equipment. In such

cises, the project nvrnager has to develop a timetable that meets these

externally determined targets. The times of intermediate stages of a
project are also affected by external considerations. The timing of key
decision points is particularly sensitive to maior political events such

as elections.

The project manager has to create and staff a propct office to
provide support in the management of the proiect. llowever, the
(uantum of resources to be allocated to this office is determined by
human resource planners in the defence ministry, treasury or
elsewhere, depending on the control mechanism used by the
goverrunent in question. In recent times these planners have often
been required to fulfil externally set, arbitrary targets for reductions in
goverrunent employment. The most common method of doing this is
through the application of across-the-board proportionate cuts.

whether that is the case or whether it is simply inability to fill a quart
pot of proiect staff from the pint of personnel available, undermanning
of project offices is endemic in defence ministries.

The project manager is usually not even free to determine the

organisational structure of the project office. Each defence ministry
has organisational experts who are the functional authorities on
matters of organisational structure. Moreover, when the structure of
the office has been approved and the quantum of resources
determined, the proiect manager is rarely free to choose the staff who
will man it. The military personnel assigned to projects are chosen by
the Service personnel directors in the Process of allocating individuals
to posts across the entire Service. For several reasons that will be

discussed later, procurement projects are given low priority in the
allocation of highquality personnel. The process is somewhat
different for civilian personnel, who may come to the project by
winning promotion or transferring on merit or who may be assigned

by civilian personnel nvmagers with their eyes largely fixed on the
need of the defence ministry as a whole.
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For these reasons the project manager has limited conhol over
the size, organisation and staffing of the project office. Against this
background it is important to note that a key to the success of the
famous Polaris propct was the power of the project manager to head-
hunt throughout the US Navy; i.e., to choose those officers that he
believed would be most effective in the various positions in his project
office.2

The project manager is no( personally responsible for choosing
the contractor or conFactors, although his advice may play a dominant
role in that process. However, if an unsatisfactory contractor is chosen
there is little doubt where the blame will lie. The selection of the
contractor is often influenced by political considerations as well as by
recommendations of the project manager. This is more marked in
some countries, or at least more overt as in the USA, but it is never
entirely absent. The political considerations may be nationalistic; i.e.,
the desire to develop or preserve a national industrial capability for
military or economic strategic purposes. They may be regional,
including the desire to create employment in depressed regions. They
may be purely political; i.e., intended to attract government spending
to particular places as an inducement or reward for political support,
and they may occur at the level of a single representative seeking to
promote the welfare of his own consistency.

The project manager is seen to be more directly responsible for
the terms of the contract, however it is common for this to be strongly
influenced by government functional, contractual and legal authorities,
located outside the ministry of defence. It is the responsibility of these
authorities to develop and apply general policies and standards. These
policies and standards are derived mainly from the needs of the vast
bulk of government contracts, which relate to the on-going purchase of
relatively standard goods and services. They can provide a poor fit for
the needs of discrete weapons system projects.

The proiect manager is also normally regarded as responsible
for the specification of the work to be done or the system to be
produced. However, the specification is largely determined by

Harvey M. Sapolsky, The Polaris System Dnelopnent: Bureauuatic
and Programmatic Succas in Gooernment, (Haward University
Press, Cambridge, Mass, 1972), p.35.
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negotiation between the other three groups referred to in Chapter 2.

Mdreover, it can be subject to change by them in mid-project' It may

also be affected by political influence exerted by the sector of industry

concerned, both during the definition stage and in the course of the

proiect. Elastic specifiiations are held by some authorities to be the

*ost irtrpottant cause of cost and schedule overruns and other project
failures. Responsibility for these failures is normally sheeted home to

the proiect manager.

To a large extent weaPons system project managers have to

implement theii projects through functional organisations, for

example, for researih, engineering and contracting; i.l they work in
organisations operating by mahix management. The functional
orlanisations have to be motivated to achieve results necessary for the
progress of the project without being responsible for its success. one
i_ls *eapot s system proiect manager rated by ind,ust.ry sources as 'the

best in the buiiness' iaid that the hardest part of the pb is the personal

energy drain resulting from the need to 'energise' the system; i'e', to
induc-e the functional areas to perform and persuade the higher
decision makers to make decisions on proiect issues.3 Because projects

never run precisely according to the original plan, the project manager

is constanily required to confront problems, determine the correct

action to deal with them and direct its exmrtion. However, he

normally has limited authority to depart from the detail of the

approved proiect plan. He finds himself in a constant process 9f trynng

to induce functional authorities to develop or approve the action to be

taken or of aftempting to gain the approval of higher authority for
action to be taken by the proiect office. The seriousness of these

problems varies from country to country. In the United Kingdom
jordan, Lee and Cawsey described the situation they found as follows:

The project manager is universally spoken of as the

key figure in the procurement Process. To be effective
he must have clear responsibility, authority and
accountability. He should have terms of reference

which describe his scope for action, his authority to
command resources and the criteria against which his
own and his proiect's performance will be reviewed.

See also Chapter 5.
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Where action needd exceeds his scope, he must have
clear access to higher decision-making levels. In
practice we found the project manage/s situation very
different. One third of those interviewed did not have
terms of reference specific to their task. Most felt able
to bid for, but not command, the resources thev
needed either for their own team or for specialist
support. Levels of financial and other delegation were
low and several proiect managers were clearly
conshained over a large range of day-today activity,
even to the extent of having to clear comments to us
with senior managers. We did not find a sense of
'ownership' consistent with the image of a person
responsible for a project valued at tens or hundreds of
millions of pounds.4

One of the most explicit examples of the effect of diffusion of
management authority is provided by the Federal Republic of
Germany. As will be seen, this does not mean that the diffusion is
greater there than elsewhere. Its value for present purposes is that the
various parties who share authority are listed and their roles are
defined. In the Federal Republiq responsibility for project
management is fragmented by rules embodied in the Constitution as a
protection against the future emergence of a politically dominant
military/industrial complex. In the Federal Ministry of Defence there
are eight parties to the task not counting the Budget Directorate in the
Ministry or defence contracting firms. One of them, the Armaments
Directorate, is in the policy centre of the Ministry. Six of them are
military, the Army, Air and Naval Staffs and the three Service Offices.
The eighth is an outrider organisation, the Federal Office of Defence
Technology and Procurement (Bundesamt fur Wehrtechnik und
Beschaffung (BWB)). Four of them share responsibility for manage-
ment of any one project. Such a sharing of responsibility is the
antithesis of the unambiguous authority and clear line of command
recommended by the Packard Commission and generally regarded by
researchers and experienced project rnnagers as necessary for success.

The Germans approach the task of coordinating the input of
these six groups in a characteristically systematic way. Responsibility

fordan, Lee and Cawsey, Imrning from Experience, p.20.
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is divided four ways, first between confiol and execution of projects

and then between military and civilians. Responsibility for control and
monitoring of projects is shared between the military user service staff
and the civilian Armaments Directorate. Responsibility for
implementation is shared between the military user Service Office and

the civilian BWB.

Projects are managed by committees (called 'working groups')
with four members, one from each of the four parties referred to
above. The chairman of a proiect committee is the representative of the

user Service Staff. He is called the 'System Manage/ and the

committee is called the 'system Managers Working Group'' The

System Manager is one of four 'permanent members' whose
unanimous agreement to decisions is required. The other three are the
'Project Director/ representing the Armaments Directorate, the 'Project
Manager' representing BWB and the'System Officer'representing th9

user Service Office. Non-voting members rePresenting functional

areas including budget, logistics, technology and infrastructure
complete the Working Group. This structure is shown in Figure 2.

The requirement for unanimity could result in too many
detailed issues being referred to a high level with resultant delay and

top management overload. The lowest point in the structure of the

tvti*stry at which the four organisations are linked is a State Secretary

one level below the Minister. At this level, political considerations are

bound to intrude into management decisions. This would add to the
already high level of political involvement in maior proiects arising
from the requirement for contracts in excess of DM 50 million to be

approved by Parliament.

Returning to the management organisation, the System

Manager's tasks are to plan and coordinate the project, submit
proposals to higher authority and approve sub-plans for
implementation by BWB and the Service Office. These tasks must be

carried out without direct contact between the System Manager and
contractors. The Project Drector rePresents the civilian policy cenhe
of the Ministry of the Armaments Directorate which provides policy
direction for the implementing agency BWB. The responsibilities of
this member also include the technological and economic aspects of
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FIGURE 2
MANAGEMENT COLLARBORATION IN AND FOLLOWING THE

CONCEPT PHASE - THE SYSTEM MANAGER'S WORKING GROUP
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the project. The third permanent member, the 'System Officer'
represents the user Service Office. His tasks are to safeguard the_ user's

military interests and coordinate project tasks assigned to the Service
Office.

Responsibility for implementation rests mainly with the fourth
member of the System Managers Working Group, the representative of
BWB called the'Project Manager'. The Proiect Manager supervises the
conduct of analyses and studies and directs implementation of the
project including planning and scheduling, tendering, selection,

contracting and supervision of the contractor. The Project Manager
chairs another committee, the 'Working Group of the Project

Manager', which comprises representatives of BWB functional
divisions and the System Officer. Nested within that committee is the

Project Manager's own suPPort grouP, the'Project Group' comprising
experts in cost, schedule systems integration and tests and trials. This
committee is illustrated in Figure 3.

In complex management structures of the kinds under
discussion, most communication takes place across an informal
network of personal contacts. The formal structures come into Play
from time to time, mainly to endorse, reject or perhaps modify
proposals developed by the informal network and record the
decisions. True power and inlluence come from control of the

informal network. Where would that control lie in the Defence

Ministry in the Federal Republic?

If a committee is to work effectively, someone has to plan its
activities and lay the groundwork for its decisions through staff work
and informal consultation outside committee meetings; i.e., someone
has to take charge and drive the committee. This is especially
important for a committee which has to reach unanimous conclusions.
Although the Systems Manager is designated as the chairman of the

Systems Managers Working Group and has the overall coordination of
the input of its members involved in a propct, a Person in that position
is unlikely to have effective control. The System Manager will be a
military officer with little or no previous weaPons system project
management experience and only limited training in that profession.

The System Manager also lacks direct line authority over the Persons
implementing the project in the Ministry and is denied any contact
with the contractor. This is a relatively weak position compared to
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FIGURE 3
PROIECT GROUP AND WORKTNG GROUP OF A BWB PROIECT
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that of the BWB Project Manager, who possesses those characteristics

and sources of influence.

The Project Director may have more relevant experience and

training than the System Manager but by definition has a limited role,
confined to technological and economic factors and, like the System
Manager, lacks hands-on control of proiect implementation. Although
BWB is formally subordinate to the Armaments Division, it cannot be

directed by that division as it also responds to the Service Staffs and

service ofiices. BWB is located in a different city and experience with
such arrangements suggests that it would have a lot of autonomy in
practice.

These considerations suggest that the de facto centre of
management authority and the driver of the committee system would

be thJproject Manager in BWB. The Project Manager would have the

edge in corporate eiperience, project management knowhow, conhol
of lnformation about the project including cost schedule and work
breakdown structure, and access to the contractor. Those advantages

should enable the Proiect Manager to control the informal network and

have the intiative in the System Managers Working Group' The

system Manager would have a largely reactive role responding to

pioposals from the Proiect Manager or System Officer. 
- 

We may

ionclnde that of the four main individuals, the Proiect Manager in
BWB would probably be the ile facto proiect manager in the generic

sense of that label.

Control of any project is shared between the customer and the

conhactor. Given the dispersal of authority in the Ministry, the

contractor could tend to be in too strong a position ais-a-ab the
Ministry. A more balanced position could be achieved if the Project

Manager were able to establish ile facto authority through control of the

informal network. It would appear to be in the interests of the Ministry
for this to happen.

Fragmentation of ranagement responsibility within a defence

ministry is only one asPect of tokenism in assignment of authority for
weapons system proiect management. Political interference is
common. It exists in a virulent form in the US but is present to some

extent in all countries. American weaPons system project managers are

known as Program Managers. Although the Program Manager makes

the initial proposal for the proiect's budget, it is subject to alteration by
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layers of budget reviews before submission to Congress and then to
line item changes by the Congress. The Administration can only reject
changed line items by reiecting the whole budget. On average, the
budgets for 40 per cent of major programs are varied by Congress each
year. Funding is normally given for only one year, thereby inhibiting
forward commitment and the economics of bulk bupng. The Program
Manager has to continually adjust his project plan to accord with new
and usually lower budget limits. One senior proiect manager said that
he always has the elements of his project prioritised in his mind so as
to be able to quickly make the necessary adjustments, which usually
mean reducing scope or stretching out the schedule.

Detailed Congressional involvement goes well beyond budget
matters. Congress conducts detailed reviews of individual projects
and legislates to impose controls on the specifics of the projects. The
scale of this involvement is massive; in 1985 ninety-six committees and
subcommittees wrote defense legislation or heard testimony from
defense witnesses or both.

The way in which projects are to be conducted is specified in
minute detail by legislation; for example:

The testing ... shall be carried out in 5-ton trucks
configured in the M939 validated technical data
package of the Army and shall include tests to
determine:

a. whether the engine is durable after testing in a
mission profile for at least 20,000 miles; and

b. whether the performance reliability of the
engine for high ambient temperature cooling,
cold starting, deep water fording, grade
climbing, and noise is acceptable.

c. AH-&Apache 
".,,.";;., 

- The Secretary of
the Army may not obligate funds approp-
riated or otherwise made available for a fiscal
year after fiscal year 1985 for procurement of
AH-64 Apache attack helicopters until the
Director of the Defense Contract Audit
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Agency reports to
contractor for
demonstrated to
Drector:

the Secretary that the
such helicopter has

the satisfaction of the

(1) that the contractor has implemented an
effective and reliable system of internal
accounting controls; and

Q) that the contractor has accumulated
documentation (including purnals,
vouchers, invoices, and expense data)

to suPPort the contractoy's final
submission for settlernent of indirect
expenses for calendar Years 1979
through 1983 and that such
documentation is available to the
Drector.5

This micrornnagement obscures accountability, undercuts

management authority and inhibits nranagement decision making. The

Progrim Manager is like a tightrope walker continually shifting the
balance of his profect in response to the strength and direction of
political winds 

-and 
progressing cautiously and slowly towards his

bblective. He must aiso ipend as much as 30 per cenJ o1 more of his

own time briefing the various Deparhnent of Defense and

Congressional committees and political and other interest grouPs.

In Australia, and possibly in other countries, there is another

counter-productive form of micro-management that o-ccurs.in the

context of an activity known as efficiency auditing. It finds its way

into the political arena through proiect reviews by parllamentary

committees based on efficiency audits. Efficiency audits were
introduced in an attempt to improve the standard of administration in
the Australian Public service. The idea was that a grouP of exPerts in
the assessment of efficiency would conduct 'audits' of the manage-

ment of selected areas of departments of state and assess how efficient

or inefficient the management of the area (or program) had been. It
was a fine idea with one serious weakness: there is no known way of

J. Ronald Fox, The Defense Management Challenge: Wupons

Acquisition, (F{arvard Business School Press, Boston, 1988), p.75.
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objectively measuring the output and hence the efficiency of most
areas of government administration.5

The Public Service Board, which at that time was responsible
for promoting the efficiency of the Public Service, quickly realised this
and avoided being made responsible for efficiency audits. By default
the task fell to the Auditor General, who up to that time had been
responsible for auditing the correctress of government accounts and
the observance of prescribed fi4ancial procedures, both matters for
which detailed objective standards exist. These activities may be
described as compliance audits. The auditor/s office was organised and
staffed for that purpose. When required to undertake efficiency
auditing the office was not equipped with an organisatiory procedures
or staff appropriate to the task; indeed, given the nature of that task it
is hard to see how any office could be. The natural thing for the audit
staff to do was to apply the approach used in compliance auditing. As
will be shown that was an inappropriate choice.

In a propct management context, the compliance auditing
approach becomes one of retrospective micro-management. Efficiency
auditors select, or are directed to, an area of administration and
undertake a detailed examination of its objectives and activities. They
spend weeks or months talking to officers and examining files, noting
departures from standard procedures, differences of opinion,
inconsistencies in files, failure to follow expert advice and changes of
plan by the managers. They then give the senior managers in that area
an opportunity to explain these 'management failures' and finally -
depending on whether they find the explanations convincing or not -
lodge a report on their efficiency or otherwise.

'Failures'of the above kinds are to be found in every weapons
system project. The discussion so far has shown that, far from being

Weapons system procurement differs from most areas of
governntent administration in that projects have defined cost,
schedule and performance targets. At first sight it may appear
that efficiency might be measured by the extent to which those
targets are achieved but, as the discussion will show, these targets
tend to be idealistic aspirations rather than attainable goals and it
is common for projects to be subject to disruptions that change the
objectives or make them unattainable.
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inefficiencies to be avoided, they are inherent in the management of
weapons system proiects. At the micro level, with each item
considered in isolation, the criticisms nuy well be valid. Conflicts of
opinion are normal in a project office; no project management process
can be one hundred per cent internally consisten! with the benefit of
hindsight some of even the managers' decisions will appear to have
been 'wrong'; given the need to act quickly to overcome project
problems and the overall pressure on project management teams not
every consideration is always accurately recorded on a file; and human
recollections of past events are fallible.

Efficiency audits are carried out not by a peer group of
professional project managers but by relatively iunior officers who
may have no experience in project rvrnagement at all. Despite that, the
auditors' findings tend to carry all the authority that is iustifiably
ascribed to the Auditor General in the role of compliance auditor. This
retrospective micro-management is unfair to project managers,
frustrating, and destructive of their effectiveness and morale. The
irony is that it has reached its peak at a time when the declared
management philosophy of the government is 'to let the rranagers
manage'.

A weapons system project manager subject to an efficiency
audit is obliged to make detailed submissions to the auditors at the
beginning of the process and subsequently to provide detailed

iustification of past actions. The manager may then have to go through
the same process in a subsequent parliamentary enquiry. All this eats
into the time and energy that the manager has to apply to the current
project and will tend to inhibit the manager in taking decisive action in
the normal conditions of uncertainty and risk. Attempts at risk
avoidance, rather than active risk management, are the likely result.
Decisions will be referred to higher authority; time will be taken in
searching for consensus when decisive action is urgently needed; and
resources will be devoted to cteating a written record justifying
decisions rather than to taking the action needed to implement them.

Project audits are a proper feature of weapons system
procurement management but they should be conducted by qualified
and experienced project managers and with regard to the fact that:
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Evaluating the quality of management performance on
large, complex projects is markedly different from the
task involved in performing a conventional
management audit. An evaluation of management
prudence/imprudence must begin with a
consideration of the circumstances in being at the time
decisions were made. The evaluation should be based
on a neutral, prospective-oriented analysis, without
reference to subsequent developments. Hindsight has
no place in such an evaluation.T

Managers'actions should be evaluated with reference to Fox's
eight criteria for evaluating the prudence or imprudence of manage-
ment:

1. Does the assertion bring to bear a fair,
comprehensive, and accurate assessment of
the factual setting within which the
management process occurred?

2. Is the activity under scmtiny one that has been
identified by a neutral and prospective-
oriented analysis, without reference to
subsequent developments?

3. Does the assertion persuasively demonstrate
that the process employed by managers was
substandard in comparison with management
processes commonly used in similar
contemporaneous undertakings?

4. Does the assertion fairly and comprehensively
consider the alternatives within the range of
reason that were then available to
management?

5. Does the assertion avoid the fallacy of
attempting to characterize the quality of the

f. Ronald Fox, 'Evaluating Management of Large Complex
Proiects: A Framework for Analysis', Technology in Society, Vol.Q
1984, p.138.
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management Process by assessing the
desirabilitY of its results?

6. Does the assertion reason from the perspective
of the senior manager and take into account
the constraints on and information realistically
available to the manager making the
challenged decision?

7. Does the assertion demonstrate that the

challenged decision led to an undesirable

outcome that would have been avoided by all
reasonably available alternatives?

8. Does the assertion demonstrate that avoidance
of an undesirable outcome would not likely
have been accompanied by equally or more
costly outcomes in that activity or other
activities?8

The precise arrangements and the relative degree of authority
of the project nunager vary from country to country, but in all cases

there is a degree of diffusion of authority and external intrusion into
management of the proiect. The 'clear responsibility, authority and

accountability' called for by jordan, [.ee and Cawsey and Packard's

'plain line of command' are lacking. Accountability is often present in
abundance but the authority given in exchange is more token than
real. To be effective project rrnnagers have to create their own
authority, drawing on a strategic position as in BWB and/or their own
energy and personality, inspired by recognition of the need for
someone to drive the project forward. To do this takes time, energy
and great skill in official personal relations. The need to do it defines
many of the characteristics that a weaPons system project manager
needs. There is a price to be paid for this remedy for tokenism in
project management authority. It is paid by the proiect manager in
ierms of the risk of being found to be incompetent or to have exceeded

his proper authority; in the sacrifice of his personal life and sometimes
his heatth; and in disruption to his family and other private
relationships. It is paid by the proiect in terms of the time and energy
that could have been spent exercising leadership and driving the

lbid.,p.135.
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project forward rather than battlingfor de facto management authority
and defending nvuragers' past performance.



CHAPTER 4

THE TYRANNY OF CASH FLOW

A reliable flow of funds that matches the rate of progress of a
project is another necessary condition for success of weapons system
projects. That condition is not met in weaPons system Proiects in
Australia. The failure to meet it stems from the fact that
appropriations are made annually whereas weaPons system proiects
may run for a decade or more. Difficult though it is, it is not sufficient
for a project manager to accurately estimate and effectively control
cash flow over the life of the proiect annual cash flow also has to be

controlled within close limits. The allocation that is made for any one
year may not even be the amount that the rranager estimated as

required. Rather, it may be an outcome of the wider processes of
making the budget for the defence ministry and for the government as

a whole. It follows that in the course of any one year the project

manager rnay be obliged to attempt to speed up or slow down the rate

of expenditure on the proiect above or below the optimum rate for its
overall progress.

The harm that these external financial Pressures can do to
efficient project lranagement is readily apparent. In the interest of
high quality, project managers should withhold payments to

contractors when work done is not of a sufficiently high standard. In
the interest of maintaining proiect schedules, payments should never
be made in advance of actual progress strictly measured. Any
influence which could weaken the firmness with which contracts are
managed in these respects can only undermine the chances of
achieving the project objectives of cost and schedule control and
adherence to specifications.

Recent reform of the structure of defence appropriations in
Australia which enabled funds for all major capital equipment proiects
to be managed as a single pool has eased the problem but has not
eliminated it. The Australian Defence Departnent has difficulty every
year in ensuring that its fofal expenditure matches appropriations and
even more difficulty in achieving that goal for individual
appropriation items. Since efficiency is notoriously difficult to measure
and over- or under-spending are obvious to all, the performance of
departrnental financial managers tends to be iudged on their ability to
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avoid significant over- or under-spends. If an under-spend is incurred
as a result of increased efficiency a departmental financial manager
may have difficulty in proving that to be the case and so be subiect to
criticism by parliamentary watchdogs. Even if greater efficiency can be
demonstrated, accusations of poor financial rnanagement and waste of
resources may be levelled because, it will be said, the unspent funds
could have been appropriated for use elsewhere.

The need for adjushnent of the rate of expenditure commonly
becomes acute towards the end of a financial year as the time available
to correct discrepanices between budgeted and actual expenditure
runs out. At that time, in particular, the minds of materiel managers at
all levels must be directed to the rate of expenditure to the detriment
of the effort that can be devoted to ensuring the substantive progress
of proiects.

The problem has been compounded by the desire of
governments to present their budgets in a favourable light and the
short attention span of the electorate and media. As the end of one
financial year approaches, the attention of the latter groups is focussed
on the government's next budget, which is judged on the basis of its
relationship to expenditure in the current year.

In recent years, there have been public sector deficits in many
countries. At the crude level at which most of the debate takes place, a
budget that promises a lower deficit than the one actually incurred in
the previous year is regarded as 'good'. One which had the opposite
characteristic is regarded as 'bad'. Governments succumb to the
temptation to improve the appearance of their budgets by acting
behind the scenes to call expenditure forward from the next year to the
current one. This put further pressure on departments, and through
them on project managers, to speed up expenditures late in each
financial year. The problem of under-spends in the capital equipment
vote became acute in the United Kingdom following a maior change in
contracting policies. The Procurement Executive (PE) changed from
the use of engineering specifications and cost-plus contracts to
performance specifications and fixed-price contracts. Payment by
output rather than input slowed down the rate of expenditure and
created a pool of unspent funds. The UK authorities responded by
introducing arrangements under which the PE has the opportunity to
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roll funds over from one year to the next subiect to scmtiny by the

British Treasury.

In contrast to the PE, the Australian Capital Procurement
organisation does not have a roll-over facility. The danger exists that
project nanagers in this position will tre led to march and counter-
march in different directions, at one time in pursuit of effective
management and at another in pursuit of temporal cash flow
requirements. They may eventually reach their original destination but
it will take longer, and cost more.



CHAPTER 5

THE MACRO-MATRIX

Proiect managers often work in a matrix organisation:
weapons system proiect managers almost always do so. An
organisation managed on matrix lines is divided vertically into
functional divisions such as sales, research, design, engineering,
purchasing and manufacturing or construction and horizontally into
proiects. Authority is shared out between the vertical and horizontal
management lines and rules are laid down to govern the interfaces
between them. The matrix organisational structure is commonly
regarded as particularly suited to multidisciplinary activities and
weapons system projects fall into that category.

There is a vigorous debate about the various advantages and
disadvantages of matrix organisation but this is not the place to
attempt to cover that debate fully. Attention will be focussed on two
of the disadvantages which have particular relevance to weapons
system proiects. These are increased management complexity and the
difficulty of balancing management goals across the matrix. The
problem of complexity has been described as follows:

The matrix organisation is inherently more complex
than either a functional or a pure project organisation,
since it is the superimposition of one on the other.
This complexity shows itself in the following
problems:

a. Dfficultia in Monitoring and Controlling.
Complexity results from the number of
managers and personnel involved and from
the number of people that must be kept
informed. Fortunately, modern computer
techniques have helped to keep this problem
under control, but basically it is still a 'people'
problem.

b. Complex lnformation Flout. This is a problem
only because there are so many people and
organisational units involved. Both the
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project and functional nvmagers must be

certain that they have touched bases with each

other for any major decisions in their areas of
responsibility.

c. Fast Reaction Affbultia. The propct rrnnager
is sometimes faced with a problem of
achieving fast reaction times, primarily since
there are so many people to be consulted. The
project rnanager in the matrix usually does not
have strong vested authority, therefore
considerable negotiation is necessary. Proiect
management was primarily conceived to
prevent this problem, but it can be a problem
if the management system keeps the project
manager from making any decisions without
consultation with functional and toP
management. If the matrix is working, the
problem will not occur.

d. Conflicting Guidance. The more complex
organisation with two lines of authority
always increases the possibility of conflicting
instructions and guidance.l

The same source described the problem of balancing management
goals as follows:

There is a constant, although often unperceived,
struggle in balancing the goals and objectives of
project and functional management. A strong project
manager may place undue emphasis on time and cost
constraints, while a functional management may
concentrate on technical excellence at the expense of
schedules. Top management must assure that a careful
balance of the goals of both proiect and functional
management is maintained.2

Stuckenbruck (ed.), The lmplanentation of Project Managanent,
pp.78-79.
lbiit.,p.80.

1

2
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Coping with these problems of complexity and balance is
difficult enough within the compass of a single organisation but
defence materiel project managers have to work within a wider matrix
that extends beyond the defence ministry to encompass the national
mobilisation base (sometimes called defence industry). It may be called
the macro-matrix.

The wider scope of the macro-matrix magnifies the task of
managing complexity and balancing management goals to truly
formidable levels. To draw out the analogy, one of the objectives of a
matrix organisation within a corporation is to optimise the ongoing
value to the corporation of production capabilities in functional
divisions. On the wider canvass of weapons system projects the
obiective to be pursued is no less than to optimise the national
mobilisation base.

The compleitities and additional management stress that this
objective introduces can be many and severe. The task would be
difficult enough if it were confined solely to genuine strategic issues
relating to the defence industries that need to be maintained in the
countries concerned. However in all countries, those issues are
inextricably mixed with politics. The need for an independent
mobilisation base is used as a cloak for other political objectives of a
nationalistic or electoral hue. Examples of this are many. The one given
below reached up to the highest level of UK government and cost a
defence minister his post in government.

In the 1980s, the UK had one helicopter manufacturer,
Westland. Westland got into serious financial difficulties by over-
investing in the development of new technology which, combined
with a lack of sales revenue, threatened the company with insolvency.
A proposal was developed to rescue Westland by the injection of
capital from the US helicopter manufacturer, Sikorsky. This would
have given Sikorsky a shareholding in Westland and built on the
existing commercial relationship between them. Westland had
manufactured Sikorsky helicopters such as the Sea King under licence
for a number of years. The then Defence Minister, Mr Michael
Heseltine, obiected to this proposal because of a wish to avoid US
dominance of the European market for military equipment. He used
his influence to generate a counter-offer involving the French
helicopter manufacturer Aerospatiale, with the obiective of developing
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a strong European source of military helicopters. The two contending
offers became a cause celebre involving a deep split between Prime
Minister Thatcher and Mr Heseltine. In the course of the surrounding
political manoeuvring, certain official documents were leaked and Mrs
Thatcher suffered some embarrassment. The dispute deepened to the

stage where it became a direct challenge by Mr Heseltine to Mrs
Thatchey's leadership. He lost the challenge and his place in C-abinet.

While this may be an extreme case, there are rrany others that
could be quoted. Although defence Procurement by the United States

is the woild's largest business and the United States is the world's
most powerful economy, industrial base concerns arise even in that

country. The development of competitive indusbies in other
countries, particularly those around the Pacific Rim, has made the
United States defence industry dependent on imports.

American industry today is unable to expand its
production to meet wartime mobilisation needs in less

than eighteen months. It is not Possible to surge most
important weapons and war material much faster than
that. The nation has been dependent for years on
foreign sources of raw goods as well, including some
high{echnology products that are essential to defence

production. Although the United States is still ahead

in the international balance of military hade its
relative advantage is declining.3

At that time it was anticipated that new legislation to Protect
and bolster the United States mobilisation base would be proposed.
The House Govemment Operations Committee commissioned the

General Accounting Office to study dependence on foreign supplies.

These moves can also be seen as Part of the protectionist reaction in the
United States against the inroads made by imported manufactured
goods into the United States market.

Air Force Association and USNI Military Database, Lifeline in
Danger: An Assasment of the llnited Stata Defase lnilustrial Base

(The Aerospace Educational Foundation, Arlington Va.,
September 1988), p.i. (Quoted by Senator |ohn Heinz,
Congressional Recoril, Vo1.134, No.147, Washington, 17 October
1988, p.515403).
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An Australia example is the Wamira project to build an Air
Force basic fl)r.g trainer aircraft. Being aware of the need for a new
basic trainer, the Australian aircraft industry developed a proposal to
design, develop and produce the aircraft in Australia. Although the
Air Force would have preferred to buy an imported aircraft, the
proposal received support from the then Minister for Manufacturing
Industry and his department and they won the day in Cabinet. The
argument in support being the defence value of maintaining design
capability in the Australian aircraft industry. A special consortium of
the three main aerospace firms was formed to carry out the proiect.
The project was a failure and was cancelled after expenditure of $70m.

There were several reasons for the failure of the project and
important among them was the existence of contrary objectives in the
Project Office and Air Force Technical Services Division. These
differences exemplified Stuckenbruck's reference to concentration on
technical excellence at the expense of schedules. The Project Office
attempted to give priority to the cost and schedule aspects of the
project, but the Technical Services Dvision gave priority to the
technical excellence of the design and to demonstrating the design
capability of the industry in the interest of its future market growth.
Progress of design work was delayed and its costs were increased by
micro-management of the Consortium by the Technical Services
Division. The aircraft was over-engineered and its production costs

escalated. Although the cancellation of the Wamira project could not
be attributed to concentration on technical excellence alone, it added
much to the troubles afflicting the project.

Although not all Australian weapons system proiects provide
for Australiarr design and development, they all have some degree of
Australian content. There is a special goverrunent program of
Australian Industry Involvement (AII) which ensures that this is so.

This program has the legitimate purpose of ensuring that the
Australian content makes an optimum contribution to the mobilisation
base at minimum cost. However, the political objective of creating
employment in defence industry is also present in the decision making
context. With the assistance of a specialised branch in the Capital
Procurement Organisation (CPO), each project office has to balance the
AII goals of its project with those of performance, cost and schedule.
Doing so draws it into administrative and policy considerations of the
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kind illustrated by the above examples and greatly increases the

complexity of management.



CHAPTER 6

CARGO CULTS

Chapter 3 referred to the propensity for politics to interfere
with the management of weapons system projects. This chapter deals
with the harm that political activity can cause by creating undue
expectations. In peacetime, especially when there is no apparent threat
to national security, it is difficult to get popular political support for
defence expenditure. This is especially so if a substantial portion of
that expenditure flows overseas. The response of govemment to this
problem is to stress the income and employment that will be created in
the home country by expenditure on defence materiel projects. The
lures of additional jobs for workers and more profits for companies are
held out. To further serve the purpose of generating popular support,
goverrunents place greater stress on the opportunities for work and
profit than on the risks involved or the skills that workers need and the
qualifications that firms have to possess in order to be able to share in
the benefits. For example, Australia has long suffered chronic
shortages of skilled workers and many Australian firms find difficulty
in providing internationally competitive prices and meeting the
stringent quality standards required on defence contracts. These
problems get little mention when exciting new equipment programs
are announced.

This political stance creates a favourable environment for the
growth of cargo cults whose members expect to benefit from defence
projects without making the individual and corporate efforts that are
required for those benefits to be achieved. Subsequent failure of these
expectations to be fulfilled leads to complaints of unfair treatment by
the procurement authorities, bias towards overseas suppliers and
pressure for higher costs to be accepted and production standards
Iowered. These problems differ from those described in the discussion
of the macro-mahix because they are intrinsically political. There is no
genuine policy underlay like the mobilisation base but the
management problems resulting from the cargo cult are sirnilar to
those arising from the macro-matrix.

The choice of a site for construction of a fleet of new
Australian submarines provides an example of some of those forces at
work. In that case, there were several different sects of a cargo cult,
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each located in a difference Australian state. A political 'battle'
developed between these sects for the greatest share of the 'cargo',
including, for State politicans, the political glory associated with
'winning the battle' for their State. At the end the struggle raged most

fiercely between New South Wales and South Australia but at earlier

stages all States were involved.

In April and May 1987, when the final choice of the contractor
was being made by the Commonwealth goverrunent, there were
nearly 200 newspaper and magazine articles and editorials about the

project. Officers of the Defence Department and Navy were accused

bf irnptopriety,l of grossly distorting the evaluation2 and of

misleading the Minister.3 The last of these being a very serious charge

to level against government officials. 'submarine war erupts' said one
headline in April 1987 and another in May 1987 cried 'Sweden and
Adelaide victorious in sub-battle'. Each State team had argued that the

work would most efficiently be done in their own state and, of course,

they could not all be right. New south wales drew on the work of an

economist,4 ironically fiom Queensland, willing to argue that building
the submarines in that State would increase national income and
activity by $1 billion more than if they were built in south Australia.S
south Australia had no trouble in finding another economist to attack

the assumptions behind the NSW claim.5 when the decision was

announced, the south Australian Premier proudly proclaimed that the

Peter Young, Navy Denies Impropriety in Sub Selection', The

Australian, 20 April 1987.

Patrick Walters, 'Sub Tender Evaluations Questioned', Sydney

Morning Herald, 7 May 1987.

John Iesser, 'Documents Show Beazley Was "Misled" on
Submarine Deal' , Canbura Tima, 16 May 7987 -

R.C. Jensen, The Economic lmpact of the Submarine Proiect on the

States of Australia, (Department of Economics, Unviersity of

Queensland, March 1987).

Patrick Walters, 'NSW Puts Up a $1 billion Argument to Build
Subs', Sydney Morning Her ald, 3 Apnl 1987 .

Chris Pish, 'Academics foin in NSW-SA War Over Sub Site', Tfte

N ewcastle H erald, 6 Apnl 1'987 .
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project had been snatched from the bigger States.T The Premier of
Victoria said he had fought hard.8 The New South Wales Premier
complained that the decision would fragment part of the defence
industry9 and the Premier of Queensland said that the submarine
project should be scrapped in favour of patrol boats.lo

The impact of these activities on the project manager and the
other senior officers in the Capital Procurement Organisation was
severe. For a period of many months their first duty every day and on
weekends was to study the print media and watch the electronic
media so that they could brief the Minister on how to respond to the
latest charge. In addition to the normal consultations that take place
between project managers and government ministers and tenderers,
they were required to be accessible, attentive and responsive to teams
representing all state governments as well as foreign diplomats and
ministers of state, Government and Opposition Members of
Parliament, industry associations, trade unions, tripartite advisory
councils, professional institutions, local interest groups from
contending cities and, stirring the whole pot, the media.

More recent events show that the submarine project was no
isolated example. In November 1988, more than six months before the
contractor for the ANZAC Ship Proiect (up to 12 frigates for the
Australian and New Zealand Navies) was to be chosen, rivalry
between New South Wales and Victoria burst into the open. The
Deputy Premier of NSW '... said his State should win the $5b frigate
contract because it had the countr/s leading €conomy/.ll A
spokesman for the Victorian Premier dismissed this as '... absurd and
showing ignorance of economic matters'.12

ll

Peter Young and Jeni Cooper, 'Sweden and Adelaide Victorious
in Sub Battle', The Australian,l.9 May 1987.
Lynne Cossar, 'Cain: I Fought for Subs Deal', Melbourne Herald,
1,9 Ilv4ay'1987.
Malcolm Farr, 'Unsworth on Attack Over Subs', Daily Mirror, 19

May 7987.
Kevin Meade, 'Build Patrol Boats Not Submarines: foh', Brisbane

Telegraph,l8 May 1987.

|eni Cooper and Rosemary Mullaly,'Rivalry Flares in Battle for
Frigate Deal,', The Australian, 29 November 1988, p.6.
rbid.
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These examples illustrate not only the breadth of the
responsibility of a defence materiel proiect nurnager but the need for
political and communication skills, the ability to fend off acrimonious

iomplaints and charges of improPrief and manage the proiecfs
relations with the media. They also illustrate how weapons system

project managers are exposed to personal attack. No matter how
skillful they are in these matters, or how good their management,
project managers are again at risk. In this case as victims of a cargo
cult.



CHAPTER 7

THE FOREST OF COMPLEXITY

I^arge engineering propcts, of which defence materiel proiects
are a class, have become incomphrehensible to the parties involved.
As Stringer asserts: The scale, duration and complexity of these
projects are beyond the detailed understanding of anyone involved.'l
These features can be illustrated by the Australian New Submarine
Project. It involves production in at least nine different countries
under some 600 sub-contracts. The prime contract comprises 22,000
pages of text and drawings; it weighs 95 kg and occupies 2.5 metres of
shelf space; the overall task is broken down into over 1J00 major
packages of work, each of which is the sum of activities and tasks at
the two lower levels of detailed analysis, resulting in an estimated total
of some 250,000 events to be scheduled, networked and managed; the
production phase of the project will span more than a decade; the
system of integrated logistic support will be in operation for more than
a quarter of a century.

A wide range of professional and engineering skills is called
upon, from naval architecture to so-called artificial intelligence;
scientific skills from hydro-dynamics to electro-acoustics and opto-
electronics; production skills from heavy engineering to the integration
of complex elechonic systems; financial and accounting skills sufficient
for a $3.9 billion contract written in nine different currencies;
commercial skills such as the ability to negotiate very large corporate
and bank guarantees or apply the arcane art of marine insurance;
logistic skills to establish the integrated logistic support system and, to
complete this illustrative catalogue, the industry knowledge needed to
build up Australian manufacturing content and self-reliant support.

[,est this seems a rare and special example, consider the much
smaller minehunter proiect. This involves a radical new catamaran
hull design made of-glass reinforced plastic to meet stringent shock
resistance specifications; extremely tight control of noise and magnetic
signatures; state of the art sonar systems; and a remotely operated

fohn Stringer, Towards a Thmry for the Managanrent of large
Engineering Projects, (Australian Graduate School of Management,
Working Paper No.82406, Sydney, May 19821,p.9.
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submersible mine disposal unit. The skills involved even included
marine biology when the noise made by a particular crustacean
affected sonar signals. There are tools at the project managers disposal
which assist in the management of this complexity. The above
references to pages of text and weight of paper are illustrative only,
but it is possible to quote the number of packages of work to be
completed and the number of events to be scheduled because of two of
those tools, a work breakdown stmcture and a project network, used
on the project. Those tools enable the planned course of the project to
be mapped and the interdependencies recorded so far as they are

known in advance.

It is also possible to assemble a team of experts in all the
various areas of expertise so that the propct manager has professional
advice on tap. Some experts will be attached full-time to the proiect
team; others will provide part-time or occasional support. How this is

arranged will vary from organisation to organisation, but most project
managers would need to draw on some expertise from outside their
project teams, either from functional divisions in the same
organisation or from external sources.

Access to professional advice in all the relevant disciplines is
clearly necessary if the project is to proceed on a sound technical,
legal and commercial basis, but advice is the operative word. Much of
the advice that scientists, engineers, lawyers or bankers might give is
in the nature of opinion rather than fact. Even where it is relatively
precise and factual rather than vague and speculative the acceptance of
expert advice is not without cost in terms of time and resources.
Moreover the advice of different experts in the same profession may be

in conflict or the advice from one profession rnay be incompatible with
that from another.

The use of proiect management tools and recourse to expert
advice give the manager of a large or complex project some chance of
finding a way through the forest of complexity, but they provide no
guarantee against becoming lost. If the proiect were a replication of an
earlier one such a guarantee might be feasible; a map of paths through
the forest would exist and the dangers encountered on the earlier
proiect would be known and could be guarded against. Neither of
these conditions applies to the projects under consideration. The map
of the forest is a notional one drawn from the experience of the project
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team on other similar proiects or based on the recorded experience and
advice of managers of other proiects. The map will be in error to some
degree, possibly widely so, and the past experience or advice may be
inappropriate for the circumstances of the new project. Even if the map
were accurate at the beginning, external shocks such as a significant
change in the requirement, a business failure by a key sub-contractor,
failure in performance of an essential new technology or the loss of
pivotal staff members can impact the project. The impacts may be of
earthquake proportions and radically change the topography of the
forest or be on a lesser scale, like a major storm which temporarily
blocks the path through the forest by washaways or fallen trees. The
project manager is an explorer and surveyor rather than a traveller on
known pathways. That is one reason why recourse to detailed
mandatory procedures provides no guarantee of successful projects.
To fully appreciate the complexity of weapons system projects, it is
necessary to take into account the interactions between different
elements of the proiect. A new management science, called systems
engineering management, has developed to support the successful
management of these interactions, which can be illustrated by what
may seem at first glance to be a relatively uncomplicated project - to
build an underway replenishment ship for the Royal Australian Navy
(RAN). The ship, HMAS Succas,was built to an established design (the
Durance class) already in service with the French Nary. Many
problems attended the construction of this vessel and one of them was
the simple matter of the size of pallets to be used for storage and
handling of cargo. It was decided to use RAN standard pallets rather
than the International Organisation for Standardisation (ISO) standard
pallets for which the vessel had been designed. This decision was
found to be justified by a Parliamentary Committee which reviewed
the proiect but the effects of its interaction with other aspects of the
design led to increased costs and delay.

The decision to adopt RAN standard pallet sizes for
HMAS Success involved a difference of 500 kilograms
in the weight of a single ammunition pallet. The
heavier pallets needed a heavier forklift to carry them,
and the heavier forklifts required modifications to the
ammunition lifts for carrying the forklifts down to the
magazines where they move the pallets. The
combination of heavier forklifts and pallets exceeded
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the concentrated load designed for the replenishment
deck and the deck had to be strengthened.2

The modifications resulted in extra cost of $150,000 and delay of 10

weeks.

At the other end of the scale in terms of cost and time

penalties, but similar in terms of cause and effect relationships, was the
ihoice of computer hardware for the Nimrod Airborne Early Warning
Aircraft Project. The hardware initially selected proved unequal to the
task. Upgraded hardware brought with it increased weight, sPace,

energy and cooling demands which were beyond the capacity of the

chosen airframe and its systems. Modifications to enable the additional
loads to be handled were proposed but these proved to be so difficult
and costly that eventually the proiect was cancelled with an overall
loss of some $1 billion.

Complexity of a different kind, which creates a need for very

experienced judgement and sensitive management, can.be created by

the industriai relations asPects of weapons systems projects. It is also

typical of major civil prbjects - especially those with high 
-public

"iiiuitity 
and where early completion is a high priority within flexible

completion dates. The following examples will illustrate some aspects

of this multi-faceted subject.

The first example is construction of an underway
replenishment vessel for the Royal Australian Naty, which was

subsequently named HMAS Succas. Construction of the vessel was

contraited io a gorrernment-owned, commercial-operated (GOCO)

shipyard at Cockatoo Island in Sydney Harbour. At the time the
contract was let, industrial relations on the sydney waterfront had

been notoriously bad for generations and both the Navy and the

Defence Ministry were wary of the possibility that indushial disputes

in the dockyard would delay completion and increase the cost of the

vessel. No doubt that was one of the reasons why they originally
proposed to the Government that the vessel be imported, but for

Parliament of the Commonwealth of Australia, Joint Committee
on Public Accounts, Report 243, Raie(D of Det'ence Proiect

Managanent, (Australian Government Publishing Service,
Canbena, 1985), Vol.2, p.76.
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domestic political reasons the Government decided to have the ship
constructed by Cockatoo Dockyard.

In order to guard against industrial disputes a written
undertaking was obtained from the Australian Council of Trade
Unions offering an improved measure of industrial harmony for the
project. The contract for the ship was signed in October 1979 and,
despite the undertaking, the dockyard '... became the target of an
intensive and protracted campaign on the 35 hour *""1 is,1s'3 just
over a year later. In the course of the dispute, the shipyard was
blockaded by black bans on ferries carrying workers to and from the
island. By October 1981, less than a year after the dispute began, the
dockyard made a claim for excusable delay totalling 259 days, of
which 60 per cent was related to industrial disputes.

A further example is the Australian Frigate Project to construct
two frigates to the US FFGZ design in the govemment-owned,
goverrunent-operated (GOGO) Williamstown Naval Dockyard in the
City of Melbourne. That dockyard also had a bad reputation for
industrial disputes and low productivity. There had already been
several enquiries into the poor perforrrunce of the yard at the time the
order was placed, and an agreement was negotiated between the
government and the unions involved giving commitments to
improved efficiency, adherence to the delivery schedules, and
cooperation and consultation with the objective of achieving industrial
harmony within the dockyard.4 In the negotiations leading up to this
agreement, placement of the order was held up to induce the workers
and their unions to agree to improved work practices and procedures
for settlement disputes. Much of the low productivity at the yard was
due to overmanning and demarcation between a large number of job
categories in over 20 different craft unions. The number of man days
lost as a result of industrial disputes did fall dramatically, but
overmanning and demarcation persisted, and by 1987 the project was
well behind schedule and over budget. In 1988 the yard was

Department of Defence, 'Submission to the foint Parliamentary
Committee on Public Accounts, June 1984', (published in joint
Committee on Public Accounts, Reuieu ot' Det'ence Project
Management, Y o1.2, p.233).

]oint Committee on Public Accounts, Raniew of Det'ence Project
Management, Vol.S, p.146.
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privatised and the new owners, who also took over the contract for
ionstruction of the frigates, set about reducing manning levels and

unnecessary job demarcation. The number of unions was negotiated

down to three. These actions and negotations led to a long strike
during which production at the yard effectively ceased for a period of
3 months.

An example from the civil sector is provided by the Thames
Barrier Project carried out for the Greater London Council. The Barrier

was constructed to prevent the City of London being flooded as a

result of a rise in water levels in the Thames Estuary, the effect of
storm-generated surges in the southern North Sea and an increase in
the tidal range. Completion of the profect was urgent because of the
potentially catostrophic damage of a major flood. Like the Sydney and
Melbourne waterfronts, the Thames Estuary was at the time Prone to

labour problems and an attempt was made to minimise these by
breaking up the project into a number of subcontracts so that there

would be no single focus for industrial Pressure. The project
incorporated imaginative design features and engineering methods.
Some of these required certain operations to be carried out on a 24-

hour basis over a period of 4 days. 'The operatives were aware of this;

as a result they exerted some industrial muscle over Payment for this

work. IJltimately this led to a severe labour dispute, culminating in
strike action.'S In the first two years of the project, from'l'974 to \976,
only half the scheduled work necessary to maintain an acceptable
schedule was achieved. Fully operational day and night shifts where
needed and, at a later stage, a 3 x 8-hour shift pattern was introduced'
Shift arrangements and related issues of overtime payments became a

subject for industrial disputes described as 'continuous guerilla
warfare' culminating in a two months' strike' Ending the strike left a
resentful labour force which made it more difficult to introduce
measures to increase productivity and speed up the Progress of the
project. The planned construction time and real cost were exceeded by
a factor of 2. Although industrial disputes was only one of the major
difficulties encountered by the proiect, the low productivity related to

these was one of the major causes of delay and real cost increases.

Peter W.G. Morris and George H. Hough,
Projects. (|ohn Wiley and Sons for Major
Templeton College, Oxford,'1,987), p.87.

The Anatomy of Major
Projects Association,
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Industrial relations issues complicate the project managers'
task in a number of ways. First, they have to be taken into account in
selection of the contractor and, in some cases, of the site where work
will be carried out. Arrangements to meet the cost of industrial
disputes and fund increases in wage rates occurring during the course
of the project have to be provided for in some way by the contract and
can be the subject of tricky negotiations and subsequent contract
management. Extra cost or delay may occur through industrial
disputes of a local nature (as in the case of the Thames Barrier) or of a
'national' character such as the one that affected HMAS Succas. In
either case additional funds or cutbacks elsewhere in the project may
be required and the schedule has to be reworked. Industrial disputes
also complicate the custome/s relationship with the contractor, create
the risk of disputes between them, and soak up the time and energy of
their project managers. They may also complicate the project
managels relationship with the government as a whole especially if a
settlement that would be good for the project is bad for national wages
or industrial relations policy, or vice versa.

The final aspect of complexity to be discussed here is the green
factor, or opposition to projects by special interest groups on
environmental or heritage grounds. This has been a particularly severe
problem for some major civil works such as proposed new airports
and freeways; for example, in London and Sydney. The green factor
has not generally been as serious for weapons systems projects as it
has been for civil projects of that kind but it can add greatly to the
complexity of managing those projects where they involve land
acquisition for the establishment of new production, maintenance or
operational facilities. This is especially the case for facilities such as
communications stations which emit electro-magnetic radiation or
those which have the potential to generate noise or toxic waste. Even
where none of these factors applies, the compulsory acquisition of land
from the traditional owner is fraught with political hazard.

Weapons systems project managers require experience, skill
and especially good judgement to cope with complexity in all these
forms. They must develop and carry out highly detailed project plans,
maintain internal consistency, resolve conflicts of opinion and adverse
interactions between project elements, and maintain good human
relations with members of the project team, engineering and scientific
experts, trade union leaders and community groups. They have to
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make viable judgements on the basis of opinion, speculation and

partial knowledge. There is no easy path through the forest of
iomplexity; it is ihe project manage/s formidable task to survey and
clear a passage and lead the project team along it.



CHAPTER 8

TECHNOLOGY TRAPS

One of the most important judgements to be made in the
planning stages of a defence materiel project is the extent to which it
will make use of unproven technology. Several recent reports have
highlighted decisions to incorporate unproven technology in new
weapons systems as a major cause of cost and schedule overruns and
functional failures. |ordan [,ee and Cawsey propounded the following
as one of the two principles into which all their findings could be
distilled:

In all major projects one should proceed step by step,
demonstrate the technology and only commit to full
development when clear performance goals and
acceptance critiera can be established and made
binding on the contractor ...1

As they pointed out, this principle had been stated by Downey 20
years earlier.

Packard stressed the importance of prototyping before
committing a new weapons system to full scale development:

Full scale development of a new weapon system is the
single most critical step in the acquisition process. At
this point, a number of fundamental decisions must be
made - whether to undertake a new development or
adapt an existing system, how far to push the new
technology being incorporated in the system, what
cost and schedule to authorise, and what the
management structure will be. Misjudgement about
any of these items can start a program off on a course
that dooms it to failure.2

The role of prototypes was seen as providing the information on how
far to push the technology:

1 |ordan, Lee and Cawsey, Icarningfrom Expnience,pJl,.
2 President's Blue Ribbon Commission, A Quest for Excellence, p.57.
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A weapon system should be predicated on state of the

art technology only when the benefits of the new

technology offset the noncommitent risks. This
principle, easy to state, is hard to aPPly because of the
difficulty in getting reliable information with which to
make the trade-off of risks and benefits. The only
consistently reliable Ineans of getting such
information is by building PrototyPes that embody the
new technologY.3

This advice seems to be obviously sensible, but if the rule is so

simple why has it been broken so often in the past? Will it continue to
be broken in future? The reasons for past breaches are to be found in
the time taken to build and test prototypes, the even longer time taken
for full-scale development of new weaPons systems and the period for
which the new system will be in service. These timespans form an

increasing scale and the last is measured in decades rather than years.
Countries such as the USA and UK and Australia have a policy of
relying on the technological edge of their weaPons systems to multiply
the effectiveness of their military forces. In an effort to be sure of
maintaining that edge over periods of as much as thirty years proiect
sponsors are irresistibly led to the incorporation of stateof-the-art
technology.

The avoidance of premature obsolence is one of the benefits
promised by new technology and therefore should be one of the
ingredients in Packard's tradeoff. Unfortunately, it requires
information that cannot be obtained by prototyping nor by other
means short of clairvoyance - accurate forecasts of the progress of
military technology. New technology is not only the servant of new
weapons system propcts, sometimes it is their raison d'etre. This may
occur when the solution of a military problem is set as a task for
research scientists or when scientists themselves see scoPe for the
results of their research to be applied to known military requirements.
In Australia, some weapons systems developed in this way, such as

Ikara and Mulloka, became household names in defence circles; others,
such as findalee, Kariwara and Nulka are in the full-scale engineering
development phase; and many others have been dropped at an earlier
phase, sometimes after considerable exPense had been incurred.

lbiil.,p.56.
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New technology has a seductive appeal, especially when
sponsored by eloquent and enthusiastic scientists. It is easy to be
spellbound by the elegance of the concepts, the dazzling impact of
scientific demonstrations, the glittering promises of revolutionary
performance in the field and the reflected Blory, of association with
new discovery. Politicians are prone to bask in that glory, and not
only in the area of defence. Perhaps they are entitled to, as they have to
find the money to fund development and they, or at least one of their
class, may have to shoulder the blame for failure. The British Minister
for Power in 1965 described the selection of the advanced gas cooled
reactor for the Dungeness B nuclear power station as a 'jackpot'
representing the 'greatest breakthrough of all time.'4 In such a
euphoric atmosphere the time, expense and effort required and the
risk involved in turning new scientific or engineering concepts into
robust functioning systems are easily forgotten. It was so in that case,
because'Dungeness B ultimately proved to be the most unhappy of all
power station proiects undertaken in Britain...'.5

For their part, the scientists are ambivalent. They are keen to
see their inventions exploited but retain a strong sense of
proprietorship that may inhibit that process. They often lack an
understanding of the engineering and commercial practicalities of
development or do not have the temperament and vocation to carry it
out successfully themselves. They may also lack confidence in the
managers assigned to that task, suspecting that they do not possess
sufficient intelligence and scientific knowledge to understand what
they are doing. Technology-push proiects tend to be turbulent affairs.

Cost, delay and controversy have long been features of the
introduction of new technology in industry and war. In a series of
essays, historian Elting Morrison described examples of invention and
innovation in the 19th century including the effect of technological
change on individuals and institutions. His examples included
continuous aiming of naval gunfire, steam powered warships and the
Bessemer steel-making process. He distinguished between four stages
in the process of innovation of which the inventive stage was but the
beginning.

4 Morris and Hough,The Anatomy of Major Projects, p.106.
s tbid.
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In sum, there are more stages in the innovating
process than are at first apParent. There is the
inventive stage, the stage in which the invention is
applied by the first entrepreneurs, the stage in which
other entrepreneurs and engineers refine and
consolidate, and the stage in which still other
entrepreneurs take over to expand. At each stage new
Eranpower appears to displace those who lost their
interest or their hold. Apparently only those outside
at each stage have the capacity to gauge the state of
things within, and the will to accommodate

themselves to that state.5

Morrison also draws attention to the way in which
technological change threatens to break down the structured
organisations that people have built and in which they feel secure.

They resist its threat to their security. This applies to the introduction
of military technology as much or more than any other. New military
technology threatens the established corps shuctures of the military
services. The members of those corps are tightly bonded to them and
threats to the existing structure are resisted tenaciously. That
resistance increases the cost and difficulty of introducing new
technology. Persons employed in defence industry or the defence

bureaucracy behave in a similar fashion, although their motivation
appears to be less a matter of emotional bonding and more one of
preserving security of employment and position.

Resistance to change is one of the more difficult forms of
technology trap for the proiect rnanager to coPe with because the real

agend4 preserving existing organisational structures and the value of
the personal intellectual capital and organisational status of the people
in them, is hidden. The obictions raised and the unnecessary costs
incurred are always iustified on other grounds. This phenomenon has
also been given inadequate attention by most recent official enquiries
and academic studies of the management of defence materiel
procurement.

Elting E. Morrison, Men, Machina anil Moilern Times, (The MIT
Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts, and London, England, 796),
pp.2M-205.
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Morrison's evaluation is even more relevant today than in the
1950s and 1960s when his essays were written, because the rate of
change in defence technology has accelerated and the time taken to
develop new weapons systems has increased. More and more
adaptation to technological change is required in less and less time.
New technologies are invading old domains and threaten to wrest
control from the established technological or command hierarchies.
Electronics vies with aerodynamics for dominance in the development
of aircraft and missiles and with naval architecture in the development
of warships. The invisible struggle for mastery of the electronic
battlefield promises to determine the outcome of land, sea and air
battles. The convergence of computing and communications threatens
military command and control structures.

Despite the presence of traps for the unwary, or even the wary,
the drive to incorporate new technology into new weapons systems is
fundamentally sound. A technological advantage on the battlefield
can be decisive and the risk of early obsolescence of weapons systems
has to be weighed against the risk of increased cost and time or
functional failure. However, as the successes will tend to be taken for
granted and the failures given prominence, it is reasonable to predict
that if amateur project management persists, within 20 years a new
report will revive the Downey, Rayner, jordan, Lee and Cawsey, and
Packard recommendations for more caution in the use of technology.

As always, recourse to rigid procedures would fail.
Negotiation of the technology traps requires active management based
on the experience and informed judgement of a professional project
manager with the breadth of education and experience to span the
scientific, engineering and human dimensions involved, and skill in
the arts of judging the risks soundly and managing them effectively. A
management science that addresses these issues needs to be broader
and, according to Boulding's classification of systems theories,T of a
higher order, than the 'clockwork sciences' on which technology is
based.

Kenneth Boulding, 'Ceneral Systems Theory - The Skeleton of
Science', Managanent Science, Vol.2, No.3, April 1955.
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FORTUNE TELLING

Weapons system proiects are notorious for the tendency of
costs to overrun budgets. Morris and Houghl list seven studies of a

total of 144 US weapons systems projects undertaken at various times
from 1959 to 7974 that showed cost overruns of from 15 per cent to 7(X)

per cent and more recent studies by the General Accounting Office of
over 1300 civil and military proiects with average cost overruns of 60

per cen! those costing $1 billion or more ovemrnning by an average of

150 per cent. fordan, Lee and Cawsey pointed out that the British

Procurement Executive spent about f3 billion to f4 billion Per year on
'costs which were not foreseen when projects started.'2 In Australia
over a period of 12 months to June 1987 nlrjor weaPons system project
managers lodged submissions seeking increases in approved project
costs that amounted in total to $A650 millionS

Weapons system Proiects are not alone in this nor are they the

worst performers; that dubious distinction belongs to the Trans-Alaska
Pipeline with a cost overrun of nearly 500 per cent, closely followed by
Concorde. It has been said that some early North Sea Oil Platforms
had an overrun of 1000 per cent.

In an analysis of cost growth in 582 projects, Biery of the

Analytic Sciences Corporation in Washington found, after adjusting
for quantity and inflation effects, that the cost growth of the 51 major
weapons systems studied was towards the lower end of the spectrum,
as shown in Figure 6.

The effects of inflation had not been taken into account in the

other examples quoted.

Morris and Hough. The Anatomy of Major Proiects, Pp.8-9.
Jordan, Lee and Cawsey, Itarning from EtVerience, p.2.

F.N. Bennett, The Importance of Cost Control', in Department of
Defence, Rul Cost Managanant, (Report of Chief of Capital
Procurement's Workshop, Department of Defence, Canberra, 30
june 1987), p.20.

1

2

3
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FIGURE 5
COST CROWTH IN MA]OR PROIECTS (TASC)
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It would be wrong to draw comfort from these considerations.

Speaking on behalf of US defense contractors, Augustine told a

symposium in 1984 that even if inflation were taken out, and if the

tims at which the estimate was made was adiusted from that of
concept formulation to that following concept definition, cost overruns
came out at about 50 per cent.4 In yet another opinion'There are forces

at loose in the internal and external environment of the weaPon
systems acquisition world that almost invariably lead to higher final
costs for programs than those costs predicted during the programs

early planning stages.s As Augustine explained, there are two
pro6lemsr The first problem, then, is that things cost too much. The

iecond problem is that we cannot seem to produce anything for what
we said it would cost.'6 He used this cartoon to illustrate the point:

"You can stop tro.rrying about the

quic ksand-here comes a crocodile ! "

Norman R Augustine, 'A Viewpoint of Industrf , The lournal of

Cost Analysis, Y ol.2,Spring 1985, p.4.

Le Roy T. Baseman, 'Cost Growthin the Acquisitionof Weapons

Systems', The lournal of Cost Analysis, Vol.l, No.l, Spring \984,
p.113.
Augustine, 'A Viewpoint of Industry', p.8.
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Some comfort could be drawn from another of Augustine's
conclusions - that over the last 30 years, in the USA at least, the extent
of cost overruns has been reduced. As he put it, 'The good news is
that we are getting better. The bad news is that we are still pretty
bad.'7

The increasing cost of weapons systems is most commonly
illustrated by reference to military aircraft, as shown in Figures 7 and
8.

The following analysis of the causes of unit cost escalation
would be difficult to improve and is presented in full:

The trend to higher unit costs is caused primarily by
the need for rival nations to improve progressively
the performance of their weapon systems. Each nation
must avoid its own forces falling into a position of
inferiority relative to those of its rival, and thus
offering that rival the oppoftunity to obtain
advantages (territorial, commercial, etc) by the use or
the threat of force. Each nation therefore undertakes
improvement of its own forces whenever it knows or
believes that its rival is making improvements. The
two nations thus establish a vicious circle in whictu for
example, more effective aircraft procured by one
nation increase the threat to a rival nation, stimulating
it to advance its technology to produce, or to procure,
more effective aircraft to counter the threat...

However, linked to and dependent on the vicious
circle of rising unit costs associated with the technical
arrns race, there are nowadays no less than four more
vicious circles which together accelerate the trend
towards higher unit costs. More effective aircraft tend
to have both higher development costs and higher unit
production costs; the increases in these costs are
partially counterbalanced by the use of improved
methods and equipment in the development and
production processes, but the experience of recent

lbid., p.1.1..
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FICURE 7

TREND OF INCREASING COST OF TACTICAL AIRCRAFT
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FIGURE 8

POST.WAR AIRCRAFT COSTS
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years shows that there is generally a net increase in
both costs. The increase in develoPment costs of
aircraft projects means that a government tends to
fund new proiects less frequently, but in that case the
progress in technology and the development of the
threat since the last project together make it
appropriate for a new proiect to incorporate greater
advances in tedrnological sophistication; and this in
turn leads to a more protracted and extensive

development programme and back to even higher
development costs.

As development costs increase, a goverrunent tends to
find it more difficult to take a decision which will
shape its defence capability and absorb a large fraction
of its equipment budget for many years to come. To

clarify the situation and to make the decision easier,

there may be a long period of studies, assessments and
protracted discussions between the government,
Services and industry of the nation involved. These in
turn lead to a more prolonged development
progralnme (perhaps also increased in scope) with a

higher total development cost.

Since a nation's defence budget is limited, an increase
in the unit production cost means that fewer aircraft
can be purchased. But a decrease in the number of
aircraft manufactured reduces the scope for learning
in production and thus tends to increase the average
unit cost. Similarly a decrease in the number to be
manufactured leads to a relative reduction in the
appropriate level of production investment (tooling),
and hence to a further increase in the unit cost of
production.

These four vicious circles all exhibit what control
engineers call positive feedback, and together they
produce a faster rate of increase in the unit cost of
procurement than that which would result directly
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from the increased performance and effectiveness of
the aircraft.8

So much for the quicksand, now for the crocodile. It is a

particular species (Reptilia Crocodilia Optimistica) and like other
species of crocodiles seerrs destined to survive, as long as amateur cost
estimation by that other species, Homo Sapiens.

In the early proiect phases the detailed information necessary

to build up reliable cost estimates simply does not exist and so-called
paramefic methods are used. These crude methods relate a weapons
systems cost to some feature such as its estimated weight (aircraft),
displacement (ships), power (propulsion systems) or number of
instructions (software), with or without adjustment for engineering
complexity, novelty of design, etc. Further estimates for items such as

integrated logistic support, training and contingency provisions are
added, often being estimated as proportions of the original parametric
estimate. Allowances for these items may account for as much as half
the total estimated project cost of a new weaPons system' It is obvious
that estimates prepared in this way must be subject to great
uncertainty.

To be honest, project cost estimates should be presented as a
range which according to Augustine, could vary by a factor of 2 for
research and development tasks.9 They are never Presented in this
way when approvals are being sought because any such proposal
would lack the necessary appearance of solidity. Unless all
expenditure estimates were required to be presented as ranges, any
single project put forward on that basis would be ridiculed by
competing claimants for funds within the government: in the public
domain the uncertainty of the estimates would be proffered by the
governmenfs opponents as evidence of its incompetence. These forces
lead all those involved into an elaborate pretence because, like the
truth about the emperor's new clothes, the truth about project cost

cannot be spoken. In so much as they are influenced largely by what
the audience wishes to hear, early estimates of propct costs have much

D.L.I. Kirkpatrick and P.G. Pugh, Towards The Starship
Enterprise - Are The Current Trends in Defense Unit Costs

Inexorable?' The lournal of Cost Analysis,Yol.2, Spring 1985.

Augustine, 'A Viewpoint of Industry', p.8.
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in common with fortune telling and, regrettably, sometimes little more
that is scientific in their makeup.

It would not be so bad if the outcome were evenly balanced

between under- and over-estimation. However, because of a set of
mutually reinforcing motivations, the cost estimates are biased
towards the lower limits of the range. To the extent that they are based
on past experience they tend to be underestimated because of the unit
cost escalation already described. In addition, social and institutional
pressures on the estimators push them towards optimism.

Established Procedures in defence ministries require cost

benefit analyses of new weaPons systems to be carried out. This
naturally motivates the military service seeking approval for a new
system to keep down the estimate of its cost. Defence budgets are
unable to accommodate the cost of all the weaPons system projects
that could be justified by qualitative strategic arguments and the

process of budget formation becomes a form of rationing in which
available funds are shared out between projects. As a result, managers
are also motivated to depress the cost estimates for individual projects.
This motivation extends to the level of Defence Ministers and
goverrunents who, up to a point, can enhance the electorate's sense of
security, and hence satisfaction in the Soverrunent's performance, by
maximising the number of defence Programs at the exPense of lean

funding for each of them. Defence ministries also contain units whose

task it is to scrutinise weaPons systems projects and prune them of
'gold plating' or excessive numbers. This is a difficult task, as

arguments about the appropriate level of capability have a theological
quality and can go on interminably. An arbitrary cost ceiling is one

device that is used by cenhal scrutineers to bring such a debate to a
conclusion. They do this by offering a compromise that involves
withdrawing obfections to a proposal if its cost is held to the level at
which the scmtineers iudge gold plating would be squeezed out. They
thus, unwittingly, align themselves with the proposal's sponsors in
holding down the cost estimate.

At all the proiect phases up to the point where they may have

to sign a fixed-price contract, and sometimes even then, defence
contractors share in the motivation to keep cost estimates down. Their
existence depends on a continuing series of weaPons system
approvals. Contractors have even been knownn to'buy' contracts by
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knowingly underbidding, relying on their ability to recoup their costs
when contract change proposals are subsequently negotiated. By
contrast, there is no one in a position of influence who is motivated to
overestimate costs.

There is empirical evidence to support these circumstantial
arguments. Biery examined the question of whether cost estimation of
weapons systems had improved over time. That should have been the
case, as defence ministries had made substantial efforts over several
decades to improve estimating techniques and some of them
established special cells of cost estimators to work on methodology
and compile data bases. Similar efforts in the private sector had seen
the emergence of professional bodies such as the Institute of Cost
Analysis in the USA. Biery took three sets of data from the early 50s,
early 60s and early 70s and calculated mean cost growth rates and the
dispersion of cost growth around those means. He found that cost
estimates had become more accurate over time (i.e., the dispersion
around the mean rate of cost growth had declined) but there was a
systematic bias towards underestimation. He observed that 'This
systematic bias in estimates may arise out of the built in incentives for
optimism in the weapons acquisition process'.10

Even if it were possible to make accurate and unbiased cost
estimates at the proiect approval stage subsequent events would still
tend to push costs above that figure. An attempt to identify all the
factors influencing these events was described, tongue in cheek but
nevertheless aptly, by an Australian Chief of Air Force Materiel as to
'attempt a vector analysis of a piece of blancmange in a state of
dynamic excitation.'ll He presented a lively categorisation of causes
including 'the infallible requirement', and 'the creeping specification'
and'the groaning support'.

The infallible requirement refers to the tendency for project
managers, especially if they come from the user Service, to regard an
operational requirement approved by their Chief of Staff as

immutable. As he, and Augustine as well, point out, it is often the case

Frederick P. Biery, The Accuracy of Military Cost and Schedule
Forecasts', The lournal of Cost Analysis, Vol.3, Spring 191J5,p.22.
AVM A.E. Heggen,'Managing Project Costs', in Deparhnent of
Defence, Real Cost Managarcnt, p.33.

l0

t1
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that ,... 95 per cent of the required performance level is reasonably

attainable whereas the cost rises exponentially as you pursue the

remaining 5 per cent.'12

In a separate analysis, Augustine estimates that the last 10 per

cent of performance costi one-third of the total cost and (he opines)

causes two-thirds of the problems.l3

Heggen advised the project nunagers he was addressing to
,recognise ttrlt ttre staff requirement is not an imperative, that chiefs of

staff and chiefs of development are reasonable men, and that

compromises are possible. We must not allow project cost to be.driven

outside limits by singleminded pursuit of "the requirement'''14 Of
course, as both authorities recognise, that last 5 per cent may be critical
to battlefield superiority and we find ourselves on the by now familar
ground where management iudgements have to be made in order to
slip between the horns of a dilemma.

The creeping specification is another widely recognised

phenomenon. AJHeggen put it, 'As the various players becom-e better
icquainted with the equipment proposed, oPPortunities for
embettist tttent of the equipment specification present themselves

almost dailylts Baseman labelled it as 'requirements creep'' He

explained the process as follows:

During the planning phase of a weapon systems

acquisition Program, requirements are established in
response to the known and postulated threat' Cost
benefit trade-offs are made, assumptions about
technology are drawn etc., all of which lead to a

requiremints'baseline', which is an agreed to set of
intended capabilities in terms of quantitives,
effectiveness, and inherent worth. But during a long
acquisition cycle the internal and external world does
not remain constant' Changes in the threat, new

technology, missions and roles changes, political

12 lbid., p.47.
13 Augustine, 'A Viewpoint of Industry',p.19.
14 Heggen, 'Managing Project Costs', p.43.
ls lbid.,p.45.
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considerations both national and international all
relentlessly drive requirements to change.l5

Heggen considered that the third category of cost factors, the
groaning support, reflected two factors 'Firstly ... the support aspects
of a capital procurement are invariably the most difficult with which to
come to grips during the early stages of the project, and consequently
they are a source of continuing anguish for the proiect manager and a
maior source of cost increase.' He points out also that 'Support aspects
cannot be properly comprehended and costed until the brand-name
equipment is identified and the specific concepts of operation and
maintenance determined in the light of that equipment. In normal
circumstances, this is not possible until well beyond proiect approval.
Operators and logisticians will want to keep options open for as long
as possible. The industry advocates will want to involve contractors
to the greatest extent possible and perhaps that extent cannot be
determined until late in the contracting process.'u

A fourth category of cost push factors might be added to
Heggen's three; it could be called 'the free loaders'. All defence
materiel projects tend to attract free loaders, but especially those given
a lot of publicity. Some of the worst examples of free loading have
eisted, in the past at least, in governrnent-owned defence plants with
excess capacity. These plants had cost accounting systems which
required the time of employees and production facilities to be charged
against some funded activity. In the absence of other funded activities
weapons system proiects attracted time cards like a honey pot attracts
bees. Baseman used the phrase 'the hidden-factorS/ to describe a
similar phenomenon found in his view 'in most industrial facilities'.
'This is a subculture or factory within a factory creating and/or
responding to such things as scrap and rework, etc.'18 The allocation
of overhead costs can also be a vehicle for free loading and a source of
endless disputation between cost accountants working for the project
manager and the contractor. To avoid the charging of undue costs to
projects, cost allocation systems need to be closely monitored, or,

76

17

t8

Baseman, 'Cost Growth in the Acquisition of Weapons Systems',
p.103.
Heggen,'Managing Proiect Costs', p.45.
Basemary 'Cost Growth in The Acquisition of Weapons Systems',
p.103.
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better still, incentives need to be put in place to keep them down. That

consideration leads to the role of contracts in encouraging or
discouraging cost escalation.

This has been a matter of vigorous debate for at least the last

20 years. Certain forms of contract may actually enco_urage cost

o.reirutrs. An obvious example would be a cost-plus-profit contract,
where profit is calculated as a ProPortion of cost actually incurred by
the contractor. At the other end of the spectrum of contract types is

the firm-fixed-price contract, where the contractor's profit (loss) varies

directly with iis ability to supply the deliverables for less (more) than

the contracted amount. In between are many varieties, including cost-

plus-incentive-fee contracts; target and ceiling-price contracts with
iosts above (and sometimes savings below) the target price shared
between customer and contractor; fixed-price contracts which provide
escalation for economic factors, and so on. Contract tyPes come in and

out of fashion - usually one suspects in reaction to the perceived

failure of whichever tyPe had been in vogue.

It can also be argued that the type that is appropriate depends

on the type or phase of project. Cost-plus contracts with close scrutiny
of costs charged to the project are said to be best suited to proiects, or
phases, with a high development content. Firm-price contracts are said

io be suited to cases where the work to be done can be tightly defined

and the extent of technological risk is low. Accumulated experience

shows that no type of contract can provide assured protection against

cost overruns, but contracts should be as close to the firm-fixed-price
end of the spectrum as is feasible. Ex-ante incentives, especially the
stimulus of competitive procurement, are more effective than ex-post

scrutiny, becauie they direct the creativity of the contractor to the

task of reducing costs rather than to justifying them and are a brake on

any tendency towards unnecessary engineering excellence- see also

Bennettlg and for other views, Fox,20 Gansler,2l Morris and Hough22

19 F.N. Bennett, 'Defence Industry' in D.l. Ball and C.l. Downes
(eds), Security and Det'ence: Pacific and Global Perspectiaes, (Allen &
Unwin, Sydney, forthcoming).

20 Fox, The Defense Management Challenge.
21 Jacques S. Gansler, The Defense lndustry, (MIT Press, Cambridge

Mass, 1980).
22 Morris and Hough,The Anatomy of Majot Projects.
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and, for an example of what can go wrong even to a fixed-price
contract, Tyler.23

In some countries there are additional problems arising from
annual budget processes. The worst case appears to be the USA,
where the quantity of production is determined on a year-to.year basis
even for long-running proiects. This makes forward planning of
production schedules a risky process for the contractor and inhibits
investment in capital equipment that would reduce production costs.
It also constrains forward ordering of sufficient volumes of materials
and components so as to reduce unit input costs.

A related phenomenon often referred to in the literature is
'program stretchout'; i.e., reduction of expendifure in one year in order
to live within overall defence budget limits. This means reducing
production in that year below the planned level and stretching the
production run further into the future, with an inevitable increase in
unit cost. The need for stretchouts commonly arises because, in their
forward expenditure indications variously called 'guidance'
'projections' or'long-term costings', governments are prone to promise
to spend more on defence than the amounts actually appropriated
year-by-year. Projects are planned and scheduled to use up all the
promised funds; when some of those funds are not forthcoming
stretchout is usually a more palatable option than cancellation of some
programs. Can anything more be done to reduce the extent of cost
overruns? Many ideas have been put forward and hied out in
practice. They include:

. competitive procurement, including dual sourcing;

. fixed price contracts;

o various forms of incentive contract;

o cost ceilings, in the form of technical and cost
baselining, or the application of zero cost option rules
in contract rnanagement;

o cost reporting systems, including elaborate cost and
schedule control and status reporting systems;

23 Patrick Tyler, Running Critical, (Harper and Row, New York,
1986).
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o restraints on defence contractor wage increases;

o should cost and could cost analysis;

. programs to improve productivity in defence plants,
including incentives for investment in producivity
raising machinery;

o value engineering;

. multi-year Procuremenq

. tendering against performance specifications rather

than engineering sPecifications;

o limiting prolect scope and design changes.24

Most of these approaches attack the problem of cost increases

after a project has been approved. Fewer ideas have been put forward

to correct the bias in cost estimation. One of the best collections of
them comes from Augustinq2s who suggests that costs should be

estimated by qualified independent teams whose endorsement should
be required on all cost estimates that go into budgets; that cost
estimales should be presented as ranges that reasonably reflect the

degree of uncertainty; governments should give more 
-realistic

guidance on future funding; statements of operational requirements

Jhould be more tightly controlled; and that the turbulence that affects

prograrns in the US budget setting Process should be reduced. These

ire all valid suggestions, though subiect to difficulties of
implementation that will be aPParent from the earlier discussion.

consideration might also be given to a scheme whereby the senior

military procurement manager from the user Service (in Australia the

Chief of Materiel) would certify the adequacy of cost estimates.

With Heggen's dynamic blancmange in mind, it would be
foolish to imagine that the above account deals satisfactority with the
matter of cost overruns, but enough has been said to establish that
their occunence should surprise no one. It should also have created an

expectation that overruns may be expected to continue. So long as

For a concise description of most of these ideas see Baseman,

'Cost Growth in the Acquisition of Weapons Systems', pp.103-

113.

Augustine, 'A Viewpoint of Industry',p.15.
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existing costing methods, rnanagement systems, budgetary procedures
and political aftitudes persist, that expectation will be well founded.
There will be no diminution of the need to prepare proiect nunagers
for the struggle to control proirt costs against all these forces and to
give them the tools, specialist human resources and managerial and
political support needed to create some hope of success in that
struggle.



CHAPTER 10

THE LIMITS TO PROCEDURES

In Chapter 1, it was noted that urging adherence to procedures
has proved to be an ineffective remedy for problems of weapons
system procurement. Why have procedural approaches failed to
prevent the repetition of project mistakes and cost and schedule
overruns? One answer is that successful proiect rnanagement requires
the exercise of iudgement at all stages of the proiect. Procedures cannot

guarantee that the quality of those iudgements is adequate. They may

ensure that issues are not neglected, or that certain Persons who may

be able to contribute to the making of the judgement are consulted, but
neither of those steps necessarily improves the judgement actually
made. This demonstrates the limits to the contribution that formal
procedures and the mandatory use of proiect rurnagement tools can
make. Procedures can tell the project lrurnager what to do but not how
to do it. No matter how well devised they may be, management tools

can only be part of the answer. As an INTERNET cost management
workshop concluded, 'The tools can help managers manage but no one
can be forced to manage properly.'l Successful project management
requires continuous creativity and there is no procedure known that
will guarantee that.

Reliance on procedures assumes that proiects are inherently
stable and that most problems that may arise can be anticipated, but
weapons systems projects are inherently unstable and their problems
cannot accurately be predicted. In a path'breaking article, Stringer,
then at the Australian Graduate School of Management, proposed a

new conceptual framework for large engineering projects as follows:
'The normal state of a complex project is one of deteriorating progress
and disharmony. This is mitigated by managerial efforts.'.'2

International Project Management Association, Project Cost

Management, (Proceedings of the International Cost Management
Workshop, Zurich, October 1 984).

John Stringer, Towards a Theory for the Management of Large
Engineering Projects', Conferarce on Enginering Managanent 1'98L

(The Institution of Engineers, Australia, Sydney, July 1981), PP.$-
67.
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Horwitch and Pralahad argue that managers of what they called
multi-enterprise organisations, an accurate description of many
weapons system projects, must expect the unexpected and plan to cope
with'...states that do not yet exist and are difficult to conceive'.3

These authorities support the proposition that risk and
uncertainty cannot be eliminated from weapons system projects. Risks
can be anticipated, assessed, measured (in a very small number of
cases) and they can be managed, but not eliminated. The attempt to
avoid every risk would quickly bring any proiect to a halt. The art is to
identify, assess and manage the risks that matter most but even there
every action to reduce one risk has the potential to create or increase
another. The resources for risk assessment and management are
always limited and the future course of a project can never be known
for sure. The project nurnager lives constantly with risk, balancing one
kind against another and making judgements about what to do when
even the facts of the present sifuation are uncertain.

Procedures can also have negative effects. One common
purpose of formal procedures is to ensure that all the elements of the
management matrix in an organisation are advised of project plans
and progress and have an opportunity to comment on proposals that
might affect them, to coordinate their activities with those of the
project, and to conhibute their special expertise to the iudgements
made. These procedures are necessary and have positive benefits but
the tendency is for each element to seek to be involved in all aspects of
the subpct under consideration rather than keeping to those in which
it has responsibility or expertise. Dealing with these intrusions
consumes the time and the energy of the project manager and team.

It may also mean that decisions are affected by the opinions of
persons less qualified to make them than the project team. Some
procedures are put in place in the pursuit of contextual goals that may
run counter to the successful management of proiects or at least make
it more difficult. The commonest source of this phenomenon is a

government undertaking to do something about a problem that is

Mel Horwitch and C.K. Pralabad,'Multi-organisation Enterprises'
in Albert f. Kelly (ed.), Near Dimosions of Project Management
(Lexington Books, D.C. Heath and Co., Lexington Mass, 1982),

P.33.
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insoluble by the means at the government's command or at least those

it is politically willing to use. The vulnerability of small businesses,

the relative poverty or other disadvantages of ethnic minorities, and
the existence of depressed regions are colrunon examples. Affected
groups are given privileged access to government employment and
conhacts, or at least proiect managers are required to go through
procedures which purport to afford that privilege. If as a result of the
letting of a contract to a small business or minority grouP, or diverting
it to a depresed regron, the prolect's Progress is harmed, that harm is

seen as a project failure rather than as a consequence of pursuit of the
contextual goal.

Complex procedures are also 1 device by whicf conflicts
between goverilnent policies or agencies can be covered up. The
sheer process of consultation seems to be a substitute for resolution of
these conflicts, sometimes it is the only form of resolution available.
Consultative procedures are also an important way of deflecting
grievances. To the extent that proiect managers are caught up in
procedures of these kind their projects suffer because of the time and

energy consumed. These pressures also tend to intrude into
procedures that have a positive role. The existence of a committee or
other consultative procedure attracts people and organisations with
agendas to pursue that have little to do with the subpct nominally on
the table.

Formal procedures are a necessary part of the management of
weapons system proiercts. By ensuring that proiects follow a standard
path and keep standard records, they facilitate the higher management
of procurement, aid in the flow of meaningful information up and
down the management chain and across the matrix, ease the transfer of
staff betvveen proiects and ensure that legislative requirements
governing the expenditure of public funds are observed. They are
effective as co-ordinating and control devices but they cannot
guarantee succ€ss and they can be inimical to it if not implemented
with the greatest care.



CHAPTER 11

A SELF.REGULATING PROFESSION

There have been many official enquiries into problems of
weapons system project management in recent years. The reports of
those august bodies have been prone to say on the one hand that
project managers should have more authority, and on the other than
their activities should be more tightly regulated. In Australia the joint
Parliamentary Committee of Public Accounts recommended the
formation of a procurement corps, members of which would be given
more authority to manage projects, but they also made twenty-five
recommendations calling for additional documentation or checking in
the procurement process. In Britain, Jordan, Lee and Cawsey
proposed a tightening of the rules so as to more closely adhere to the
principles behind the'Downey Procedures' of the mid 1960s but also
stressed the need for 'greater emphasis on exercising central control
through "criteria for success" in procurement, particularly at key
decision points and less central concern with adherence to
procedures.'1

In the United States, weapons system project managers are
virtually buried beneath a mountain of legislation and
administrative directives that are so complex that it is impossible to
fully comprehend, let alone adhere to them.

This mountain of rules and the related phenomenon of
micromanagement by Congress threaten to paralyse the US
procurement system. In the course of a discussion in August 1988, the
President of a major US defence corporation said 'the acquisition
system is approaching gridlock. It takes super-human effort to develop
and produce new weapons systems because of impediments in the
"system"'. An outstanding American academic in the field of defence
procurement, Professor j. Ronald Fox of Harvard Business School, told
the US Senate Armed Services Committee that 'the problems are
inherent in the system we have used to manage the process for nearly
thirty years. In my view, major reform is long overdue.'2 A senior

1

2
|ordan, Lee and Cawsey, Learning from Experience, p.2.

J. Ronald Fox, Testimony Before the Senate Armed Services
Committee, Washington DC,4 August 1988.
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officer in the office of the secretary of Defense,despairing of efficient

and effective management, said privately in August 1988 that ',you

make do' and another said ;the system is so complex and

interventionist that the program manager's performance cannot be

discerned. Even a good-program manager could not succeed'' The

Centre for strategiclnternational studies in fanuary 1986_ reported to

the effect that the us submerges its professionals in the bureaucracy

and puts its amateurs in charge.3

The Packard commission broke the pattern of other enquiries

by concluding that the attempt to avoid Procurement problems

through regttlatiot was a mistake. 'Chances for meaningful

impro-vement *itt not come from more regulation but only with major

inslitutional change. During the last decade or so a new theory of

management has evolved. Ifhas been develoP"d by a lirnited number

of U5 companies and it has flourished in fapan' ,These new

managemenipractices have resulted in much highel productivity and

muchirigher quality in the products being produced. Theyinvolve the

participation of au the people in the organisation in deciding among

ih"*selrr"r how the iob ian best be done. They involve above all, trust
in people'.4 The Commission went on to say,'Unfortunately-, this is not

the wiy the Department of Defense typically operates. All too many

people in DOD work in an environment of far too many laws,

iegrrtatio.,s and detailed instructions about how to do their work. Far

too many inspectors and auditors check their work and there is a

hierarchy of oversight in far too many layers requiring much wasteful

reporting and paper work.'S

The Commission's call for trust will bring forth a predictable
response from experienced scrutineers in governments and

pailiaments. 'Projecf rpnagers cannot be trusted' will be the cry' 'In
ihe past, they have failed to observe ProPer procedures and made

".rois 
of judgement resulting in massive waste, delay and

procurement oflnappropriate or inadequate equipment. A. reduction
in parliamentary and administrative oversight and checking would
male the situation even worse than it is now.' Those sceptics will
produce reams of examples of errors that could have been avoided by

5

4

5

President's Blue Ribbon Commissiory A Quat for Excellence,p.4l'
lbid.,p.42.
tud.
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FIGIIRE 9
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the processes of checking and oversight and there will be some

subslance in their claims, even though they are only one Part of the

story and depend on the wondrous Powers of hindsight.

We now face a dilemma. If we accept the recommendations of
the Packard Commission we should look for a reduction in checking
and layers of oversight. If we accePt the advice of the professional
scrutineers, such a reduction will simply make the situation worse.

The escape from this dilemma lies in the process of self-regulation.

There is no doubt that the Packard commission is absolutely right. If
project rnanagers are to succeed in their task they must have more

ireedom to ait quickly and decisively as and when necessary. As in
other professions where individual iudgement is required, the proiect
manage/s actions should be based on professional knowledge and
skill, be in accord with god professional practice and with
professional ethics. It is only when proiect managers are fully
professional in this sense that the necessary trust can be placed in
ihem. If for no other reason that this, the need for a community of
project management professionals in all defence departments and
military services is absolute and urgent.

As was said by Sir Humphrey Appleby, KCB, one of the two
central characters in that wonderful comedy of government Yes

Ministq,'once you specify in advance what a government proiect is
going to cost, what it is supposed to achieve and whose iob it is to see

itrat it does, the entire system of civil service administration collapses

and you are in to the whole squalid world of professional

management.'6

The development of an adequately rewarded, self-regulating
profession would improve the supply of proiect managers with the
inherent qualities and acquired knowledge skills and experience

necessary for the demanding task of managing weaPons systems

projects. The observance of professional standards in the process of
proiect planning and development of the acquisition strategy would
ieduce the risk of costly projects being doomed from the beginning by
errors in strategy, systems architecture, or financial planning or by

6 fonathon Lynn and Anthony |ay (eds), Ya Minister: The Diaris of

a Cabinet Minister By The Rt Hon lama Hacku MP, (BBC, London,
1981).
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unperceived or underestimated social or environmental resistance.
Objective methods of cost and schedule estimatiory fearlessly applied
with the backing of a professional institution, should spell the end of
systematic underestimation of project costs and schedules and provide
a basis of exorcism of the political cargo cults that surround maior
projects.

A comprehensive corporate memogr embodied in the files
and publications of a professional institution, in the work of academic
centres, and in the minds of members of the profession (and finding
expression and growth in on-going dialogue between them all) would
be an antidote for the errors now repeated in proiect after proiect.

Professional standards of good practice would provide a more
obiective way of assessing the performance of project managers and
some protection for them against being used as scapegoats. At the
same time, those standards would establish benchmarks of what it was
reasonable to expect a project manager to accomplish and the
resources and other means necessary for that accomplishment.

A code of professional ethics would guide and protect project
managers in the delicate relationships with user, employer contractors,
the project team and expert advisers and help to avoid, or resolve,
conflict of interest. It would also enable those groups to know what is
expected of a professional project nurnager and to judge behaviour
against known criteria. Attempts to do these things by externally
imposed rules such as government codes of conduct and legislation,
like the American 'revolving doo/ laws, have failed or done as much
harm as good.

Professionally codified theory and methodology and standard
terminology would provide a framework for meaningful
communication within and between proiects, organisations, industries,
universities and countries. Few things could do more to aid the often
tortuous processes of planning and evaluating projects, seeking bids,
lodging proposals and evaluating them than a standard leicon within
a corunon conceptual framework. A common professional bond
would bind together the various military and civilian participants in
weapons system proirts and reduce the intensity of gladiatorial
conflict on weapons systems in defence ministries. This need not
weaken the military officey's bonding to a military service - that is
critical to effectiveness on the battlefield - but it should be possible to
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be professional soldier and professional project manager, jus,t as it is
posiiute to be soldier and engineer or soldier and logistician. It would
be vital, however, that the professional military project manager be

able to reach the highest military rank.

Creation, and then recognition, of a proiect management

profession is the key to achievement of these benefits. The weaPons

iystem project management profession is part of the wider profession
of project management now emerging across the world. It has some
special features including the nature of weapons systems, the
involvement of military officers, the political and administrative
environment in which it is practised and the extents to which it is

affected by competitive performance escalation and involves state-of-

the-art technology. Nevertheless weaPons system project management
has more in common with civilian project management in the sPace,

energy, resource, transPort and electronics and other industries than it
has in difference. Defence project managers should make common

cause with their colleagues in those industries and in institutions like
INTERNET and its national affiliates, the Project Management Institute
(PMI), and the newer macro-engineering project societies. There is
much to be done to create a profession and gain recognition for it. No
waste of the limited resources available should be allowed to occur
through duplication of effort or unnecessary diversity in approach.

Projects continue to grow in size, complexity and importance and the

difficulty of managing them compounds. The cost of allowing the past

record of failure to continue is unthinkable. Recourse to procedures
has failed and there is no other way forward. The day of the
responsible, professional project manager is at hand.

The profession of proiect management is a multi-disciplinary
art and science. The disciplines comprehended span a continuum from
business management, economics and finance to science, engineering
and some particular industry, activity or vocation - in this case the art
of war. It essence is the integration of the efforts of people with a

variety of professions and skills, and of the methods and processes of a
variety of technologies, sciences and commercial arts to achieve

defined goals in a finite time with finite resources. It is an art which
requires the exercise of judgement in circumstances where there are

multiple altematives with conflicting effects; e.g., where improving
performance may increase cost or time; where the consequences are
subject to uncertainty and risk; where conflicting exPert advice is
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present; and where the facts of the situation are imperfectly known at
the time iudgements have to be made. It is a science for which a
conceptual framework, analytical principles, specialised
methodologies and tools, and standards of good practice exist.

For a more detailed description, we turn to the Project
Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK) approved by the Proiect
Management Institute. This seeks to be a completely general definition
which the Institute describes as 'all those topics, subjects areas and
intellectual processes which are involved in the application of sound
management principles to the collective execution of any types of
effort which qualify as Proiects.'7 The PMBOK is still in the process of
development and refinement, particularly in respect of the roles of the
proiect manager as an integrator and as rrunager of the interface of the
proiect with its environment, but it makes a good starting point for this
discussion. For our purposes it will need elaboration to bring out
features of weapons system propct management. The PMBOK
comprises a Project Management Framework encompassing eight
mairr project management functions:

. Scope Managementj

. Cost Management;

e Time Managementj

o Quality Management;

. Human Resources Managemeng

. Communications Management;

o Contract-Procurement Management ('procurement' in
the American sense);

o Risk Management.

The PMI defines these functions in terms of the activities involved as
follows:

Proiect Management Institute (PMI) Standards Committee, Project
Managemant Body of Knowledge QMBOK), (Project Management
Institute, Drexel Hill PA, 7987), p.4-'1'
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scope Management: the function of controlling a projectin terms of its
goals and objectives through the processes of conceptual development,

iull definition or scoPe statement, execution and termination.

Cost Managananf; the function required to maintain effective financial
control of the project through the processes of evaluating, estimating,
budgeting, monitoring, analysing, forecasting and reporting the cost
information.

Time Managernent: the function required to maintain appropriate

allocation o] tirne to the overall conduct of the proiect through the

successive stages of its natural life'cycle (i.e., concept, development,
execution and finishing) by means of the Processes of time planning,
time estimating, time scheduling, and schedule control.

Quatity Management: quality itself is the composite of material

attributes (including performance features and characteristics) of the

product or service which are required to satisfy the need for which the

project is launched. Quality standards may be attained through the
sub-functions of Quality Assurance and Quality Control.

Quatity Assurance (Managanenf); the development of a broad Program
whictr-includes the processes of identifying obiectives and strategies, of

client interfacing, ind of organising and coordinating planned and

systematic controls of maintaining established standards. This in turn
involves measuring and evaluating performance of these standards,
reporting results and taking appropriate action to deal with deviations.

Quality control (Technical): the planned process of identifying project

established system requirements and exercising influence through the

collection of specific (usually highly technical and itself standardised)
data. The basis for decision on any necessary action is provided by
analysing the data and reporting it comparatively to system standards.

Human Raources Managemenh the function of directing and

coordinating human resources throughout the life of the proiect by
applying the art and science of behavioural and administrative
knowledge to achieve the predetermined project obpctives of scope,

cost, time, quality and participant satisfaction.
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Communications Managnnent: the proper organisation and control of
information transmitted by whatever means to satisfy the needs of the
project. It includes the processes of transmitting, filtering, receiving
and interpreting or understanding information using appropriate skills
according to the application in the project environment. It is at once
the master and the servant of a project, in that it provides the means
for interaction between the many disciplines, functions and activities,
both internal and external to the project, which together result in the
successful completion of that project.

Contract-Procuranent Management; the function through which
resources (including people, plant, equipment and materials) are
acquired for the project (usually through some form of formal
contract) in order to produce the end product. It includes the processes
of establishing strategy, instituting information systems, identifying
sources, selection, conducting proposal or tender invitation and award,
and administering the resulting contract.

Risk Managanent: the art and science of identifying, analysing and
responding to risk factors throughout the life of a project and in the
best interests of its objectives.s

These functions are integrated dynamically by the concept of
the Project Life Cycle with its four phases: Concept, Development,
Execution and Finishing.

The profession of project management (managing change)
overlaps with general management (management of the status quo)
and technical management (rr,anaging technology) as indicated in
Figure 9, taken from the PMBCK, and the accompanying explanation.
Note that this indicates that every project nnnager needs knowledge
of business management including business strategy and planning,
financial management, management accounting, economics and
statistics, personnel administration, information systems and
organisational behaviour. On the technical side ability is required to
manage specialists, control quality, schedules, cost, human resources,
communications, the integration of the system, its interfaces with other
systems, and control of its configuration. Also needed is specific
knowledge of the technical field in which the project manager is

lbid., pp.4-1,4-2.
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working. That is why it is desirable for weapons system project
managers to be educated as military officers and obtain operational
experience.

In the case of weapons system proiects the knowledge
required on the general management side includes public
administration, especially the processes for obtaining approvals and
financial appropriations and those governing obligation and
expenditure of funds and the creation of organisations and recmitment
and assignment of personnel. At a broader level knowledge of the
national industrial mobilisation base and the means by which it is
sustained and developed are required. Knowledge of the industrial
relations and environmental scenes and related legislation, institutions
and government policies will sometimes be crucial. If the project
involves international collaboration, understanding of international
business, of the harmonisation of operational requirements, costs and
schedules, of diplomatic considerations and of the management rules
and processes of the international partners will be needed.

The knowledge on the specialist side includes the role,
organisation and manning of the service concerned; the conduct of
military operations; the role and mode of operation of the weaPons
system and its interaction with other systems; the operational
conditions in which it will be used; the principal technologies
embodied in it and used in its production; and the processes of
integrated logistic support that will be essential to its future operation.
For any project that attracts public interest because of its size or other
inherent interest, understanding of political processes and media
management are essential. Even for those that do not attract such
interest, briefing skills and the ability to be a successful advocate are
needed. Above all a professional weapons system project manager
needs leadership qualities: the ability to motivate the project team,
contractors, functional managers, scientists and technical experts;
intelligence, and a broad education that enables the making of good
judgements on the basis of scientific, technical and commercial advice
on subiects in which the manager is not an experg negotiating skills;
and the balance and maturity needed to manage in the defence arena.
Personal attributes of moral courage, energy, endurance, a strong
ethical sense, personal commitment to the success of the proiect and
willingness to make sacrifices to that end are required. The project
manager, in other words, must have the right stuff but that must be
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backed up by the right kind of education and a great deal of
experience before mairr responsibility for a weapons system project is
taken on.

Project management emerged in the defence, aerospace,
construction, chemical engineering, resource development, energ,
electronics and information industries over the last thirty years. At
first, individuals tasked with the responsibility for management of
projects began to exchange experience, share new tools and come
together to draw comfort and inspiration from one another. They
formed societies such as the Project Management Institute (PMI) in
North America; the International Project Management Association
(INTERNET), headquartered in Zurich, and its national affiliates in a
number of European countries. Conferences began to be held and
iournals published.

The first conference of INTERNET was held at Vienna in 1967.
The early emphasis was on computer-aided project networking
methods, but in response to the increasing scale and complexity of
projects and the use of more advanced technology the profession of
project management evolved into a broad discipline. Contemporary
proiects are conducted in increasingly pluralistic societies in which
there has been a resurgence of human values and the development of
greater international interdependence. These changes in the social and
political environment of projects have broadened the profession still
further to include political and social interface skills and added new
dimensions to the planning and evaluation of projects and
development of implementation strategies. By 1988 nine World
Congresses had been held and the subject matter had broadened to
cover every aspect of project runagement. A professional journal, Tfte
lnternational lournal of Project Manngement, was published regularly
and numerous symposia and expert seminars were held.

By 1983 the Proiect Management Institute had approved and
promulgated the Proiect Management Body of Knowledge and Code
of Ethics and begun a professional certification program by
examination. In 1988 the Body of Knowledge was being updated for
the second time. In Australia, the Project Managers' Forum had been
formed and linked with weapons system proiect management by
formation of a Canbena Chapter. The Forum was in the process of
forming an institute and affiliating with the PMI.
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Sparked by a series of maior cost and schedule overruns and
functional failures in maior engineering proiects, new organisations
were formed in the 1980s to exchange experience and promote better

rrvrnagement of very large engineering projects. frg:" include the

Macro--Engineering Proiects Association centred in New York, the

Major Projects AJsociation (MPA) with headquarters at Templeton
Coilege, Oxford and similar associations in fapan, Canada, SP_ain and
Belgium. The International Association of Macro-Engineering societies

has now been formed and will hold its first conference in November,

1988 on the subiect of Transnational Maior Proiects. Australia does not

have a formal maior proFts association but, through the work of the

Warren Centre foi Advanced Engineering at the University of Sydney,

has been prominent in the field. The warren centre conducted a study
of what were called macro-proiects in 1984-85. The study was highly
regarded internationally and the panel which supervised it has

remained in existence.

The macro-projects societies in different countries take a
variety of forms but the MPA described in Annex D will serve as an

u*"*pl". It covers many industries including building, civil
engineering, information systems, electronics, defence and aerospace.

Members come from a variety of disciplines including government

administrators, construction engineers, consultants, bankers, insurers,

lawyers and academics. The Association holds conferences and

senrinars, conducts a research Program, runs training programs,

publishes educational material (including the treatise on proiect
rnanagement by Morris and Hough which is quoted several times in
this essay) and analysis special projects on issues. The Association's

memberihip list reads like a compendium of major British companies

and public utilities.

Since the development and production of weaPons systems by
American defense and aerospace corporations was one of the principal
breeding grounds of professional proiect nurnagement, it is no surprise
that many maior corporations in that sector of industry conduct formal
programs to identify suitable candidates, educate and train them, and

giuJttern the necesiary range of experience to prepare to shoulder the

iesponsibility of management of a maior program. Brief descriptions of
some of these programs are included in Annex A. The corporations
running project manager professional development Programs
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described there are Boeing, CBI, Hughes Aircraft, IBM Federal
Systems, Lockheed, McDonnell Douglas and Rockwell International.

These programs are systematic and top management takes a

close interest. They seek to ensure that the experience of each
generation of project managers is recorded, codified and passed on to
the next generation. Often the program is under the direction of a very
experienced project nnnager, who in one corporation is known as the
'Dean of Program Manager Development'. In other cases, it is run by
an expert consultant from, or in association with, a university. The
education and training provided is usually a selection from post-
graduate degrees and 'executive programs' (short courses offered by
universities to broaden the outlook of senior executives) and intensive
in-house courses in project management.

The in-house courses are typically very short and highly
concentrated because of the corporations' reluctance to release
executives from their normal duties for longer periods. The courses
would be too short to adequately cover the subject on their own but
they build on the experience already gained by candidates and are
integrated with corporate procedures and manuals of good practice
which provide much greater depth than the classroom sessions. One
corporation described its in-house course as a'finishing school'.

The corporations place great stress on experience in project
management. The corporate rrunager of a major weapons systems
project would commonly have 15 or more years experience in that
field. Most corporations have formal procedures for staff assessment,
and advancement up the pioject management ladder depends on
demonstrated success in proiect management tasks. European firms
are also in the process of evolution towards professional project
management. To illustrate this, Annex A includes details of the
approach to project management in Rolls Royce, GEC Electrical,
Aerospatiale, Thomson CSF and MBB.

How would it be possible to develop a professional
community of weapons system project managers? This question was
put to a panel of experienced acquisition officers from the three US
Services and other experts by the US General Accounting Office
(GAO).In its report to the US Congress, the GAO said 'The tri-service
panel and other experts believed that the typical career pattern used to
prepare officers for command in operational fields provided a useful
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model for developing program manager career Programs. The typical

operational career field includes a minimum of 8 to 11 years of
eiperience, as well as specialised training, professional military
education in intermediate and senior service colleges and a clear career
path for progression to command at the Colonel/Captain rank-'9 The

tri-service panel concensus was that since management of a maior
program was equivalent to maior command of an operational unit it
iequirea a similiar level of preparation and a more clearly defined
career path. Key developmental experiences identified by the panel
included:

. oPerational experience: that is, experience with a

combat or support command or with the fleet;

. multiple program office assignments;

. exPerience through Program office and other
acquisition assignments in systems engineering,
testing, laboratory and logistics and at headquarters
(service level or above)'l0

If the opinion of experienced American procurement
professionals that management of a major proiect is equivalent to
mapr command of an operational unit is accepted, their view that a

similar level of preparation for the task is required cannot be

disregarded. It could not be imagined that a Chief of Naval Staff
would entrust an experienced civilian administrator with command of
a ship at sea nor would a Chief of General Staff give such a Person
command of a battalion of soldiers to attack a fortified position. The

last thing that a Chief of Air Staff would do would be to give
command of a squadron of military aircraft to a civilian. Such an

attitude would be absolutely correct as the civilian administrator
would not have the experience, training or education required to carry
out those assignments. Yet, chiefs of all three services assign officers
who are insufficiently prepared by educatiory training or experience
in management of weapons system Procurement to Posts of proiect
manager in large or complex proiects.

General Accounting Office, DoD Acqubition: Strngthaing
Capabilitire of KeV Personnel in Systmts Acquisition, (General

Accounting Office, Washington DC, May 798O,p.77.
tbid.
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Professor Fox said to the US Senate Armed Services
Committee in August 1988 that 'Today, government acquisition
managers are often placed in a position akin to giving a new officer a
few weeks of classroom instruction on flying, putting him in the
cockpit of a jet fighter and sending him on a combat mission'. He went
on to spell out the requirements. 'Future program managers should be
required to complete a minimum of one full year of formal training in
which they study hundreds of examples of the dilemmas both they
and contracting officers will encounter. They should analyse these
dilemmas and discuss the strengths and weaknesses of alternatives
available for dealing with them. Instructors skilled in conducting the
practical training - those comfortable with interactive sessions
requiring current practical knowledge of the field - will require
attractive compensation. The training program should develop the
'wise buye/ skills needed to resolve the multitude of complex day-to-
day problems in major Research and Development (R&D) and
production programs. The emphasis should be on making analyses
and decisions, using simulation exercises, case studies, role playing,
and other techniques. An internship in a program management office
would ideally precede and follow the one-year practical training
program; carefully chosen program managers would scrve as
supervisors.' Professor Fox concluded his testimony with these words.
'The Defense Department needs to manage major programs the way
they are managed in private industry. It needs well-trained, full-time,
full-career industrial managers, whose career development is treated
at least as seriously as the career development of pilots or ship
captains. Failure to act now guarantees a continuation of the problems
of cost growth, reduced defense capability, and increased risks of
major financial crisis for the country.'ll

The requirements spelled out by Fox have been known for a
Iong time. In November 1983 the following statement was included in
a departmental proposal to the Australian Minister for Defence for
reorganisation of capital equipment procurement: 'Defence
procurement is a specialised task requiring particular training,
knowledge and skill including understanding of the statutory,
organisational, procedural, policy and industry background, project

11 J. Ronald Fox, Testimony before the Senate Armed Services
Committee, Washington DC,4 August 1988.
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management and contractual skills, ability to negotiate and the

souniness of judgement that comes with experience. An officer posted.

to a procuremeni post receives training in the theory-and. practice of

projeit management but only an extensive period-of.training. could

adequatety coler all these aspects and there is no substitute for hands-

on e*perietrce.' That proposll made reference to similar comments in

u., 
"urli". 

report on British Defence Procurement by Sir Derek Rayner.

If defence materiel projects are to be managed better in the

future, the professional develoPment of proiect- manag€rs can no

longer be neglected. Early commitment to professional careers is

neeied and tht development of project managers needs- to take place

with the same intensity as 
- 
the development of operational

commanders. Ideally operational command would be part of the

project manage/s citeei development which, in addition to that,

ino"ta include multiple project office assignments and assignments to

headquarters, logistics, systems engineering, laboratory or. test work'

They'need a m"inimurn of one year': full-time education in the

proiession of project managemeni and their progress through their

.uru", should be determinea Uy their performance in that education

process and on the job. Mosi important of all, they should have

iromotional opportunities that are equivalent to those of officers

destined for operational careers.

How well do today,s project managers meet this specification?

The answer is, very poorly' tt't tttu course of its enquiry, the US GAO

examined the bac(giound of thirty-four program managers who had

recently been appo'inted. None of the Navy program managers, only

15.4 p& cent oi the Army program managers and.36'4 Per:elt of the

Air Force Program *unig"ts met the recommended criteria'12 In the

Procuremeht Executive, Iordan, Lee and Cawsey found that 
"" 

of the

project managers we interviewed ... one third had no previous proiect

Lrri.u .*p"riei-rce ...'13 No such figures are available for Australia but

there is no formal program for the career development or assignment

of project manager-s atrd the chief of capital Procurement has no say

in itre'selection of military officers assigned to proiect management

posts. It is known that military officers with no previous project

G.**t A..ounting office, DoD Acquisition:strengthening

Capabilities of KE Personnel in Systans Acqubition

fordan, Lee and-Cawsey, Learning from Etperience, p'23'
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experience have been assigned to project management posts in
particularly complex proiects.

Because of different organisational structures in France, the
Federal Republic of Germany and Sweden, a similar situation would
not arise within the procurement agencies in those countries which
implement defence materiel proiects. The Federal Republic might be
regarded as an exception because the nominal project head is a

military officer from the Defence Staff who may not have previous
procurement experience (see Annex B and Chapter 3). This does not
mean that an adequate level of professionalism in project management
automatically exists in those countries. The agencies have a
predominantly engineering culture and all three countries recognise
the need to leaven that culture with professional management skills.

On this evidence, there is no need to wonder why defence
materiel procurement is in a mess. It is being directed by persons who,
whatever their standing in the profession of arms, engineering or other
professions, are amateurs in proiect management. At this point the
retort can be expected that no profession of proiect management exists.
If a profession were defined to include the full panoply of a

professional institution, university faculties, entrance by examination
and established standards of good practice and ethics enforced by an
authority which controls entry and the right to practice, that retort
would be correct. However, the essential substance of a profession, if
not its full expression in institutional forms, already exist.

Defence acquisition authorities also became aware of the need
for skilled project managers as long ago as 1971, when the Defense
Systems Management College (DSMC) was established at Fort Belvoir
by the then US Deputy Secretary of Defense, David Packard. (He was
more recently Chairman of President Reagan's Blue Ribbon
Commission on Defence Management.) The role of the College has
recently expanded with the passage of legislation requiring that proiect
managers of US weapons systems proiects complete its Program
Management Course before appointment. It might well be argued that
it was a mistake to force all candidates for proiect management posts
through a single college. Because of that decision the success of
education in weapons system project management in the US depends
totally on the effectiveness of the College's courses in a new field of
education with little by way of established criteria for success.
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As it happens, the College departs from the traditional
approach to education of reading, lectures, tutorials and exams and
relies heavily on a series of project simulation exercises which the
students undertake in groups along syndicate lines. Across the world,
DSMC is not the only centre to use this approach. The study of project
management is not so much a matter of mastering a body of
information and formulae as of learning to practise an art by absorbing
the experience of others through the study of case histories and
analysis of the judgements, actions and degree of success or failure of
past project managers. It is largely an experiential subiect and for that
reason the simulation approach is used by some proiect management

educators other than the College.

That is not to say that there is not a substantial core of project
management theory and methodology to be mastered, but rather that
mastery of that core is the beginning rather than the end of the project
managers' education. Simulation may well be the best method of
education in project management but if it is not, the consequence could
be failure in US weapons system project management across the board.

One effect of the single-college approach is to create a highly
diversified student mix on each of the Collcge's Program Management
Courses in terms of the previous education and experience of the
students. This must restrict the level at which the courses can be
pitched. The syndicate approach helps to cope with student diversity
because, in the syndicates, students with less background are

supported by the stronger ones. There is also the possibility that the
College could become a bottleneck. It has been under considerable
pressure, having to increase the number of courses from two to three
per year without additional resources. Even if it succeeds in coping
with the numbers, the quality of its courses could be diluted. The
College is well aware of these risks.

Despite these reservations, the DSMC is the strongest centre of
project management education in the USA and probably the world. Its
courses are in demand by corporations as well as the Department of
Defense. It is also a centre for curriculum development for research

and the development of project management tools and publishes a

journal which provides an additional professional forum. For further
discussion of DSMC see Annex B.
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The US military Services have recently developed programs to
develop professional weapons system proiect nnnagers. No doubt
these have been stimulated by Congressional action and pressure from
some senior figures in the Administration, notably former Navy
Secretary Lehmann, but all three Services had some form of program
in being before those external pressures reached their peak, and
among experienced project managers the need for professionalism has
long been recognised.

What the programs lacked and still lack to some degree is the
priority that comes from top{evel endorsement. All three Services are
led by cadres of 'war fighters'; i.e., those who believe that training for
and experience in command of military operations is the essence of a
military career and everything else, including the development,
production and support of weapons systems, is of secondary
importance. Some believe that the development and production of
weapons systems should be of little concern to the military officers, as
it can be left mainly to the scientists and to industry once an
operational requirement has been defined. Posts of project manager
(Program Manager in US Defense usage) were for those without the
right stuff or else useful fill-ins for operational commanders, to give a
break from sea duty or fill a gap when no worthwhile operational
command was available. For some classes of officer, Program
Manager posts provided a useful second career when they could no
longer hope to command (especially submariners above the rank of
Commander) or fly.

All three Services are beginning to recognise the flaws in that
philosophy. Weapons systems are too important and subject to too
many severe problems for their management to be given such a low
priority. They are also recognising that project management is too
demanding a task for occasional amateurs; that if weapons systems are
to be successfully produced it cannot be allowed to remain the
'accidental profession' whose members neither planned nor were
prepared to enter it.14 Each Service now has its own professional

't4 J. Gordon David, The Accidental Profession', reprinted in Project
Management lournal, Special Summer Edition, August 1984, p.6.
See also fohn R. Adams, 'A Vision of Project Managemenf in
Project Management Forum, The Emuging Profasion, (Proceedings
of National Conference, Adelaidc, March 1,987), pp.2-3.
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development program for project runagers: they a1e called Materiel
professional DevElopment-Programs (Navy and Air F"t!9) and the

Materiel Acquisition Management Program (Army)' Although the

programs differ in detail, eich aims to meet the requirements of the

iegiitation referred to earlier (Public taw (99-145)) and each has the

same components: a supervisory board; positions reserved for
qualified professional project managers; a series of steps up the

professional ladder, eich step defined in terms of educational

qualifications and experience; a system for certifying the stage reached

in an officer,s professional deveiopment; and stud books; i.e., lists of

officers qualified for program management positions at various levels.

The key'to success t" a"y professional development program is the

provision of adequate rewards for qualified professionals. Rewards,

especially in the fbrm of promotional opportunities, had been lacking

and the most important ispect of the new professional development

prograrns is the ieservation of senior posts for qualified professional

prof""t managers; e.g., in 1988 there were 53 flag billets reserved for
Materiel Professionals in the US Navy.

TheseProsramsarenotwithouttheirweaknesses.Thewar
fighter mentaliiy ii still common in military ranks and the. Navy and

Aimy in particular have difficulty in attracting officers with
operational experience into their professional project management

piogt"*s. ln ttre Navy, surface warfare officers are under-

iepiesented because the prospect of commands at sea above the rank

of co*.r,a.rder (the limit for submariners). At-y has difficulty in

bringing forward enough dual-track operations/materiel 
. 
officers

becausJ so much time is taken up 'punching the officers ticket' in
operational commands and schools. In Air Force, Systems Command
his encountered difficulty in attracting and retaining pilots.

Nevertheless there has been a strong resPonse; by 1988 A.my had over

2,000 officers in the MAM program and Air Force had certified over

4,000 materiel professionals (mostly at the lowest of four levels). If the

programs continue to develop and members of the three professional

iommunities rise to higher level posts with influence on service

personnel policies, more progress can be expected. For further details

of these programs see Annex B.

In the United Kingdom the maprity of weapons system

project managers are civilians employed in _.the_- 
centralised

p.ocrr.e.t e.rt agency, the Procurement Executive (PE). The need for
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professional project managers has been recognised by the agency
which, in 1985, introduced a professional development scheme for
civilian officers called the Project Management Development Scheme.
The elements of the scheme are a panel to guide the career
development of candidatesi two-yearly reviews of each participant's
progress; planned assignments in project management and other
relevant areas; a list of qualified project managers; a series of short
training courses (3 to 10 days); a Master of Defence Administration
Degree, modelled on the MBA concept, offered by the Royal Military
College of Science (RMCS) and an interchange progr.rm with the
private sector. A dedicated project management education unit has
been established at RMCS.

Candidates enter the scheme at about the age of 30; most
already have engineering or science degrees. In mid-1988 there were
300 officers in the scheme but they were all civilians. There is no
similar professional development for military officers. Military
officers are posted in to the PE by the service personnel directorates,
with the Chief of Defence Production having the right to obiect to
officers nominated. In 1988 a start had been made on the development
of a scheme to identify the military officers with project management
skills and improve the supply of them. The success of the scheme will
depend on the priority given to it by the three Services.

In Australia most weapon system project rurnagers are
military officers working in the Army, Navy and Air Force Materiel
Divisions, which are each part of the Capital Procurement
Organisation and of one the three Service Offices. The heads of these
divisions are 2-star military officers who are two-hatted to the Chief of
Capital Procurement (CCP) and the Chief of Staff of their Service. This
division of responsibility has worked well in many respects but its
achilles heel is in personnel management and development. CCP has
no formal say in project manager appointments or in fitness reports of
their performance. There is no coordinated scheme for professional
development, nor does any Service provide adequately for
development in its own ranks.

Some good in-house training modules have been developed
on a common basis.,,and.these are well attended. A post-graduate
course at masters level has sponsored by the Defence Department at
the Darling Downs Institute of Advanced Education, but initial
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attendance was mainly made up of civilians. Post-graduate courses
are available at the Australian Defence Force Academy, and these have
attracted more military participation, but the students are often officers
who have already taken up project rnanager posts and are trying to
remedy the deficiencies in their education and experience by taking
courses at night. That is like putting an L-plate driver in the seat of a
racing car and telling him to study the manual while he drives.

There are no recognised categories of propct manager in the
professional structures of the three Services, although Air Force has

considered introducing a sub-specialisation in proiect management

and all three Services have given some attention to rePeat assignments

in their materiel divisions. Overall,propct management is given little
priority in their professional development planning and the war
fighter mentality holds sway at the top.

In France, the Federal Republic of Germany and Sweden,
weapons system projects are managed by centralised Procurement
agencies. This provides for continuity of experience, fosters the
handing on of experience from one generation of project managers to
another, and creates a good environment for leaming on the iob.
These are important advantages and should facilitate the evolution of
professional project management. All three countries experience
problems in the execution of weapons system proiects similar to those

experienced in the countries previously discussed. This indicates that
formation of a centralised agenry is not a complete answer, as has
sometimes been suggested. However the ability of those relatively
small countries to develop and ptoduce'a large proportion of the
weapons systems used by their military forces suggests that there are

advantages in a centralised agency provided it has adequate resources,
the ability to attract and retain staff of professional quality and
frecdom to manage.

The French agency is the Delegation Generale pour
l'Armement (DGA). It has broad functions including management of
the procurement of all military equipment for the French military
services, research and development, production of ships, armoured
vehicles and weapons, repairs and refits, quality assurance and
supervision of the private sector of French defence industry. It is
managed by a corps of engineers with military status (les ingenieurs
de l'armement) whose careers are dedicated to procurement from the
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time they graduate as engineers. The DGA incorporates the Ecole
Polytechniqug from which most of them graduatg and runs its own
universityJevel schools in advanced technologies. In these senses
DGA is highly professional, but it has a predominantly engineering
culture and has recognised the need to upgrade the management skills
of the corps.

The Swedish agency is the Forsvarets Materielverk (FMV). It is
an outrider of the Defence Ministry and works in conjunction with it.
FMV procures weapons systems for the Swedish forces and supervises
Swedish defence industry, which is mainly in the private sector.
Sweden's central problem is its small size in relation to its national
policy of armed neutrality, but to a large degree it turns this to
advantage by creating a close informal network between the armed
forces, FMV and defence industry. This enables proiects to be planned
and managed more flexibly and responsively than in the larger
countries that must rely on more formal and more cumbersome
management systems, but it is not without problems. The FMV,s
management and technical resources are spread thinly across wide
fields of responsibility and project managers have to double up on
projects. Coupled with limited nunagement resources, the informal
approach may lead to planning that is not sufficiently detailed and
rigorous and to contractual relationships with insufficient formality
and a lack of well-defined performance requirements.

All in all, Sweden's record in developing weapons systems is
outstanding for a countrlr of only 7 million people. It depends on the
effective marshalling of available proiect management resources in a
centralised agency and on Sweden's long tradition of engineering
excellence and success in selling engineering products in world
markets. This success indicates that the management of engineering
industries is also very effective. Those industries receive support from
Swedish universities, which offer degrees in the discipline of
engineering management. The strength of Swedish industry does
cause one problem for both the Armed Forces and FMV: it attracts
away their best engineers by offering higher salaries. In response, both
the Forces and FMV pay higher salaries to officers with special skills.
One of the skills that attracts these salary margins is project
management. FMV draws a number of its officers from the ranks of
military officers. Early in their career, these officers may switch
between military commands and posts in FMV but evenhrally, usually
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by their 40s, they have to decide whether to make a commitment to a

pirmanent career in FMV. Before becoming project managers, they

se*e a two-year 'apprenticeship' in FMV assisting il Proiect
rurnagement and undeitaking simple proiects themselves. They also

attend the in-house project management courses given by FMV' These

are intensive courses similar to, but somewhat longer than, those run
by US defence corporations.

ln the Federal Republic of Germany responsibility for
management of weapons system projects is divided four ways, as

explained in Chapter 2 and at more length in Annex B. ln Chapter 2 it
wis concluded lhat de t'acto rEnagement authority resides in the

Federal office of Defence Technology and Procurement (BWB) which
is the implementing agency. BWB is responsible for planning and

scheduling, systems integration, tendering, contracting and contract
supervision, ind tests and trials. BWB shares in the advantages,of
other centralised agencies in continuity of experience and the

opportunity to build up a body of procurement staff who are

knowledgable and expert in the implementation of weaPons system

projects but still finds it necessary to draw on outside support in
project management; for example, from IABG (lndustrieanlagen

betriebsgesellschaft). IABG is a company owned by the Covernment
of the Federal Republic and the German aerosPace industry. Its main

function is to supply scientific and technical services but it also

contains a System Management Branch, which provides proiect

management and systems engineering services and training.

The Defence Ministry has recognised the need for training in
project managemcnt and conducts four courses of four weeks each on
different aspects of project management at the Federal Academy at

Mannheim. lt tries to ensure that all representatives of the four grouPs

involved in propct management complete those courses before taking

up project management posts.

All three countries participate in international collaborative
projects to develop new weaPons systems, in order to spread
development costs across a number of users. The Federal Republic has

been pirticularly active in initiating proiects of this kind: the Tornado,

the teopard and the Roland are some examples. Collaborative
projects pose even more serious management challenges than national

weapons system propcts. In response to these problems an
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international project management training course is given by IABG for
procurement officers and defence contractor staff of NATO countries.
The Federal Republic has also participated in several symposia with
the US on the rnnagement of international projects. These symposia
were arranged by cooperation between the two defence ministries, and
between DSMC and the Federal Academy.

That short survey has depicted a scene in which weapons
system project rnnagers, like their counterparts in other fields of
government and industry, are reaching out for the professionalism that
they know from experience to be vital to the success of their work. In
greater or less degree, depending on country, industry, institution or
firm, their employers are becoming aware of this and helping to bring
it within their grasp. It will not come easily because there are many
obstacles - not the least of which are the institutional forms of the
existing professions - but progress is being made.



CHAPTER 12

CONCLUSION

This book has demonstrated that the nvrnagement of weapons

systems proiects is a complex and exhemely difficult task that has

often been inadequately performed. The consequences have been cost
and schedule overruns, performance failures, and in some cases

abandonment of proiects. Taxpayers have not received full value for
money spent and military forces are less well equipped than they

could have been. This situation has been caused by a number of

adverse conditions which have placed unreasonable demands on

inadequately prepared proiect managers. What is the outlook for these

conditions in Australia? Will the proiect environment improve or will
it deteriorate further? To consider that question it is useful to group
like factors together. The categories chosen for that PurPose are

strategic, constitutional, political and adminishative factors that are

charaiteristic of weapons system proiects and other factors that are

inherent in all complex, hightechnology projects. The outlook for
each category is considered in turn.

Shategic Factors

Being relatively few people, preparing to defend rights to a
very large land and sea area, we Australians are led to seek a
technological edge for our defence forces. Having relatively small
financial resources, we need to keep our weaPons systems in service

for long periods. In these circumstances there is pressure to stretch the

performance of systems by incorporating new technology even when it
is not fully proved in service. The risk of technological failure has to
be balanced against the risk of obsolescence during the operational life
of the system. In the near future the incidence of new technology
systems will be high, because of the high priority given to surveillance
systems such as over-the-horizon radar and C3I systems. For those

reasons Australian defence system proiect managers will continue to
be confrontedby technology trap.

The requirement to manage projects within tl:re macro-matrix of
the national mobilisation base will also continue to be a feature of the
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project environment. The ability to supply, repair, modify and
otherwise support the operations of its defence force has to be priority
for any country with an independent defence policy and is an
imperative for Australia, which is geographically remote from most of
its sources of defence equipment. Global trends in the location of
industry and the division of markets are increasing the difficulty of
this task. The first trend is for firms in industries with highly capital-
intensive methods of production to spread their production base
across the world, with factories in different countries specialising in
production of one component, such as motor vehicle engines for
'world cars' or micro-chips for computers. This makes it impossible
for small countries to sustain a full range of industrial production
without incurring huge economic costs The second is the
consolidation of counhies in large trading blocs like the European
Economic Community and the North American free trade area, which
makes market access difficult for countries outside the bloc.
Manufacturing industry has long been at a comparative disadvantage
in resource-rich Australia and active intervention has been necessary
to maintain an essential core of defence industries. Because of the
trends described above, the difficulty and cost of maintaining that core
are bound to increase; the difficulties of managing in the macro-matric
will increase rather than decline.

Constitutional Factors

The principal constitutional factors creating adverse project
management conditions are institutionalised conflbt within defence
ministries and the tyranny of cash /oar stemming from the use of
expenditure conhol as the instrument by which parliamentary
authority is maintained. Both are deeply rooted in the Australian
Constitution and its associated conventions. Democracv is neither a
cheap nor administratively efficient form of government,-which is why
many of our cherished freedoms have had to be temporarily
suspended in time of war, but we are here considering how to manage
defence prepardness in peacetime. Part of the cost of democracy lies
in the difficulties that institutionalised conflict creates for managers of
weapons systems projects. The efstence of that cost needs to be
recognised and reduced as much as possible, but beyond that one
must hope that Australians will cheerfully continue to bear it.
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Political Factors

The factors to be discussed under this heading are miuo-
management, cargo cults and systanatic bias in cost estimates. The first of
these is of relatively recent origin but has quickly grown to a

significant level. The reasons for this are the expansion in activity of
committees of the Commonwealth Parliament since the mid-1970s and

the increasing public interest in the efficiency of public administration
that followed the widening of the field of government activity over the

sarne period. That widening and the associated increase in
goverrunent expenditure are now in the Process of being wound back,
but there is no sign of diminution in the interest that parliamentary
committees take in the detail of government administration. Efficiency
audits by the Auditor General are one of the principal sources of

ammunifuon for committees to use in their struggle with ministries for

political influence, as well as in their genuine attemPts to improve
idministration. There are no signs that either factor will abate in the
near future.

Micro-managonent is also in large part a symPtom of another

feature of contemporary life - excessive media concentration on

superficial, emotionll or sensational aspects of events, capable of being
dramatised to capture audience attention for a minute or two, or even
an hour, but seldom two. Politicians are drawn to the micro-issues
that are thrown up either to exploit that media tendency or to defend
themselves from criticism. Although the life of each news item is
ephemeral the general tendency has a depressingly permanent

aPPearance.

Cargo cults are inherent in the political Process by which
peacetime defence expenditures are sold to reluctant taxpayers, and
short of an obvious deterioration in the strategic outlook can be

expected to arise whenever major substantial expenditure on

equipment is contemplated. In Australia a vigorous form of cargo cult
wruct arises from the inter-state rivalry persists apparently unabated
nearly a century after federation. It must be regarded as an enduring
problem for defence proiect managers.

The systematic bias towards underestimation of project costs

arises from a number of causes, including the structure and
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procedures of defence ministries. It is treated here as a political factor
because most of those causes relate to the fundamental political
question of priority for different forms of govemment expenditure. It
might be hoped that the incidence of this factor could be reduced by
administrative reform, but it is so pervasive across projects and
countries with different administrative systems that there must be a
strong and universal underlying cause. The underlying political
reality leading to underestimation will not pass away of its own
accord.

Administrative Factors

Adminishative factors adversely affect the management of
projects by limiting the authority of their managers. They are both
organisational and procedural. Organisational effects stem from the
universal practice of organising military services partly on program
and partly on functional lines and the resulting need for matrix
management The Australian Army and Navy Offices have functional
divisions for personnel and logistics and Air Force Office has them for
personnel, engineering and supply. In addition, Navy and Air Force
have support commands, and A*y has logistics command. Projects
are managed by materiel divisions which draw much of their support
from these other divisions and commands. As in any matrix
organisation there can be a conflict of goals between the different
divisions and commands, and the effort required to obtain the desired
support from functional areas is widely described by weapons system
managers in all the countries visited as a major drain on their energy.
The problem of managing through a matrix can be reduced by shifting
more resources from functional to materiel (and at other times in
favour of functional) divisions, but the matrix organisation endures.
Given the varieties of expertise required and the need for projects to
share them with other Service prograrns, some resources would
always need to be drawn from functional divisions. It must be
expected that project managers will continue to expend much of their
energy on managing through the matrix.

The web of yocedura in which Defence project managers are
caught has been put in place in an attempt to maintain central control
of the conduct of projects, to avoid past mistakes, to pursue contextual
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goals and to attempt to harmonise (or cover uP conflict between)

[olr"*".,t policies and contending government 
-agencies 

with
6verlapping responsibilities. Periodic attempts are made to reduce the

overburden of governrnent procedures and streamline administration
through reforms such as devolution of authority, the Financial

Manalement Improvement Program and the Efficienry Scrutinies. In
the fie-ld of weapons system procurement one of the objectives of the
reforms associated with creation of the Capital Procurement
Organisation was simplification of procedures, and modest Progress
wai made in that direction. Running counter to these attemPts is the

introduction of new contextual goals in areas such as occupational

health and safety, equal employment oPPortunity, industrial

democracy, freedom of information, individual privacy, small

business, purchasing preference for Australian firms, Australian
Ownership and Control of Information and export facilitation. Pursuit
of these goals invariably involves new procedures to ensure that new

rules are being observed and/or that the agency or organisational unit
charged with pursuing the goal is consulted and has an opportunity to

influence the actions of managers of weapons system projects'

The continuous Process of review of efficiency by the Auditor
General and committees of the Parliamen$ the periodic reviews by
eminent businessmen in which systems Put in place after reviews by

their predecessors are rejected in favour of 'more businesslike

methois'; and the reviews of equity and fair treatment by the

ombudsman - all produce a continuing sheam of recommendations
for new procedurei. The notion that efficiency, equity and adherence

to government policy can be enhanced by procedural controls is
apparently an idia still in good currency in spite of its,poor record'

The fact that there is a continuing search for new procedures to solve

old problems bespeaks the ineffectiveness of this appr9a9f. 
. 
Between

them, the expanding contextual goals and the reviews of efficiency and

equity add new strands to the web of Tocedures as the streamlining
reforms remove old ones.

Other Factors

What about t};re forest of complexity? For the reasons given in
the discussion of strategic factors, and given the high rate of
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technological change, it cannot be imagined that the technical
complexity through which the project manager must find a way will
become less dense in the foreseeable future. Environmental and
heritage issues are rising in community awareness and political
importance. Their contribution to management compleity must be
expected to increase. Complex industrial relations issues have long
been at the forefront of project managers'concerns and that can be
expected to continue to be the case. It is true that there has been an
improvement in the incidence and cost of industrial disputes in
Australian defence industries in recent years, but that has been the
fruit of greater nurnagement attention as well as of an improvement in
the overall industrial climate. Continued attention will be needed to
avoid a regression to problems of earlier times. In addition, major
changes in work practices and occupational categories are in train
under the 'award restructuring' process being embarked upon to lift
the productivity of Australia industries. These have very sensitive
industrial implications. Overall, the forat faced by future project
managers will be denser than it is now.

The inherent problems of practical implementation of new
inventions are at least as old as the industrial revolution - and, it can be
argued, as old as mankind. Since it arises from human reactions to
perceived threats to security, resistance to technological change will
always be with us.

The Remedy

The above survey of adverse conditions shows that the
environment in which weapons system projects have to be managed is
likely to become more rather than less adverse. It is also apparent that
most of the causes of difficulty are outside the direct influence of the
defence authorities and will remain so while peace prevails. The only
effective way forward is for those authorities to ensure that proiect
managers are better prepared for the task of confronting an adverse
environment.

It should, of course, go without saying that weapons system
proiect managers should be fully educated and experienced in the
profession they are called upon to practice. Unfortunately, in
Australian military circles the existence of that profession, and its
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growing importance to the profession of arms, receives little
iecogniiion outside those actually engaged in it. Even when the need

is reiognised, the shock response is that there is insufficient time in a
military officer's career for professional education and training in
proiectmanagement. If this attitude persists in the face of an increasing
aifficult proiect environment, the waste and performance failures will
get worse. that must not be allowed to happen. The value obtained
from expenditure of some $2 billion a year is at stake.

The recommended course of action - the creation of a self-

regulating professional community of military project managers - is
*ithin the ieach of the Defence Deparbnent and the Navy, Army and

Air Force if they have the will to grasp it. The beauty of that approach
is that as well as preparing project manaSers to cope with the external
problems it would create an in-house, professional constituency which
iould argue with authority for improvement of the internal project
environment. There would be a real ProsPect of less expensive and

more effective systems for the defence of Australia.



ANNEX A

THE DEVELOPMENT OF PROFESSIONAL
P R or E cr yd$bRrifirdsi N MAr o R

USA
Major US corporations are progressively organising their

defence business along project lines. They are operating programs to
develop professional proiect managers, including project management
training courses, and applpng standard project management
scheduling and reporting procedures. The following profiles illustrate
this process.

Boeing Company

Boeing is organised as seven wholly owned companies. The
first of these is Boeing Commercial Airplane Company, which
manufactures civil airliners. The other companies are: Boeing
Computer Services Company, Boeing Electronics Company, Boeing
Military Airplane Company, Boeing Advanced Systems Company,
Boeing Helicopter Company, and Boeing Aerospace.

Boeing Aerospace is the most heavily project-oriented
company, although Boeing Airplane Company also has a strong de

facto program nvrnagement orientation. For example, that Company
does not have a manufacturing division; rather it has two divisions,
one producing wide-bodied aircraft, the 747 and 767, and another
producing narrow-bodied aircraft, the 737and 757.T\e heads of those
divisions operate effectively as program managers as in the other
maior division, the Materiel Division, which rrranages the large
number of sub-confracts used to acquire the bought-in elements of
Boeing aircraft.

Boeing Aerospace Company have many dealings with the US
Department of Defense and in the company the program orientation is
very strong. A Vice President described program managers as 'the
backbone of the Company'. The program manager is responsible for
every aspect of a program, from production to finance and including
external interfaces, for example, dft the Congress. He also controls
the program budget. The engineers working on the program are'hard
lined' to the program manager and 'dotted lined' to the chief engineer.
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In other words, the main line authority runs from the program

manager to the engineers, not from the functional engineering chief.

Most -programs have their own in-house final assembly facilities and

some also have their own in-house systems integration laboratory.

The rest of the comPany works to a form of matrix
organisation but for each program the Program manager is still
reJponsible for getting results from all of the functional areas, and
replesentatives of those areas are assigned to work with the Program
team.

Up to now most Program managers have been engineers'

Boeing leti the 'hi-pots' (high potential persons) 'PoP up out of the

toaster' and then gives them training and developmental broadening
assignments. A 'hi-po( would normally first come under attention
when selected as a chief engineer for a Program. The identification
and staff development is the responsibility of division heads. Each

division head is required to nominate two or three candidates who

would be capable of becoming program manaSers of maior proiects,

i.e., of the oider of from $200 million to $300 million. They are also

responsible for developing these selected Persons and reporting on

their progress twice a year.

The main criterion for selection of tri-pots' is performance on

the iob. The strengths and weaknesses of each 'hi-potl are assessed

and an individual development program is drawn up. There were 34

'hi-pots' in the development Process last year. Within that selected

group a few attend residential university executive development
iouries of from four to six weeks' duration. Others, and there were

some six of these in 1988, undertake a business administration
postgraduate course at MIT or a similar institution. others attend

summer aerospace courses given by the University of Washington and

may do a part-time executive MBA degree over a period of two years'

still others attend a five-day washington Program management course

oriented to military procurement and a few also attend Defense

systems Management College courses. Few of them are able to attend

the full 2Gweek course because of a shortage of places. These Persons
also attend the one-week program rranagement course developed by
Boeing.

Boeing stress that Program rurnagement is 'a Process, not a

course, and the one-week course is best regarded as a 'finishing
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school'. In practice, program managers have acquired much of their
knowledge and skill in that area from their work perforrrnnce.
Because Boeing Aerospace is so project-oriented, the chief engineer is
bound to get some cross-functional experience. He participates
frequently in program reviews and in other formal program meetings
run by the program manager and he has ample opportunities to
observe the program manager in action. To further support this, the
'hi-pots' are given developmental broadening assignments.
Responsibility for managing an engineering change proposal is one
example of such an assignment. Despite these attempts to broaden
them, the program managers sometimes continue to work as if they
were engineers and that approach does not work effectively. Another
approach Boeing are taking to broaden their engineers is to give
selected design engineers experience in manufacturing, so they will tre
able to design products that are more easily manufactured.

Pr ogram Managu D nelopment

Boeing's organised development process for program
managers began in 1987. It was designed by john Pehrson, a long-time
program nvrnager for Boeing who is unofficially known as the Dean of
Program Manager Development. The design of the program began
with interviews with 20 experienced program rnanagers, in which their
own backgrounds and experiences were charted and they gave
opinions on the education and experience that a program manager
needs.

The Program Manager Skill and Experience Needs Criteria are
summarised as follows:

o Leadership ability, including communication skills;
o General manager skills;
o Broad technical and integrationexperience;
. large organisation management experience;
o Understanding the external environmenf
o Business skills;
o Sub-'contract management skills.

The responsible division head ((i.e., Vice President) compares
each candidate with this list of skills and constructs a development
program plan for that person.
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The relevant points to note from all of this include the range

and breadth of the skills and experience that Boeing consider a

program manager needs and the institution of an, organised process to

a"rrltop peopfi with that range of skills and experience' Boeing

expecti most program managers to bgin with a technical degree and
then work eitfrei as an engineer or manufacturing engineer and

progress through stages of design manager, test manager, systems

engineering managei and so on, to chief engineer and possibly

proposal manager; then, in some cases, directly to Program manager

ind in others to management of a small Program to major program

manager. Note that the description of the initial degree is 'technical'

rather than'engineering'.

Boeing have implemented a searching Process of assessment of
candidates foi program manager. The assessment is done by both

peers and suboidinltes. Each candidate has an assessment done by a
number of people, say six, in each category. Each assessor fills out

several forms which go to an expert consultant who counsels the

candidate on his strengths and weaknesses as others perceive them.

The data is held confidential to that consultant and top management

merely gets a surunary of the results without names being supplied.

tne rlsilts of this process are used to develop the education and

broadening assignments for the candidate Program nvrnagers'

A critical part of Boeing's business is the preparation of
proposals in response to requests for proposals, requests for tenders

indso on. Boeing have recently functionalised proposal management

and established a special centre at which proposals are PrePared. The

project team moveiinto a set of rooms in this centre and is supported

Ly a number of functional experts who are permanently attached to

the centre. There are experts in project networks, schedules, risk
analysis, proiect management software, graphics, technical- writing,
cost- estimation, and people who track the evolution of defence

acquisition rules and policy and, finally, advisers on Boeing's own
poficies and procedurei. The centre has a library of previous RFPs and

itFts and pr-e.rio,rs Boeing proposals. This library also contains the

full Department of Defense acquisition regulations and_other relevant

materiil. It comprises Boeing's corporate memory on the preparation

of proposals. The centre has its own comPuter cen-tre and project

teams have terminals which can access a variety of software packages

to support them in their work. Reproduction and communication
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facilities are also provided. Up to five proposal teams can be
accommodated at the one time.

CBI

CBI is a world-wide engineering contracting company that
undertakes work with a high technology component requiring high
standards of production work, such as segments of nuclear submarine
hulls, pressure vessels for chemical and energy plans, and offshore oil
and gas installations. It is constructing a large cavitation tank for use
in noise reduction of US submarine propulsion systems and has
extensive hydrological testing facilities in its Chicago premises. As
would be expected, the project management line dominates the
company's organisation. The project managers have come mostly
from the company's professional engineers and architects, although
CBI do not regard it as necessary for a project rurnager to have one of
those qualifications.

Although CBI's organisation is typical of engineering
contractors, its employment policy is atypical. Most similar contracting
firms hire and fire engineering and management staff as the flow of
work rises and falls. CBI seeks to maintain a stable level of
employment recruiting graduates and developing them by a planned
program of training and experience for a long-term career with the
company. Most of their intake consists of engineering graduates, and
they look for graduates with a broad outlook that will fit them for a
variety of roles in the company, including project management.

CBI has a formal career-planning process which indudes the
systematic development of project managers by training and
graduated development through posts with increasing management
responsibility. They typically work as a project engineers or project
rrumagers on small projects before being entrusted with management
of mairr projects. CBI looks for them to have ability to organise, to
take a business view of their proiects and to manage people effectively.
The business orientation is the most important of these attributes. By
the time they become project managers, most of them have done a
good deal of non-engineering work, including work in the sales and
contracting areas of the company and in rnanagement. The company
seeks to support the project manager by creating a project team that
complements his own capabilities.
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The company runs an intensive four-week proiect
management course and has a series of comprehensive manuals on
project rvrnagement. These include:

r I Project Manage/s Planning Guide;l
r I Systems Proiects Manual;
r A Generic Proje'ct Procedures Manual;
r I Project Engineering Manager's Manual;
r I Project Manager's Training Guide.

The index of the Planning Guide is reproduced in Table 1.

TABLE 1
PROIECT MANAGER'S PLANNING GUIDE

INDEX

Section 1 Getting Started
1-1 Introduction to Planning Guide
7-2 Project Manager Orientation
1-3 ProiectPlan
7-4 ProjectOrganization
1-5 SiteSurvey
1-6 Kick-Off Meetingp
7-7 I'rocedures Manual

Section 2 Administration
2-'l Correspondence,Documentation,andOfficeProcedure
2-2 Personnel Administration
2-3 Project Accounting
24 ProFctChartofAccounts
2-S Changes, Change Orders, and Claims
2-6 Billing and Collection
2-7 Bonding Policy
2-8 Insurance
2-9 Taxes
2-lO Warranties
2-'11 kgal Matters
2-12 Permits and License
2-13 Small and Disadvantaged Business Utilization
2-14 Computer Usage

CBI Industries Inc., A Project Manager's Planning Guide, (CBl
Industries Inc., Chicago, July 1988).
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Section 3 Planning and Control
Planning for ftoject Conhol
Scheduling
Progress Reporting
Cost Planning Reporting and lrrojecting
Workln-Place Progress Schedule (WIPPS)
Material Status Reporting
Quality Assurance/Quality C-ontrol
Financial Controls

3-1
3-2
3-3
34
3-5
3-6
3-7
3-8

Section 4 Execution
+1
+2

Safety
Purdrasing and Materials Management

+3 Subcontracting
U Site Facilities and Set-Up
+5 Tools, Equipment, and Maintenance
4.6 laborProductivity

Engineering
Manufacturing
Completion and Start-up

4.7
4-8
+9

Hughes Aircraft Company

Hughes Aircraft Company is undergoing a maior change in
management obpctives. It is in transition from a company with the
single goal of technological excellence to one which also has a profit-
making objective. Under ownership by Howard Hughes the company
had a completely technical culture. It was not required to produce a
competitive return on capital and was left alone to pursue
technological excellence so long as it did not make a loss. Following
acquisition by General Motors, the company is expected to operate on
a fully commercial basis and make an adequate return on capital, and
this requires a complete change in the corporate culture and
adjustrnent of the rnnagement structure and management obiectives.
One element of this change is a program to develop proiect managers
with a more corunercial outlook.

Hughes have also placed a strong emphasis on schedule
control because of the company's rnarket position as a supplier of
radars to aircraft manufacturers. Delay in the schedule for a Hughes
proiect can produce a much more expensive delay in the aircraft
manufacturer's schedule.

The company is organised on rnatrix lines with most resources
being allocated to product or functional groups. There are seven

Product grouPs:
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. industrial electronics;
r ground systems;

' sPace and communications;
. missile systems;
. electro/oPtical and data systems;
. radar systems; and

' suPPort sYstems.

In addition, there are functional grouPs for finance,

technology, human resources, manufacturing and marketing.

Within the proiect grouPs, proiect offices are created for maior

projects; e.g. within Radar Systems Group there are Pto,91 offices
(calied Profram Divisions) for the F-15, F-A18, F-14 and ATF radars.
For each proiect a dedicated team is formed from staff of the proiect
office and manufacturing and engineering functional areas.

To develop the skills of their proiect managers, Hughes

conduct an in-houle Program Manager Development Course which
runs for 39 days over a period of seven months. It is structured to run
in parallel with the course members' other duties; i'e., most sessions

are treld from early afternoon until 8.30 p.m. Some sessions take the

form of luncheon discussions. The course is a fairly broad one with
five segments:

' the Program manage/s internal environment;
r the Program manager/s external environmen!
. lessons learned by senior Program managers and mini

case studies;
. luncheon discussions with functional line managers;
. research assignments undertaken by SrouPs of course

members.

Reflecting Hughes' matrix organisation, much of the course

relates to the important management issue of the interface between

project managers and line managers. Reflecting the nery goals of the

io-pat y, the course includes finance, the nature of Hughes' business

and its strengths and weaknesses, the US defence market, the
international business environment, program planning and budgeting
and cash flow in a comprehensive corporate proiect management
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syllabus. The course is supported by a program manager/s check-list
and a detailed manual.

Hughes has a concept of different prograrn managers for
different phases of a project. Some of their projects have run over a 30-
year period and they try to find a project manager that is fitted to the
requirements of each stage; e.g. they consider that an 'enEepreneu/ is
needed for the initial phase but a line manager may be more
appropriate for the conduding phases.

The Program Manager Development course is supplemented
by a Program Business Management Development course directed at
people who will occupy business manager posts. Under the direction
of the project manager, the business manager undertakes scheduling,
risk analysis and pricing and other business aspects of a project.

IBM Systems Integration Division

In the current context, the IBM Systems Integration Division
needs to be considered separately from the rest of the corporation,
which produces commercial hardware systems. As one member said,
'the commercial people don't understand systems or prograrns, they
just want to sell boxes'. The Systems Integration Divisiory on the other
hand, has been designing, developing or supporting complex military
systems for over thirty years. In this process and through its
connection with the US DoD, it has developed standards and practices
for project management. These standards are set out in five manuals
covering:

o Management Instructions;
o System Engineering Standards;
. Softn'are Engineering Standards;
o Quality Assurance Directives;
o Configuration Control Directives.

The manuals go beyond the mere documentation of
procedures and rules to be followed and cover the trow to' aspects of
successful project nranagement. They amount to textbooks on proiect
management written around the IBM standards.

These standards are taught 'across the board'. IBM's
personnel policy is to recruit at the bottom and develop senior staff
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within the corporation. They have a low rate of labour turnover, at
least until the field is crowded at about age 55 because of the

narrowing hierarchical ppamid. Potential program mana8ers are

selected frott amot g hardware or software engineers between their
third and sixth year of employment. The candidates are selected for
their flexibility rather than technical skill (there are other career
opportunities for technical specialists, because IBM's technical salary
grades reach as high as their management grades).

The selected candidates are given cross training and attend the

IBM Program Managers' course run by the systems Integration

Dvision In washington DC. It is a short, intensive course, running for
12 hours a day for one week. One experienced program manager, who
had attended the course, said the benefit was not so much in acquiring
new knowledge as in obtaining an integrated focus for his existing
knowledge. The course would also act as an introduction and

integrating framework for the standard Practices and procedures set

outln thJmanuals. IBM also send some candidates to the Program

Management course at Fort Belvoir and a small number of potential
vice presidents go to the Sloane School at MIT.

After completing the Program managers' course, the

candidates are given progressive experience as deputy Program
manager (the man in charge of the Program office), then as Program
mur,a[et of a small Program, and finally as Program manager of a

large program. This may be characterised as learning by doing, with
progression to the next stage based on evaluation of performance.

Proiects are managed in a matrix framework by a ?rogram
Manager', who is a single point of responsibility and accountability in

the proiect. He operates under a delegation from the President. His

specific responsibilities are as follows:

1 Represent IBM to the customer in all matters pertaining
specifically to the Project.

a. Be solely responsible for all commitments to and
coordination of contacts with the customer relative to
the project.

b. Approve all visits to and meetings with the customer
on subiect proiect prior to ocqurrence, including visits
by marketinS, contracts, and functional support areas.
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c. Coordinate arrangements for customer liaison
representatives, as required.

d. Ensure IBM's compliance with the terms and
specifications of the contract.

Provide overall management of the project to achieve
performance, sales revenue, and profit objectives.

a. Provide overall effective direction, administration,
coordination, and integration of the efforts of various
functional organisations within the corporation related
to the specific proiect requirements.

b. Ensure timely negotiation of the project and project
changes by the Contracts organisation and coordinate
functional support to the negotiation as well as
interpretation of project requirements to the
supporting functions.

c. Allocate authorised resources and funds on a timely
basis to fulfill the commitments and objectives of the
project through the formal Work Authorisation
Process.

d. Plan for and implement the Proiect Control
Management System (PCMS) to track the progress of
the proiect.

e. Ensure the incorporation of IBM Standards as
applicable to a deliverable item.

f. Provide a Configuration Item Specification Tree to the
functions, which conelates to the Contract Work
Breakdown Structure (CWBS) for all deliverable
hardware/software.

g. Understand the commitment process of the applicable
organisations and obtain the support commibnents at
appropriate nunagement levels.

h. When other business areas,/locations are involved,
arrange for the introduction of a proiect manager
responsible to monitor performance by the
supporting facility.2

Provided by IBM Systems Integration Division, Bethesda,
Maryland, August 1988.
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TABLE 2
IBM PROIECT OFFICE CHART
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The program office will have organic capabilities for systems
engineering, software development, hardware procurement, system
testing and integratiory and logistic planning and implementation but
the program nanager also draws on the IBM mabix of technical
resources and is subiect to its financial system.

A typical proiect office chart is shown in Table 2.3

Subject to its financial system, program managers gain
strength from their visibility and have considerable leverage over
functional rrumagers because of their ready access to vice presidents;
i.e., IBM maximises the successful conclusion of programs rather than
the professional values of particular functional areas.

Lockheed Aeronautical Systems Company

In7987 Lockheed adopted project management as a corporate
priority. A number of major programs in the pipeline, including the
Advanced Tactical Fighter, are very important to Lockheed's future;
the company is more and more involved in international collaborative
progranui and inter-company programs; aerospace technology is
changing rapidly; and the company faces increased competition
because there is a smaller number of defence programs to bid for and
these prograr$ are more complex. Lockheed have found that to
manage these programs they need project managers with broader
skills than those of the traditional engineer.

In response to these needs, Lockheed propose to establish a
corporate professional designation of 'program manager/. The
requirements for program managers are tough and are set out in Table
3,4 The company regards them as enhepreneurs who carry
responsibility and accountability for the successful conduct of projects
without having authority over all the people working on them.
However, they do have'total control' over the proiect, induding its
budget, and can influence the fitness reports of the people involved in
functional areas supporting the project.

To develop a cadre of project managers, Lockheed have
established new mechanisms to train them and provide the necessary

Provided by IBM Systems Integration Dvision.
Table provided by Lockhood Aeronautical Systems Company,
Burbank, California, fuly 1988.

3

4
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experience. These mechanisms include a Program 
-ManagerDevelopment Steering Committee (PMDSC), which the Company

President oversights, a Process for selecting propct manager

candidates and a training program. The company already possessed an

in-house mechanism foi idvinced technical training in the Lockheed

Technology Institute, which has some 1000 students on advanced
technology courses in avionics, software, manufacturing, systems
engineering, compositematerials, portability and producibility. The

approach usea uy the Institute has been adapted to the training of

project managers.

Lockheed consider that the propt manaSer needs to know the

company,s organisation and systems (both formal and informal) and
the 

-cusiomeri', i.e. DePartment of Defense, requirements and
processes. Communication skills are regarded as_ of grea-ter

importance than technical skills and knowledge and 'influence skills'

are essential. Influence skills are especially important in dealing with

functional management in the comPany matrix organisation.

Knowledge of systems engineering is also important, especially of the

trade-offJbetween cost, sihedule, performance and those internal to
systems engineering. The training includes 80 hours of required
cbrrrses and compleiion of optional courses to a total of 165 hours. The

required courses include:

o Overview of Program Management;
. DoD Acquisition Policy;
. Best Practices;
. Risk Management.

Lockheed have also introduced cross-training of personnel,

e.g. they run a course in project management for technologists and

another in systems engineering for managers.

The other aspect of their development of propct managers is

work experience. The company's policy is to 'grow' project managers

by a series of planned assignments. They consider it essential for a

project managlr to have run a mapr functional organisation, like
engineering or manufacture, where budgets had to be managed,

scliedules had to be achieved, quality had to be controlled, and so on'

In terms of internal contribution to proiect manager skills,

lockheed sees the balance as 10 per cent training and 90 per cent
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experience. Management education is provided externally, most of
their senior management have business degrees at graduate or post-
graduate level, and high-potential proiect nranagers are sent to the
DSMC Program Managers' Course.

TABLE 3
PROPOSED LOCKI{EED TECHNOTOGY INSTITUTE

PROFES SIONAL DESIGNATION IN PROGRATVT MANAGEMENT

Goalg of the deeignation
o To give LASC technologists advanced lockheed-specific skills;
o To give technologists a breadth ofknowledgeso they can see how

their specialties fit into the big pictue;
o To impart Lockheed design values (& M, t P and systems

ap'proadr) to technologists;
o To provide a structuredlearningplan for LTI participation.

Purpose

To provide technologists with an inhoduction to the skills and crose-disciplinary
approach needed by program managenr to meet technical, cct and sctredule objectives
throughout the acquisition life cycle.

DesignaHon Requirements
. Completion of all 'required' cours€s;
r Completion of the appropriate number of 'optional' courses so that

the course hours for'required' courses and'optional' courses total at
least 155.

Required Courseg (approx. E0 hours)

Shrdents must complete all the courses listed below:
. Overview of Program Managemeng
. DoD Acquisition Policy;
o Best Practices;
o Risk Management.

Optional Courses

Shrdents must complete the appropriate number of courses from the list below, based on
applicability to their work assignmmts:

o Budgets and Conhols;
o Contract/Subconhact Managemmt;
. Systems Engineering Workshop;
. fJesign to Cost/Life Cyde Cost;
o Data Management and Configuration Management;
o Software Aoquisition/Managemen|
. Overview of Avionics;
o Inboduction to Composite Design;
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o [.ow Observables for the Designer;
o R andM for Designers;
o Aircraft Conceptual Design.

McDonnell Douglas Corporation

McDonnell Douglas is also a comPany in transition but, in this
case, in three respects. The first relates to the overall management
philosophy of the comPany, which is changing from a style_9^f strong

iirection from the top to the style currenUy popular in the US, of the
,leadership alliance' which seeks to develop leadership and self-

management at all levels. Readers may be familiar with aspects of this
which-, in Australia, have been known as industrial democracy and
autonomous work groups. The change in management style coincides
with the accession of a member of the McDonnell dynasty, Mr |ohn
McDonnell, to the office of Company Chairman.

The second change is the formalisation of the Company's
project management organisation. Informally, the proiect dimension
of management has been strong in McDonnell for 35 years or more but
it has only recently been translated into the formal organisation in
McDonneil Ashonautics Company (MDAC). It is still less formalised

in McDonnell Aircraft company but even there formally organised

project officers exist for major projects like the F-15 and F-A18.

The third change is a weakening in the engineers'dominance
of McDonnell Douglas. It has traditionally been a corporation in
which top management was made up of engineers. These !ays, in
common with Hughes Aircraft Company, much more emphasis is

being placed in the tottom line" i.e., the profitability or otherwise of
the corporation.

There is some tension between two of these changes. The

leadership alliance stresses the devolution of authority whereas the
formal project management organisation stresses the personal

authority and responsibility of the proiect manager' The role of
autonomous work grouPs (or self-managing teams (SMT) as they are

called in documentation supplied by McDonnell), is spelt out as

follows:
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Self-managing teams are broadly defined to include
work groups which have authority and responsibility
for making many of the decisions affecting their work.

Whereas the accountability of the project manager is described as
follows:

The proiect manager is held accountable for all
activities on the proiect and for its success or failure.

Although the proiect manager is given troad authority to
fulfill responsibilities', this is constrained by 'the rights of the people
on the Project Team' and 'checks and balance of the matrix system'.
This unconstrained accountability in the context of constrained
authority must place great demands on the skill of the project
manager.

In the past, McDonnell project managers had been engineers
who followed a typical career path for aerospace project managers
through proiect engineering to propct manager. McDonnell recognises
that this approach will no longer suffice, and the development of
proiect managers with broader skills has received increasing attention
in recent years. A career program for project managers is
implemented by the company's human resource development
functional area in the context of its general career development plan.
The emphasis is on self-development with responsibility resting on the
manager and the role of the company being to provide guidance and
assistance. The guidance includes indications of the type and extent of
training that the rrranager should undertake; e.9., for first line
managers, 120 hours per year spread over l0 subjects. HI-POTS are
given special attention and receive two years' cross-training, two
years in a remote assignment and 30 weeks special schooling in
addition to the standard manager haining.

For project managers in MDAC, the training includes the
company's own project management course, Program Management
the MDAC-STL Way. The course was prepared by a former manager
of the Harpoon project, Mr Clifford Marks, and is presented by him
and senior MDAC executives. As with other US defence Corporations,
it is tightly compressed, running for 10 days over a two.month period
and is supported by a large volume of written material which course
members study in their own time and use for later reference.
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The aim of the course is to pass on the accumulated experience

and wisdom of senior executives and managers of the company. Great

stress is placed on 'lessons learned' and the course material includes a

McDonnell book Iessons lnrneil from Proiut Managernenf. other
detailed supporting material includes DoD manuals on, for example,

Transition from banlopment to Ptoduction, setting out projelt

^u*g"^.nt practices which MDAC project rurnagers are required fut
the Cimpany to apply. The course is a broad one covering business, the
extemal environment and people management issues as well as project

management techniques. It has an excellent section on managing the

matrix relationshiP.

The course is summarised in a manual written by clifford
Marks wNch is a delight for the concise, yet comprehensive way it
presents the subpct. The following definitions of a proiect, the Proiect
team and project management illustrate the point:

A program can be defined as an undertaking to

achieve a goal or set of goals within a Siven time and

within allocated resources. Funding and direction
may be by a customer or the comPany or both. A
program's nature is such that it requires a multi-
disclptined team and diverse resources to accomplish

the obiectives. The Program Manager (PM) is the focal

point ior and the manager of all activities associated

with a particular Program. Thus the PM must plan,
organise, assign, control, follow-up and motivate the
enlire Program Team. The Program Team consists of
assignd MDAC-STL people along with other MDC
comPonents, subcontractors, associate conhactors,

gonernment furnished equipment suppliers and a
large number of Customer organisations ... Program
Management is a difficult but rewarding profession.
Success requires a combination of skill, knowledge,
perseverance and good fortune.S

Clifford D. Marks,
(McDonnell Douglas
1987\.

Program Management the

Astronautics Company,
MDAC-STL Way

St Louis, August
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The presentation of the division of responsibility between the
project manager and line managers is another example of Marks'
economical style as well as being an interesting model of the
assignment of responsibility in a matrix management organisation:5

Responsibilities

Hire,Train and Develop Personnel

Assign Personnel

Help Meet Budgets and
Schedules

Give Broad Direction to
Personnel

Support Decision-Making

DevelopNew Methods and
Technology

Evaluate Personnel Performance

Be Responsible for Technical
Excellence

Achieve Technical Transfusion

Develop and Maintain the
Required Support Organi sations

Utilise and Develop Personnel

Concur in Personnel
Assignments

Determine Budgets and
Schedules

Give Daily Assignments to
Personnel

Make Daily Decisions

IdentifyNeed forNew
Technology

Evaluate Personnel Performance

Identify Technical
Inadequacies

AcceptNew Ideas

Utilise and Budget the
Support Organisations

Ibiil.,p.3-1,.
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These are good illushations of the degree of compression
needed to fit a project management course into the short time-span
provided. It can be no more than a skeleton albeit a valuable one.

The McDonnell Douglas Corporation encourages all its
employees to improve their education in relevant disciplines. At
Douglas Aircraft Company in Los Angeles, this has led to a novel
arrangement between the company and West Coast University. The

company encourages its employees in self-education by bringing the
university to them and paying 45 per cent of tuition costs. The

company provides premises for classrooms and registration, and

suppties ieproduction facilities and visual aids. Classes are held

between 5.00 p.m. and 10.00 P.m' on weekdays. Among the courses

available are masters degrees in proiect nurnagement, industrial
technology and logistics management. The project management
course is a co-operative one between the Engineering and

Management departments of the university.

Rockwell International

The Rockwell program is called the Professional Development
Program for Program Managers (PDPPM). Its obiectives are:

o to enhance the skill of current Program managers and
those in associated functional areas;

r to identify and professionally develop future Program
mana8ers.

The program was developed by a special task force and takes

the form of a career plan (called the Professional Development
Framework) setting out the year-by-year Progress of future project
managers. It is integrated with Rockwell's overall professional

development program.

The career plan has four main stePs:

1 Initial Stage in Years 1 to 3 of a career with Rockwell.
This stage provides for acclimatisation to Rockwell
and includes a basic orientation course, on-the-job
training and functional training.

2 Identification Stage in Years 4 to 7' At this stage

potential proiect lrnnagers are selected. Their career
path is identified and professional goals are
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established. fob rotation is provided for high-
potential project managers and they undertake courses
in management including the essentials of program
management.

3 Confirmation Stage in Years 8 to 10. In this stage the
selection of project managers is confirmed and they
gain further experience in accordance with their
planned career path and continue to pursue their
professional goals. They undertake more ,in-house,

courses and the Defence Systems Management
College @SMC) 6-week course.

4 Continuing Professional Development. In this phase,
project rrnnagers take internal management courses,
attend external seminars and workshops, executive
development programs and the full DSMC program
Managers' Course.

The Professional Development Program is supported by
comprehensive procedures and formats for identifying management
candidates, planning programs to develop their talents, reporting their
progress and performance, and preparing for orderly succession in
rnanagement posts.

Rockwell's own course in project rvrnagement is a short,
intensive one presented by the American Graduate University and
Procurement Associates.T The course content is:

1 Introduction to Program Management
o The Management Process.
. Pro8ram Management.
o Program Authority.
. Program Organisation.
. Government Program Management Procedures.

2 The Contract Award Process
r The Statement of Work.
. Request for Proposal.

American Graduate University and Procurement Associates, Inc.,
Announcing the Complete Course in Projut Mannganent (American
Graduate University and Procurement Associates, Inc., Covina,
California, ]uly 1987).
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. Source Selection Procedures.

' SPecifications.
o Technical Data Packages.

Marketing
. Sources of Marketing Information.
o Marketing and Sales.
r Market Planning.
o Development of Marketing Plans.

Proposal Preparation

' TYPesofProPosals'
. Organisation for Proposal Preparation.
o Proposal Planning Documents.
r ProPosal Preparation Procedures.
. Writing the Proposal.
o Proposal Formats.
. Proposal Evaluation.
. Proposal Preparation Checklists.

Business Management of the Proiect
o Planning the Project.
o Work Breakdown Structures.
. Schedule Planning.
o Financial Planning.
o Work Authorisation Process.
. Cost/Schedule/Performance Control Systems.
o Information Systems.
o Documentation.

Technical Management
. The Engineering Process.
. System Engineering.
. Technical Performance Measurement.
o Interface Management and System Integration.
o Risk Analysis and Assessment'
o Trade Off Studies.
o Design Engineering.
. Software Management and Integration.
o Selection, Tailoring and Application of Specifications.
o Standardisation and Parts Control.
o Technical Reviews and Audits.
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o Technical Data Package Management.
. Configuration Management.
o Data Management.
o Reliability.
. Integrated Logistics Support.
o Maintainability.
o System Safety.
o Production Management.
o Quality Assurance.
o Test and Evaluation.
o Human Factor Engineering.
. Personnel and Training.
. Changes and Revisions.
r Design to Cost/Life Cyde Cost.

7 ContractLaw and Administration
o Subcontract Management.

' NeSotiation.
o Contract [.aw.

At one week, it is acknowledged to be far too short to
adequately cover all of its subiect matter. It is seen as providing an
introduction to project rnnagement and to several volumes of
documentation in the form of a 300Gpage Program Managers
Handbook, which students study later in their own time and use as a
reference work. The handbook is a 'how to' rather than a 'what to'
manual.

A proiect managey's professional goals indude professional
education. For posts of Associate Program Manager and above,
Rockwell look for candidates with masters degrees, with a
management orientation on top of their technical under-graduate
degrees. For project nnnagers, this education is supplemented by
attendance at the Defence Systems Management College.

EUROPE

Maior European corporations are also increasingly recognising
the need to develop professional proiect managers, but overall have
not made as much progress as their counterparts in the USA.
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Rolls Royce

Rolls Royce is a company that was traditionally organised
along functional lines and dominated by engineering. The dominant
engineering culture got the company into difficulty by overcommitting
it for development and production of engines and that led to corporate
bankruptcy. The company was bought by the British Government but
has subsequently been privatised and is now operating as a private
corporation and is profitable. The traditional functional engineering
organisation has been modified and the comPany is now organised
along product lines; probably the best classification is product-matrix
with the functional line as the second strong line and a weak project
organisation overlaid over the product and functional organisation.
Under a managing director there are three product groups: military
engines, civil engines and the industrial and marine grouP. There are

functional finance, engineering, suPply, Personnel and corporate
development groups. The corporate supply group also manages the
manufacturing activities of the company.

The development of new engines is undertaken by a complex
organisational arrangement. The proposal for the new engine and the

overall co-ordination of the proiect is carried out by a nurn who is
given the title of Head of Project. He is on the third line of one of the
product groups. His project management suPPort (Rolls Royce use the
words 'project program management suppor() is given by the
functional group which specialises in the planning of projects, the
development and maintenance of the proiect network and 'master

program', and monitoring the progress of the proiect in terms of time.
The engineering aspects of the project are the responsibility of a Chief
Engineer, who organisationally fits in the engineering group of the
Company but who is assigned the task of supporting the head of
project. The Chief Engineer for the project also has certain personal
responsibilities that witl be explained later. Neither the Head of
Project nor the Chief Engineer has any staff. They work as individuals,
having to influence the rest of the Rolls Royce functional areas in the
necessary ways to achieve the aims of the project.

Proiect management was introduced into Rolls Royce through
their relationship with Lockheed on the L1G'11 aircraft projects. They
had not previously used formal project management arrangements
and appear to have grafted some of the Lockheed systems onto their
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own management structure without fundamentally changing that
structure. The effective authority of the Head of Project and his ability
to influence the functional managers comes through his access to the
higher nnnagement of Rolls Royce, although noting that this would
have to go through three levels before getting to the Managing
Director of the company. Of course, in the case of mairr projects (on
which the future of the company as a whole may very well depend)
the Head of Project would have little difficulty in attracting top
management's attention.

The Chief Engineers have an unusual role that is specific to the
aircraft engine industry. Their main forms of authority are largely
negative in character; for example, it is the Chief Engineer,s
responsibility to accept or reject the engineering tasks involved in the
project in the first place. By accepting them he commits the functional
engineering organisation to successfully carry them out. He is also
involved in agreeing to or rejecting the design for the engine and his
ultimate power is his personal responsibility to certify the engine for
flight. The Chief Engineer also has control of the engineering budget
for the project. It would appear that the Chief Engineers would be able
to operate more effectively if they had dedicated staff whose loyalty
was to them rather than to the chief of the functional engineering
organisation.

The central program management organisation in the
company is another unusual feature. It is the responsibility of the
group to monitor propcts and to provide the day-to-day energy which
drives them to achieve their timetable. For example, the RB211
program is monitored and driven in this way by the two proiect
Program Managers. These Proiect Program Managers are responsible
for developing the schedule for the project, for running progress
meetings to monitor whether it is on schedule and to develop
proposals for work arounds or reschedules in order to overcome
scheduling problems. They do not have authority to approve such
changes and that authority presumably rests with the Head of project.
They are concerned with managing time rather than cost.

The other principal role of the central program management
group, and this may have been the principal reason for its creatiory is
to be the interface with the customers' program managers. For
example, Boeing is a maior customer for Rolls Royce. The track record
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in the past is that it has taken four years to make an aircraft engine

wherea] the aircraft themselves can be made in two years. Aircraft
engine production may very well be on the critical path of the total
task of producing an aircraft. Boeing, therefore, and other aircraft
manufacturers, need to be convinced that Rolls Royce will be able to

deliver on time. The central Program management staff play an

important role in convincing the customers of that fact. To do this they
need to be able to show the customer that they have a solid plan and

an achievable schedule.

Like so many other companies, Rolls Royce do not use the full
PERT system; they have their own master Progress recording and

charting system. The master programme is signed off by the Head of
projectind Chief Engineer and a number of functional managers who
thereby accept the commitment to achieve the timetable. The include
the Project Programme Managers and functional chiefs of design,

technology, engineering, manufacturing, materiel product support and

the commercial director.

Progress is reviewed weekly, first by a progress meeting
chaired by the Program Manager to an agenda drawn uP by him and

attended by representatives from each of the major functions. The

results of that meeting are then considered by another weekly meeting
chaired by the Head of Project, with an agenda again prepared by the

Program Manager, but on this occasion with the appropriate senior

exeiutives attending, for example the Drector of Engineering, the

Head of Manufacturing control and so on. It follows from these roles

that it is critical to the Head of Project that the Proiect Program
Manager and the propct Chief Engineer do their work effectively and

are dedicated to support him in the success of the project, and yet he

has no line management authority over them; they are each

responsible to the head of their functional group within the company.
This must tend to inhibit the ability of the Head of Project to achieve

progress. Nevertheless, the Rolls Royce officers feel that they are able

to make the system work.

There is no indication that Rolls Royce will develop a formal
organisation which is more strongly along project lines as other

companies have. It aPPears that the dominant culture in the Company
is stilt an engineering one and that the project management function
and the finance function may have been grafted on as a way of keeping
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proposals of the engineers within prudent commercial and practical
bounds.

GEC Electrical Projects Ltd

This is an electrical engineering company within the GEC
group. Its main activity is the design and installation of electrical
propulsion equipment for both civil and defence purposes. In a
market sense, it is a reactive organisation responding to requests for
tender from the Ministry of Defence and industrial customers in
Britain and overseas. GEC Electrical is a systems house which
contracts out the manufacfure of most hardware elements of the
systems it supplies to other companies in GEC or outside suppliers.
Sub-contracting is a major part of their management work and an
important one as the quality of equipment produced by sub-
contractors is one of their major concerns. The intellectual core of the
company's business is control engineering and accordingly it has an
engineering culture. Electrical engineers and computer programmers
are recruited and given training in commercial skills by attending
courses at the GEC Management College at Dunchurch.

Most of the Company's work is of a proiect or contracting
nature because its market consists largely of designing and installing
one-off installations rather than producing an on-going product line. It
does undertake development proiects but mainly for the pulpose of
developing technology to be applied to individual contracts.

Two different contract management structures are used. Civil
contracts are managed by a triangular organisation as illustrated in
Figure 10. The Contract Engineer handles the interface with the
customer and, of the three points in the triangle, is the one that most
resembles a project manager. The Application Engineer directs the
engineering team and provides the day-today driving force for the
project. Systems design and field engineering make up the third point
of the triangle.

Some larger defence projects are managed by a more
traditional project organisatiory as illustrated in Figure 11. This has the
project manager at the apex with a two-way split of responsibility at
the next level. The Commercial Engineer has responsibility for project
planning and scheduling, finance and the important sub-contracting
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FIGURE 10

GEC ETECTRICAL PROJECTS LTD
ORGANISATION OF CIVIL CONTRACTS

GEC
CONTRACT

APPLICATION
ENGINEER

CONTRACT
ENGINEER

SYSTEMS DESIGN
AND FIELD

ENGINEERING

1. MATERIALS MANAGEMENT
2. ACCOUNTING
3. PERSONNEL ETC.

Source: GEC Electrical Projects Ltd, Rugby, September 1988.
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FIGURE 11
GEC ELECTRTCAL PROIECTS LTD

ORGANISATION OF LARGER DEFENCE PROIECTS
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role. The Proiect Engineer has responsibility for design, coordination
of engineering interfaces, testing and installation of the system'

The company seeks to 'grow' contracts engineers and
application engineers by giving them experience on proiects at
increasing levels of responsibility. Application engineers tend to

specialise in particular market areas, for example, electrical propulsion
for rolling mills, because it is necessary for them to have a good
understanding of the equipment that will be driven, the loads that will
be placed on it and the environment in which it will oPerate. Next to
that, the main capability required by application engineers is in
resource management.

BP

In common with other oil companies, BP have long been in the

business of propct rvrnagement for the development of oil fields,

storage, traniportation and refining facilities. Back in the 1950s,

project teams were small, comprising some four to five coordination
ind engineering staff under a project manager. Most of the work of
project management was contracted out. As the scale of proiects

increased and the funds involved grew, BP gradually got more and

more directly involved in the management of its proiects. Initially, this
involvemeni took the form of closer monitoring but later it involved
hands-on management. Proiect teams grew to a size of some one

hundred or so and then an opposite problem became apparent. The

extent of BP involvement was duplicating the work of the project
management contractor and diluting his sense of responsibility. At
one stige, BP formed a department of propct management. This had a
staff of some four hundred and existed for seven years. It was

beneficial in enabling BP staff to gain a lot of knowledge of project
management, develop procedures and a manual and a body of cost

and sihedule data; i.e., the makings of a corporate memory of project

management.

Projects are now managed by individual proiect offices. The

extent to which resources are organic to these offices varies between
projects. Depending on the resources available to them, the offices sub-

contract propct management functions to outside contractors or
functionai divisions of BP. As is so often the case, the key to the

success of proiects is the ability of the project nunager to energise the

functional areas and sub- contractors.
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By the beginning of the '1,970s, BP management had sufficient
experience of project cost and schedule over-runs to realise that proiect
management had to be taken more seriously and that it was a subject
that had to be taught not only to project rnnagers, but to all members
of proiect teams and others on whose work the success of projects
depended. BP, at that time, had an operations culture; i.e., most
management attention and energy were focussed on on-going
production. Senior runagement recognised the need to change this
culture to give more attention to capital projects because the success or
failure of these determined the company's future viability. Proiect
management courses were introduced.

Two forms of project nvrnagement training are provided in-
house. The first is a two weeks' residential course in proiect
management divided into six major segments as follows:

(a) Proiect Organisatiory Interactions and Quality - roles,
responsibilities, political issues, communication,
motivation, meetings and methods of control.

(b) Pre-Propct Studies and Estimating; Project Definition,
scope of strategy; Project Financing, tax, evaluation
and accounting; Post Project Appraisal.

(c) Planning and Cost Control; Probabilistic Schedule
Appraisal and Risk Analysis.

(d) Contractual Arrangements - Tendering and Bid
Appraisal, Committee Approvals, Negotiations,
Contracts, Sub-contracts, Variations and Claims.

(e) Procurement and Materials Management Techniques -
getting the right quality materials to the correct places
in good time.

(f) Construction Management - how work in fabrication
yards and in the field can be efficiently organised and
successfully completed; Interface Management with
Client on Acceptance Testing; Pre{ommissioning and
Commissioning Activities.s

The course is intended for project staff who have not received formal
management training or are seconded for the first time to a project.

BP Engineering, BP Project Managanant Course (Provided by BP,
[,ondon, October 1988).
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The second form of training is a suite of nine project

rnanagement training modules of about two days in duration. The

modules cover:

o Team Building.
r The Business Viewpoint.
o Estimating, Planning and Control.
o Project Organisations.
. Contracts and Contracting.
. Cost Effective Design.
o Procurement and Materials Management.
. Construction.
o Commissioning, Documentation and Handover.9

They are designed principally for younger engineers with potential to
work in project teams.

These training courses comPlement BP's staff development

programs. The compiny's aim is to recruit graduates and to keep

itt"* ir, BP for their whole career. Some thirty engineering graduates

are recruited each year and some of these are assigned to project work
on such aspects as scheduling, cost estimating, project commissioning
and safety. The first four years of the young engineer's career is seen

as a ,finiihing school' for their graduate training. BP would hope that

during ttis perioa the young engineer would qualify as a Clartered
Engineer. Aitention is paid to the development of personal skills and
the inculcation of knowledge about BP as a whole. In their thirties,
these engineers are introduced to a series of business courses. These

are a mixture of internal and external courses'

Proiect runagers are chosen from a variety of professionals in
the company who show aptitute for that work. They are given proiect
posts, e.8., as a proiect engineer, and undertake the proiect
managerrrent training modules. The organisation of career

development has been somewhat loose and the company is trying to
introduce a more structured systems to develop proiect managers. It
has also been found that the conduct of in-house courses is expensive

BP Engineeing, Project Managanent Training Modula (provided

by BP, London, October 1988).
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1nd B? are trying to encourage universities, such as the University of
Manchester, to take up this role.

BP is a member of the Major Propcts Association and actively
participates in the Association's special interest group on risk analysis.
Interest in risk analysis was stimulated by the experience of oil
companies in the development of the North Sea oil field. Early
platforms had very significant cost over-runs up to ten times the initiil
estimate, and would have been a financial disaster were it not for a
rapid rise in oil prices in the 1970s. The companies employ risk
analysts who have undertaken detailed statistical studies of oil
platform costs. There is now a sufficient body of data about platform
costs and schedules to enable regression analyses to be carried out in
order to determine the features of platforms that affect their cost and
schedule. On the basis of these studies, much more accurate cost
estimation models have been developed.

Aerospatiale
Aerospatiale is a large government-owned broad-spectrum

aerospace company. The group has a total workforce of 37,W, of
which the Aircraft Division employs 13,000, the Helicopter Division
7,000, the Tactical Missiles Division 6500 and the Strategic and Space
Systems Division approaching 4000. In response to fluctuations in
demand, and in order to measure the ratio of engineering and
management staff to production workers, employment on the factory
floor was gradually reduced by 4Vo in 1987. Production work is being
shifted to other countries, such as Yugoslavia, with lower wage rates
but good quality standards.

The employment breakdown given above roughly represents
the group's fields of activity, which comprise mainly civilian
passenger and military transport aircraft, civilian and military
helicopters, tactical missiles including the famous Exocet, civilian
space systems including the Ariane satellite launcher and
telecommunications satellites. Aerospatiale is active in a number of
international collaborative projects including the Airbus, Ariane and
the tactical missiles produced by Euromissile. The group has 17
manufacturing and research establishments in various locations in
France,
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Like some of its American counterparts, Aerospatiale is in the

process of changing its corporate culture. The group considers that a

iulture characterised by stress on engineering excellence and a

dictorial style of management will no longer be effective. They are

tqnng to introduce a stronger market orientation and greater stress on

humin relations in the group's management style. One senior
executive said that 'in our time team spirit is more effective than
genius'. They find that the creation of teamwork iunong
iharacteristically individualistic Frenchmen is not easy. they are

approaching the task by providing a broader education for their

engineering rnanagers and giving them greater mobility through their

.uieer. The training includes a seven weeks' residential course at

INSEAD, which is similar to the Harvard Business School. This

intensive course includes segments on organisational behaviour,
financial accounting, marketing, operations management, financial

management, economics, industrial relations, corporate strategy and

human resource development. Participants play the sigma Business

Game.

Aerospatiale have also accepted that English is now the lingua
franca of iniernational business. The strong spirit of French

nationalism characterised by the De Gaulle era discouraged the

development of other language skills. French industry now realises

that this puts them at a disadvantage in marketing and in-collaborative

projects and are encouraging their managers to learn English and other
foreign languages.

The human resource nurnagers in Aerospatiale are pressing for
more training for managers in company time' Project managers, in
particular, hive very heavy personal workloads and other personal

bbligations to their fimilies and the society in which they live. It would
be counter-productive to place further burdens on them by requiring
them to pursue additional educational qualifications in their own
time. Thb interleaving of two months' full-time training with each

three-year posting is being considered.

Organisationally, Aerospatiale is evolving from a functional

organisation to one in which line authority tends to run through
p.o;ects. This partly reflects the facts that today's large and complex
projects are beyond the scope of any one technical speciality or the
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comprehension or any single person. Multidisciplinary proiect
organisation is necessary if they are to be effectively managed.

Aerospatiale conduct annual reviews of the performance of
their proiect managers and their future careers. Like most American
aerospace companies, they have introduced an intensive eight-day
project management course. They are concerned that each generation
of project managers is not passing on its accumulated knowledge and
experience to the next one. One senior nnrrager said that there is a
need for dauphins; i.e., apprentice project managers who would acquire
this knowledge and experience by acting as project managers,
assistants.

Thomson CSF

Thomson CSF dominates the French electronics industry. It is
60 per cent owned by the French government. It is a world-wide
corporation with 65,000 employees in France and 50,000 outside
France. Thomson CSF's activities are divided roughlyequally between
consumer electronics and defence electronics. The group ranks third in
the world in consumer electronics as measured by market share. Less
than half of the group's consumer electronics production capacity is
located in Europe, with some 30 per cent of it being located in East and
south-East Asia. Its largest single market (43vo) is in the united states,
more than twice the size of the French market and almost as large as in
Europe as a whole. Thomson CSF rank themselves as number two to
GM-Hughes in the defence electronics market. Work is concentrated
in France, with only 2,000 of 46,0N employees being located
elsewhere. The group's main markets for defence electronics are in
France and the Middle East, although it also trades actively in the US
and European markets through cooperative arrangements with other
companies.

The group's growth rate in recent years has been very rapid, as
reflected in a rise in market rank from twelfth to second position. This
rapid growth and the group's large size oisa<tis the French electronics
industrial sector is creating labour market problems for it. By 1988 it
employed 17,0ffi engineers, and one in four of all French electronics
engineers.

Thomson Sinha is the submarine warfare arm of the group.
Its activities cover airborne, surface and sub-surface systems. The
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Company is organised on matrix lines, with personnel being attached

to functional divisions and the rurnagement line of authority running

through proiects and sub-projects. There are project managers in the

functional divisions at each level of this management line. These

project managers and sub'proiect managers run down to the level at

which activity is 'of human size'; i.e., a task consisting of about 1,000

man hours oi work that can be managed as a single activity. At each

level in the chain, the proiect manager or sub-project manager is in
charge of the complete task including financial and technical aspects

and carries colrunensurate authority on those asPects.

This system has evolved since 1981, at which time the

company concluded that it was too technically oriented. In that year a

targe loss was sustained, equivalent to twice the capital of the

co paty. A thorough review of alternative nnnagement forms was

undertaien over a period of a year during which all levels of the

company were involved in a large-scale'brainstorm'. It was called the

MANTA Review. The new structure resulted in a shift of power from
functional managers to proiect managers. It also provided a struchrre

for the career development of project managers through graduated

experience. Project managers come from both the technical and

mirketing areas of the company. There is also lateral movement

within ttie group, i.e., project managers from other companies may

come into Thomson CSF, even from companies outside the group'

Thomson Sintra engineers undergo high-level management

training pro8rams in French trigh commercial schools'' Those

identified- aJ potential top rlanagers also undertake in-house
management triining. The first level is an initiation course which
provides new recruits with orientation to the Thomson group. After
an initiation period of two years, trainees undergo deeper instruction
in the characleristics of the group. The first level of in-house training
in managementpu se comes next, followed by training in advanced

management when the manager is given the first highJevel
management responsibility. The highest level of training is in
internltional management, given for managers at even higher levels of
responsibility, particularly those involved in international programs.

This training can be illustrated by a typical career structure for

the Thomson Sintra Project Manager as shown in Figure 12' The

group has recognised the need to provide adequate rewards to
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FIGI,]RE 12
THOMSON SINTRA PROIECT MANAGEMENT

A TYPICAL CAREER STRUCTURE
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Source: Thomson CSF, Paris, October 1988.
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technical specialists who may not be suitable, or wish, to become
managers. At the same time, they have tried to break down the
narrowness of the former engineering culture to create a more market-
oriented culture. Like Aerospatiale, they have recognised the need to

encourage a more international outlook on the part of their managers

in language and cultural respects, to take advantage of global markets
and to be better able to cooperate with other European companies.

The group's approach to management is individualistic; i.e.,

at each level of the proiect manager/sub'proiect manager chain'

responsibility rests heavily on the individual manager lather than on

thecorporate matrix. This reflects the strong individualistic streak in
the French national character and distinguishes the Thomson project
runagement approach from that of American companies, where
proiect managers share more of their responsibility with other
elements in the management matrix.

MBB

Messerschmidt-Bolkow-Blohm (MBB) is the leading aerosPace
company in the Federal Republic of Germany. It has 35,000

employees working at 18 locations in Germany. Its products include
civil and military aircraft, missiles, satellite propulsion systems and

urban transport systems. It seeks to be a high-technology company'

MBB is an amalgum of many formerly separate companies
including Focke-Wulf, Heinkel, funkers and even Albatross, who
made the Red Baron's aircraft in World War 1. It is a captive of the
history of those companies. The fragmentation of its activities between

18 sites is inefficient and it struggles constantly to find sufficient

workload for all of them. Closure of plants is inhibited by the political
pressures to maintain employment at the various locations. It also has

a high ratio of production workers to development staff.

As sufficient outlets for MBB's production capacity cannot be

found within the Federal Republic, MBB has actively promoted

collaborative development proiects with other countries. The Airbus
family of passenger aircraft, the Tornado, the European Fighter
Aircraft, the Ariane launcher and the HOT, Roland and Milan missiles
are examples. These projects give an assurance of on-going work, but
at the price of losing control of MBB's own destiny.
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The company is organised into six mapr product groups with
functional departrnents for marketing, personnel, engineering and
manufacturing and finance. Projects are managed by small project
offices. There are sub-project managers in the functional areas such as
engineering and production but their performance and salary ratings
are assessed by the functional chiefs rather than the project manager.

The combination of high-technology and collaborative
projects makes the work of MBB's project managers even broader and
more complex than that of most corporate project managers. German
industrial firms such as MBB and Dornier have led in the development
of project management methods and haining in the Federal Republic.
MBB developed their own proiect management standards in the
course of the Tornado project and have incorporated them in a
proiect management manual. There is a project manager/s training
course that runs for one and a half years for one or two days a week.
It airns to improve the ability of the company's engineers to plan and
manage their project work.

The company has also sought to develop university education
in the subiect. Some universities (Technical High Schools) provide
courses for commercial engineers but they have four years (eight
semesters) of engineering and only one year (two semesters) of
commerce. Others provide courses which integrate engineering and
conunerce but with less than the equivalent of a year devoted to
cornnerce. MBB, with support from Bayer, has persuaded two
universities to introduce an experimental curriculum to educate
'systems integrators'.

There are at least two specialised universities which provide
courses in project management W se, one of them being the
University of Munich, the city where MBB is located. Another is the
University of Bremen. Carl Duisberg Gesellschaft (CDG) organises
advanced training for students from developing countries on behalf
of the goverrunent of the Federal Republic. In association with the
University of Bremen, CDG ran an 18-month pilot course in project
management for students from Turkey and Egypt. The course, which
finished in February 1988, included six months of German language
instruction, so the project managerent component was one year.

In an effort to make the most efficient use of the available
skills in key project management areas, MBB have functionalised
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proiect support. A special unit supports all maiorprojects in the areas

bf ' prolect costing, schedule control, financial numagement and

integiation of planning of the various functional areas involved in the
prolect. Like defence and aerospace firms, MBB's cost estimating
methods vary with the face of the proiect. In the early stages,

parametric methods are used to estimate the order of magnitude of
iosts of proposed aircraft relative to other aircraft, taking into
account the different engineering features of the aircraft. Historical
data on which to base these parametric measures is limited. Most of it
was generated by the Tornado military aircraft projegt. 

-Tn 
effect,

military aircraft cost estimates at the early stages are updated Tornado

costs modified for the relative complexity of the proposed aircraft.

More detailed bottom-up estimates are made from the proiect

division stage. These are cross-checked by experienced estimators

and compared with other aircraft manufacturers costs. However, the
price estimated in the early stages can become politically fixed; i.e.,

political commitments are given to develop and produce an.aircraft to

i particular cost and that cost becomes the benchmark against which

subsequent proposals for funding are evaluated. If the more reliable

estimaie proauiea by the bottom-up method is significantly higher
than the original pirametric one, govemment suPPort may- not be

forthcoming.- De facto, therefore, aircraft tend to be designed within
cost limits ind detailed cost estimation is mainly useful as part of that

Process.



ANNEX B
THE DEVELOPMENT OF PROFESSIONAL
PROIECT MANAGERS IN GOVERNMENT

US ARMED FORCES

The managers of US weapons system projects are mostly
officers of the Navy, Anr,y and Air Force and accordingly the
emphasis has been placed on prograrns in those Services to develop
professional project managers. The US Congress was concemed at the
lack of professionalism and legislated to require candidates for posts
as weapons system project managers ('program managers' in
American usage) to reach minimum standards of education and
experience in project management before they could be appointed.
This legislation (Public Law 99-74il and the Defence Directive 5000.23
require that:

. Program managers must be graduates of the Defence
Systems Management College.

. Program rrvrnagers must have eight years' experience
in acquisition, maintenance or support of weapon
systems. Operations experience is specifically exclu-
ded from this eight-year requirement.

All three US Services run programs aimed at meeting these
requirements.

Air Force Materiel Professional Development Program

The first program discussed is that of the US Air Force
Systems Command (AFSC). It is called the US Air Force Acquisition
Management Professional Development Program (AMPDP). Air Force
say that, unlike the programs of the US Army and Navy, this program
was not forced on the Air Force by Congress through the passing of
Public Law (99-1,45) or by the consequential Defence Drective
(5000.23). It began in 1984 as an initiative by the Command AFSC ,to

build acquisition management capability and quality'.l According to
Air Force the program was actually the model from which Public Law

US Air Force, Acquisitian Managanant
Program, Briefing Paper (Andrews Air
1 August 1988), p.1.

Profasional Daselopment
Force Base, Maryland,
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(99-145) was taken. In the US Air Force it is iointly sponsored by AFSC

and the Air Staff.

The program meets the requirements of the Public Law and
Defence Directive. In addition to Program Managers, all General

officers serving in AFSC or in the Air Force Logistic command must

meet the same requirements. The program was developed by a

career Development Task Force commissioned by the commander
AFSC in 1985. It comprised twenty senior acquisition managers with
more than 290 years of combined experience. The task force

developed a careerdevelopment model that encompasses:

. sPecialty training;

. academic education;

. military education; and

. acquisition related experience.

The model also recognises the importance of experience in
operations and maintenance in contributing to the development of
aiquisition professionals. The task force's recommendations were

approved irr1986 by the AFSC Commander and the AMPDP is now in
operation.

The program is supervised by an Executive Review Board

comprising:

. Vice-Commander AFSC (Chairman);

. Vice-Commanders of the five product divisions:
- Ballistic Missiles,

: 'iffil'.HlJ'$H;,
- Armament Spice;

. Representative of the Air Staff;

. RePresentative of Headquarters, US Air Force.

The program has two main aspects:

1. Four 'stepping-stones' to a professional career as

Program Manager. These stepping-stones are

described as 'the professional certification strategy'
with four levels of certification. (See Figure 13.)
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2. Two 'stud books' of potential professional project
managers. These two books are called the Acquisition
Manager's List (AML) and Senior Acquisition
Manager's List (SAML). These are used in the formal
selection process for postings to Program Manager
positions and other acquisition positions covered by
the four levels of certification. So far over 4,500
applications have been received to join the program.

The four stepping-stones are as follows:
. Level I - Acquisition Management Intem.
r Level II - Intermediate Acquisition Manager.
r Level III - Associate Acquisition Manager.
. l,evel IV - Professional Acquisition Manager.

The certification requirement for each of these four levels is a
combination of experience, academic and specialty training and
professional military training; for example, to be certified at Level II a
candidate needs the following qualifications:

Experience - Two years in a Systems Program Office (SpO).
(A SPO manages a large program with many sub-programs,
such as the F-16 Program. It is at the first level below a
Product Division.) The F-16 SPO is located within the
Aeronautical Systems Division of AFSC. Within the SpO
functional divisions cover configuration, engineering,
contracting, logistics, manufacturing and program control.
There are other functions covering test, deployment,
development, including separate officers for the development
of the radar and EW systems and for the multi-national F-16
programs. It could be described as a super project office with
in-house functional support.

In addition to a SPO, experience is required in one of
the three following alternatives:

. a one-year operational tour;
r two years in a general acquisition assignment; or. two years in a headquarters assignment.
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Academic Education - a Bachelors degree. Specialist Training
- this requirement includes completion of the Introduction to

Systems Command Course, the Aquisition, Planning and

Analysis Course run by the Air Force Institute of Technology
and two additional acquisition-related specialty courses. These

specialty courses range from Program management through
finance and contracting to quality assurance.

Professional Military Training - completion of the Squadron

Officer fthool.

The certification requirements become increasingly stringent

as the level of certification rises, until at Level IV, Professional
Acquisition Manager (the level required for a posting as Program
Manager) the required academic education includes a Masters degree

or higher in a technical or management field appropriate to Program
management. The speciality training requirement includes completion

of the Defence Syitems Management College (DSMC) Program

Management course. The professional military education requirement
is completion of the Senior Service School and the experience
requirement is at least eight years' experience in acquisition or related
posts plus a minimum of two years' experience as a Proiect Manager

within an SPO.

The StudBook

The purpose of the two lists, the Acquisition Manager/s List
(AML) and Senior Acquisition Manager's List (SAML) is to define
pools of officers qualified to fill middle management and senior

program management positions respectively.

The AML is drawn uP by an AML Selection Board. To be

eligible an officer must be eligible for promotion to Lieutenant Colonel,
and have Level III (Associate Acquisition Manager) certification. The
list includes up to 100 names or 40Vo of those eligible (whichever is the
lower). It is not published, but distributed to AFSC field commanders
and other relevant posts. once an officer is included on the list, the

officer's career is monitored and assignments are made to increasingly
responsible acquisition positions.

The SAML has its own selection board composed of senior
Program Directors. Eligibility requires a rank of Lieutenant Colonel or
above and certification to Level IV (Professional Acquisition Manager)'
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About 50 officers are selected for SAML each year. As with the AML,
the SAML 

1s ryt published but distributed to appropriate posts.
Careers of sAML officers are also monitored ana 

-tney 
are ginett

assignments to senior proglam management positions. Final
responsibility for certification at Level IV, and hence for listing on
SAML, rests with the Commander AFSC. Commander AFSC also has
overall executive responsibility for the AMPDP and gives guidance
and direction on related professional development issues; i.e.,
responsibility for the development of acquisitional profesionals in Air
Force Systems Command is held at the highest level, that of
Commander.

Pr o gr es s in lmpletn entation

Progress in implementation of the AMpDp should be
considered against the background of the state of affairs at the time it
was introduced. Air Force Systems Command had been badly affected
by wastage of experienced and training acquisition officers to industry
over a period of fifteen years from 1973 to 1988. The ,average,

acquisition officer had declined from being a Mapr with ten yeais,
acquisition experience, a Masters degree and experience in both
operations and management, to a Captain with five to six years,
acquisition experience, a Bachelors degree and only one chance in
three of having operations experience. Four years before the AMpDp
was introduced the situation had been worse. The abilitv of svstems
command to attract and maintain pilots had also dectined. ti tgzg,
22vo of the acquisition manageni were pilots. By 1988, this had fallen
to 6vo. systems command recognised the need to do much better in
attracting officers to acquisition careers, developing their skils and
experience and holding them. This concerO quite apart from the
external pressure from Congress, the General Accounting Office, the
Packard commission and academic critics, motivated Air Force to
introduce the AMPDP.

The program has created a strong response. By August 19gg,
4,ffi4 applications for certification had been received and 1,302 had
been approved. Most of the approvals are at certification Level I, but
they do include 253 at Level III and 140 at Level IV. certification at
these levels has been hampered by the bottle-neck presented by the
Defence systems Management college. completion of the coilege,s
Program Management course is a mandatory requirement for t,evels
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III and IV. Professional acquisition manager development programs in
all three services vastly increased the demand for places on this course

and the DsMc was unable to respond quickly enough to provide all

those places.

The introduction of the Program Presents a number of

challenges as well. Transition to a fully effective Program is expected
by the Air Force to take from two to four years. The problems include
the need for catch-up training for senior officers, the competitive
demands on officer time of the workload of AFSC and the training and

education requirements of AMPDP, the loss of trained Program
managers to industry, and the effect of concurrent changes 

-in
acquiJition law and the reorganisation of acquisition in the

Department of Defence and the Servicesi e.8., the creation of the

Un-der-secretary of Defence - Acquisition, the Service Acquisition
Executives and the Program Executive officers. These problems are

being actively addressed. A world-wide AMPDP conference was held

in Feiruary iggg. fotnwing this conference, togistics Command and

Air Force CommunicationJ Command joined the AMPDP and the

process of developing a professional development plan for Air Force

as a whole was begun.

The creation of the AML and SAML is also underway' By

August 1988, 102 officers had been selected for the AML and \29 for

the"SAML. In each case, more than half of the officers had operations

experience and more than a quarter were pilots. Rg"g{y half were
griduates of the Defence Systems Management College but virtually
all had degrees at Masters or PhD level.

Overall, by August 1988 the Program had been

institutionalised and the prbgram model had been tested, certification

was well underway and a program to improve training capability was

also in hand. Also, AML-and SLVtL selection boards had met and
over 200 officers had been certified as Acquisition Managers or senior
Acquisition Managers. The Air Force believes that the program will
prod,rce experienced and educated program mana8ers, increase the

iross-flow bf officers between operations and acquisition careers,

provide a visible and challenging career path for acquisition rnnagers
ind enable the available pool of acquisition managers to be used more
effectivelv.
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FIGURE 13
US AIR FORCE MATERIEL PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

PROGRAM CERTIFICATION REQI.IREMENT

Level I
r Bachelors degree;
r Fully qualified acquisition AFSC;
. SAS 001 or equivalent.

Level II
. SOS or higher;
r One of the following:

- 2 years SPOexperience,
- 2 years in a general acquisition organisation (if

involved in cost, schedule, and performance
management of contracted work);

. One of the following:
- 2 years in General Acquisition (must be different

organisational type than first experience),
- Operational Experience (1year),
- Headquarters (2 years);

. SYS200orequivaleng

. Two additional acquisition-related specialty courses.

Level III
. Masters degree (acquisition-related);
. ISS or higher;
. SPO experience (3 years cum.);
. Total experience (SPO + 2 of the following):

- SI0 (different product div.),
- Acquisition other (AFPRO encouraged),
- Headquartersassignment,
- Operationalassignmenf

. SYS 400 or equivalent.

Level IV
. SSS;
. Eight years acquisition experience;
. DSMC (PMCD
. AFSC/CC approval.

Source: US Air Force, Acquisition Marugerunt Professiotul Melopmmt hogrmt
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US Navy Materiel Professional Program

The US Navy program for developing professional program
managers is very similar to that of the Air Force. It is called the

Materiel Profesiional Program and was instituted by Secretary

Lehmann in 1985 in these terms:

The Department of the Navy will establish a "'
community of experienced materiel professionals to
increase efiectiveness and efficiency in the timely and

economical development, acquisition and support of

all systems, facilities and materiel ... The MP program
requires officers with naval operational, engineering,
materiel lrnnagement and maintenance experience "'
MP officers will be drawn from unrestricted line
(URL), restricted line (RL) and staff corps.2

Like the Air Force program it is oversighted by a vlY ?"ttio-l 
board

chaired by the vice-ch--ief of Naval operations. This is called the

Materiel Professional Standing Board. It sets the overall policy, selects

candidates, approves major assignments of selectees, such as major
program managers and commanding officers for laboratories,
snip:yards, aviatibn depots and field activities. Its recommendations

are subject to approval by the Secretary of the Navy'

Billets requiring materiel professionalism are designated as

MP billets and must ue rinea by MP officers except where the

Secretary of the Navy gives a waiver. It has been necessary to givg

waivers in recent times because of an inadequate supply of MP

professional officers to fill some billets. There are 191 MP billets in pay

grades 0 to 5, including 53 flag billets and 51 Commodores. Forty of

[r. nug billets are for unrestricted line officers but as at August, 1988

only f7 of them were filled. Senior US Navy officers_engaged in
maleriel management see the designation of flag billets as MP billets as

the key to Juccess of the program. It provides promotional
opportunities necessary to provide an incentive for officers to join the

materiel professional community.

The main problem has been to get surface warfare officers to

enter the program, which had a target of 115 surface warfare officers at

US Naw Instruction SECNAVINST 1040.1, 15 March 1985'
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the Captain and Commodore level in |uly, 1988 but only 68 officers in
the program at those levels. On the other hand, there was no
difficulty in attracting sub-mariners or aviators. Against a target of 37
for sub-mariners there were 35 materiel professionals at Captain/
Commodore level and against a target of '146 for aviators there was a
surplus of three officers; i.e., there were 149 in the community. Once
officers are nominated by the Standing Board, designation as a
materiel professional is voluntary. Surface warfare officers are
reluctant to accept designation because they see the prospect of
commands at sea at ranks above Commander. In submarines, on the
other hand, most commands are at the Commander level and, to
progress beyond that, sub-mariners need to enter another field such as
the materiel professional community. A similar situation applies to
aviators.

Like the Air Force program, the Navy Materiel Professional
Program will not be fully established for several years. One senior
program nvrnager told me that he thought it would be five years
before there is a truly professional core of program managers but the
program is already beginning to pay off. Another aspect that is paying
dividends is the four-year posting rule for program managers, which
affords greater continuity in the management of programs.

Just as Air Force has the AML and SAML to provide pools of
qualified officers, the Navy operates the Weapons Systems Acquisition
Manager (WSAM) Program. The WSAM has been in place since 1974.
It was previously a voluntary program but is now mandatory for
materiel professionals. It is the tool used to identify and track officers
with technical/managerial backgrounds to fill over 1800 materiel-
related billets. It is also the prime source of candidates for the Materiel
Professional Program, with more than 75Vo of materiel professionals
corning from WSAM ranks. It would be normal for a WSAM officer
to progress into the materiel professional community. Most WSAM
billets are in ranks 05 and below. As with the materiel professionals,
the program is open to unrestricted line, restricted line and staff
officers in a number of sub-.specialties. Most of the WSAM billets are
in the maior systems commands; that is, the acquisition commands
and their associated activities.

In fanuary 1988 the Secretary of Navy issued a directive
establishing'A Civilian Materiel Professional Program'. The program
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is open to officers at GM14 level and above and includes some Senior

Executive Service memhrs. The program is coordinated by a Civilian
Materiel Professional Board of Directors headed by the Deputy
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command. The Program seeks to
establish dedicated civilian materiel professional community officers
to complement the military materiel program.

US Ar:ny Materiel Acquisition Management (MAM) Program

The US A.my Materiel Acquisition Management (MAM)

Program has the same obiectives as the Air Force and Navy
Acquisition Professional Programs: ty carefully and deliberately
blending training and assignments, MAM officers develop a broad,
multidiiciplinary level of expertise in the acquisition process'.3

The program was approved by the Secretary of the Army in
December 19-83. 

-It 
has three steps. The first step is taken at about the

sixth year of an officer's career. It is to volunteer for the MAM
progrim and be accepted by the Selection Board. To be eligible, the
officer must have a branch qualification (i.e., in the infantry, artillery
etc.), have completed the Officer Advanced Course and have a

management, business, engineering or science degree.

The second step is the MAM Development Phase for officers at

the Captain/Major level. This phase includes the erttry-level MAM
course (9 weeks) at the Army Logistics Management Centre and
assignments in MAM positions. This phase could last up to ten years

and includes two acquisition management assignments. The third step

is certification as qualified for posting to key MAM positions at salary

grades 05 and 06. Certification requires two MAM assignmerrts by the
fifteenth year of the officey's career, completion of the DSMC Program
Manager's Course and a demonshated high level of performance in
acquisition management. In practice, to achieve certification officers
also need masters degrees.

The Army is trying to split step three into a two-phase process

so as to develop officers matching the requirements of Department of
Defence Directive 5000.23; i.e., the two phases would be equivalent to

US Army, Materiel Acquisition Managanant (MAM Program

lnformation Papa (lJS Army Materiel Command, Alexandria Va,

14 fune 1988).
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levels 3 and 4 of the Air Force Materiel Professional Program. The
level3 equivalent would be a Lieutenant Colonel with three years of
acquisition management experience and having completed that DSMC
Project Managers Course. The level 4 equivalent would be a full
Colonel with eight years acquisition management experience.

Three thousand positions in the range from Captain to Colonel
had been designated up to |une, 1988. At the same stage 2272 officers
had entered the program and 822 had been certified for the level 05
and 06 acquisition rrumagement positions.

The program has not succeeded in bringing forward enough
dual track (operation/acquisition) MAM certified officers. A career-
minded officer sdll has to trave his ticket punched' in so many
operational postings and schools that there is not enough time in his
career for adequate education and experience in acquisition
management. The opinion that there is not enough time in a military
officer's career to provide training and experience in acquisition
management as well as essential military training is widely held in all
three Services in Australia and elsewhere. However, experienced
weapons system project managers in the US At-y share the view that
it is a mafter of misplaced priorities rather than an unavoidable feature
of military officer development programs.

The US A*y has implemented the new Acquisition Program
Executive Officer (PEO) and Program Manager chain of responsibility
differently from US Air Force and Navy. A*y officers frankly say
that the A*y got it wrong and they do not recommend that anyone
else follow their example. Arny have created a formal line of
responsibility from the Service Acquisition Exmrtive through PEO to
the Program Manager but they have taken away from the Program
Manager the resources that actually carry out the work. These
resources are grouped into new functional organisations. The theory
is that the PEO and Program Manager perform the 'managey'
functions and the new functional areas perform the 'doer/ functions;
i.e., functional support is requested by the Program Manager for
specific tasks and he then negotiates the level of support with the
functional areas. A statement of support to be given is formalised and
signed by representatives of the program office and the functional
areas. The divorcement of the program nurnager from resources even
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goes so far as having the functional area let any contracts for extra

effort to be provided in support of the project from outside resources.

This separation of the resources for doing from the
responsibility for managing is surely the opposite of what the Packard

Commission intended. The associated reorganisation has created great

turbulence in US Army. I can only assume that it was done to ensure

that the resources stayed under military as distinct from civilian
control.

The Air Force and the Navy achieved this objective in a much

simpler way without dividing responsibility from resources. The

Navy simply double-designated the commanders of the systems

commandi such as Sea Systems Command, Air Systems Command
and Strategic Systems Command as PEOs as well as commanders.
Similarly, itre Air Force designated the commanders of the product
divisions in Air Force Systems Command and in Logistics Command
as PEG. This avoids the disruption that would be caused by a major

reorganisation and avoids the separation of resources from
responsibility. However, it also has the effect of leaving the new

civilian Service Acquisition Executive in a weak position with limited
resources and authority. Basicalty he has to depend on his ability to
pursuade and the necessarily limited effectiveness of formal directives
to PEOs and Program Managers.

Defense Systems Management College, Fort Belvoir

The Defense Systems Management College (DSMO is the

educational pivot of the procurement professional development
programs. The College has an annual budget of $11 million plus $0.5

million for discretionary research funds. The number of students each

year is about 1500, many of whom do short courses rather than the 2G

week program management course.

The College comprises the School of Systems Acquisition
Education, the Department of Research and Information, and the

Centre for Acquisition Management Policy. It is funded through the
US Army budget. This is an anachronysm which leaves the College

open to funding cuts if Army's total budget is squeezed. _This is

eipecially inappropriate since the fiscal year 7986 Defense

Authorisation Act required that program rurnagers of mapr systems
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and flag officers involved in acquisition should attend the Defense
Systems Management College program management course.

The top structure consists of a Policy Guidance Council, a
Board of Visitorq the Commandant and an Executive Institute. The
Policy Guidance Council establishes policy, provides guidance and
acts as prime jurisdictional agent for the College. It approves the
admissions policy and curriculum for each new course, approves the
nomination of the Commandant and the Provost (the academic head),
and also approves the nomination of members of the Board of Visitors.
It is chaired by the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and
includes other senior members of the acquisition community, from the
Office of the Secretary of Defense and the three Services. The Board of
Visitors provides the Policy Guidance Council and the Commandant
with a technical and professional council on the operation of the
College. It looks at organisation, management, curricula, methods of
instruction, facilities, and other aspects. The Board consists of eminent
academics and businessmen. The Commandant is a Brigadier General.
The Executive Institute consists of four persons who are senior systems
and acquisition managers. Their irb is to expose students to the big
picture, assist in developing course material, and promote interaction
with executives in government and industry, and academics.
Normally one man comes from industry and one each from Army,
Navy and Air Force.

The School of Systems Acquisition Education is the teaching
arm of the college. It includes departments of Program Management,
Business Management, Poliry and Organisation Management and
Technical Management. It also has a short-course deparhnent which
presents executive and other short courses that cut across the other
departments.

The Department of Research and Information conducts
research into acquisition management and assembles and disseminates
information concerning policies, methods and practices in program
management. It is responsible for long-range planning of curriculum
development to meet the evolving needs of defence acquisition. It
produces a number of publications, including the bi-monthly
periodical Pro gram Manager.

The Deparbnent is also developing a Program Managers,
Support System (PMSS). PMSS currently consists of a number of
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software modules designed to assist the program manager. They are

standard modules designed to operate on IBM-compatible computers.
The modules cover such aspects as Procurement strategy, schedule
and resource allocation, contract appraisal, schedule risk assessment,

and so on. The next stage which is being attempted is to integrate

these modules into a single Program managers' suPPort system, which
will be an integrated decision suPPort system. I note that the
integrated system is being written in a language which was originally
designed to write computer operating systems. It is thus a highly
machine-oriented rather than highJevel language. It will be

interesting to see how successful the integration is.

The department undertakes research, using its $0.5 million of
discretionary funds to hire consultants to research particular topics.
Research is also undertaken by faculty members and selected students.
The research aims to find ways to reduce and control systems
acquisition costs and includes such matters as Prograrn rnanagement

acquisition strategies, contract management, competition, and so on.

The Centre for Acquisition Management Policy conducts

analysis of issues relevant to defence acquisition policy'makers,
including such things as mission analysis, force structure planning,
technology, systems development, and so on. It also analyses the
availability of procurement maintenance and use of defence-related

material. There would seem to be potential for overlap between the

Departrnent of Research and Information and the Centre for
Acquisition Management Policy.

Tuming to the educational arm - the School of Systems
Acquisition Education - the content of the Program management

course is appropriate and has no major gaps. The short courses cover

a variety of relevant subjects in rather more depth than can be

accommodated within the 20-week course. The academic staff are

motivated to provide broad education in acquisition, not merely
training in the specifics of the US acquisition system.

On academic standards, the course has been rated as

equivalent to a two-year masters degree' Evidence in support of
shong academic standards is given by the fact that graduates are given
substantial credits for masters degrees at other universities and
colleges. For example, George Washington University gives a credit of
nine semester hours for a Master of Engineering Administration, and
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the University of southern california gives eight semester hours for a
Doctor of Public Administration degree or Master of public
Administration degree.

There are, however, major differences between the college and
most universities or academic colleges. The mairr difference, and a
serious weakness, is the short duration of the course - 20 weeks. This
is insufficient time to cover all the relevant aspects. For example, the
'theoretical foundations' are allocated only six of the 20 weeks. This
limitation on the duration of the course derives from an administrative
rule that requires that officers posted away from home for a period
longer than the present course must be paid removal costs and other
allowances for themselves and their families. offsetting this to some
degree is the fact that many students already have several degrees,
often in business as well as a technical subject. The course would be
insufficient for those students who do not have a business degree. A
more appropriate approach would be to make the course longer and
give credits for work that had been done elsewhere. Students taking
the course have a wide range of previous education and experience in
program management. Some them are multiple degree holders with
extensive experience. Others lack the educational background and
have little or no previous experience. This makes it impossible to pitch
the course material at a level suitable for all students.

The College has a novel teaching methodology. After a six-
week introductory course, conducted along traditional lecture lines
(the theoretical foundations), the main course is presented through a
scenariodriven simulation approach in which the class takes a
simulated weapons system through all phases of the acquisition life-
cycle. The Catalogue describes this as heavily adventure based, life-
cycle structured, and real world simulation oriented'.4

Although it has substantial academic recognition (as described
above), DSMC lacks degree-granting status. This is unfortunate,
because for it to play an important role in the achievement of
professional status for program runagers, degree-granting status
would be essential. The prospects of degree granting status appear to
be poor. One vignette will illustrate this point. One of the persons who

Defense Systems Management College (DSMC), L988 Catalogue
(DSMC, Fort Belvoir Va, 1988).
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were instrumental in the initial foundation of the college was Professor

|. Ronald Fox, author of Arming America and a more recent book on

Acquisition Management. He has also previously bT^ 
" 

member of

the-Board of Visitors. Professor Fox, in his latest book, says that the

college should concentrate on being a training school rather than an

academic educational college and states that it was set up for the

former purpose.

In an effort to improve its educational standards, the college

conducts research into the value of the course to its students and the

relative success in acquisition careers of past graduates. The college

currently faces very stiong demand. However, this has not resulted in
additional resourc€s, presumably because of the way the college is

funded through the Army budget. To fit in additional students the

College has iicreased the number of courses Pel -y9ar -from 
two to

threel Four regional centres have also been established to bring the

short cours"t tnithi., the reach of more students' These are not used

for the program management course. As mentioned earlier the faculty
membeis bblierre thaiclass interaction is an essential aspect of this

course and doubt if it can be effectively held off campus'

The short courses include the first six weeks of the Program
management course and other courses on finance, contract

*ar,a!e-ent, contract to performanqe measurement, manufacturing

management, executive management, acquisition logistics, software

acquiiition and finally, multi-national program management. The

latter course is intended for those engaged in multi-national programs;

i.e., cooperative programs with NATO allies or with countries such as

Australia. As well as conducting the multi-national Program
management course, which foreign students may attend, Professor

NygrJn conducts international symposia, such as the four-day
iniJrnational program management symposium held_at DSMC

between the united states and the Federal Republic of Germany in

fune 1987.

The college is impressive, but it has several serious deficiencies

which show thai education in program management is still not being

given adequate priority by the us Defense Department or the military
Services dispite the new legislative requirements. The course is too

short, purely because of an administrative restriction designed to

reduce relocltion costs. The college is inappropriately funded through
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the US A*y and does not have degree-granting status. The chances
of these limitations being removed appear to be remote. For all that,
the college is an important institution playing a vital role in the
development of professionalism in the management of weapons
systems projects in the US.

I.JNITED KINGDOM

Britain has had a centralised procurement organisation - the
procurement Executive (pE) - since 1971. Subsequent problems with a
number of projects show that recognition of the fact that procurement
is a specialised function and formation of a centralised organisation are
insufficient to ensure efficient and effective procurement. Since 1929
the Thatcher Government has introduced mairr reforms.

As a specialised 'procurement ageng/, the PE provided a clear
line of management authority from the Chief of Defence Procurement
(CDP), through the Sea, Land and Air Controllers to project managers,
but it was on the whole unsuccessful in producing effective weapons
systems at an acceptable cost. The Thatcher Government (particularly
former Minister for Defence, Michael Heseltine and the Chief of
Defence Procurement, Peter Levene) believed that the failure stemmed
from the dominant culture of the organisation, which was to maximise
scientific development and engineering excellence. They sought to
change the culture to a commercial one which is described as foliows:

The PE's approach to procurement is derived directly
from the need to obtain the best overall value for
money. Two key principles govern our approach:

. we should make use of competition wherever
reasonable and practicable;

. we should act in a commerciallv astute
manner.

Such an approach is neither new nor original. The
Open Government Document 'Value for Money in
Defence Equipment Procurement' published in 1983
gave an account of our search for value which itself
largely restated established ideas and showed defence
procurement clearly in the context of the
Governmenfs poliry for public sector purchasing, the
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Public Purchasing Initiative. But we have brought
about an important change in the climate in which the

PE operates, creating the freedom and flefbility
necesiary to keep pressing hard to obtain the best

value for money in a complex business.S

The change in culture was to be brought about by new

procurement policies, which comprised competitive tendering; fixed
price contrac-ts; progress payments made against demonstrated
ichievement of -milestones; competition at sub-contract level;

standardisation to reduce the variety of items used in weaPons

systems; greater emphasis on availability, reliability and

maintainability and on- life-cycle costing; specifications based on

performance iather than on engineering design; a1d greater emphasis

bn export prospects for British defence industry. The thrust towards a

businbss-like approach was soon to be echoed in the Packard Report

on the US procurement sYstem.

subsequent experience illustrated that it is not possible to

change the culture of a large organisation without changing or re-

educiting the people in it. The goverrunent's policy changes did not
succeed in oveicoming the problems of cost escalation and delay.6 It is
evident that the policy reforms were not supported strongly enough

by personnel reforms.

The need for personnel reform was recognised by CDP and

action was initiated in three areas. Post-graduate education in defence

material proiect rnanagement at masters level by the Cranfield Institute
of Technology was begun at the Royal Military College of Science at

Shrivenham; potential proiect managers were given private sector

experience through an interchange Program; and the field of selection

of project *attagets was widened to include candidates from outside

the engineering and research establishments. These were important

See UK Ministry of Defence (MoD), The Procuretnent Executiae

(MoD, London, 1987).

This was the opinion of the Auditor General. See National Audit
Office, Minisfry of Defence: Control anil Management of the

Danelopment of Major Equipment (Her Maiesty's Stationery Office,
London, fuly 1986).
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initiatives, but because of the limits of CDP's authority over personnel
they applied only to civilians.

The education offered is a Master of Defence Administration
(MDA) course. It is a full-time, one-year course modelled on the
Master of Business Administration concept. It is oriented toward the
defence establishment and industry. The course comprises compul-
sory modules in:

. Operations of the Services;
o Finance and economic management;
o Information stystems managemenf
o Management sciences;
o People and organisations;
. Shategic management;
o Equipment procurement management;
. Systems technology, engineering and application;

and elective modules in:

. Proiect Managementl
o Defence marketing;

' Logistics;
o Human resource management.

In addition, students undertake a research proiect.

Consideration is being given to making the project
management module compulsory. That would be necessary to
provide even a minimum education in proie{ management. To be
fully adequate in that regard, the logistics module would need to be
taken as well and the proiect management module would need to be
expanded at the expense of other modules. It would have been
desirable for all project managers in the PE to first attend the MDA
course, but most of those who have done so are civilians.

A dedicated proiect rnanagement unit has been established at
Shrivenham. It is called the Defence Proiect Management Group in the
School of Defence Management headed by Professor R.A. Miller OBE,
a former Controller Air in the PE. This unit runs short, two-week
courses in management of defence equipment procurement.
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The interchange Program was designed to broaden the
experience and outlook of proiect management staff. It was seen as

necessary to expose officers who mainly had scientific or engineering
backgrounds to a commercial environment by giving them hands-on

experience in British companies. The change to competitiv-e Procure-
mint and fixed-price contracts had changed the basis of knowledge
and experience that proiect rurnagers needed. Under the previous
approach of in-house design and cost plus production contracting, the
pioject managers were seen to require mainly a technical background.
Under the new policies, it was nec€ssary to have proiect managers who

understood buliness, contractual and financial mafters and the

integration tasks that need to be performed by a prime conhactor. By

1988 there were 200 officers on interchange from the Defence Ministry,
mostly from the PE, but all of them were civilians'

Apart from broadening the educational background of their
proiect managers, the PE is trying to draw them from a wider pool' In
ihe'past they came mostly from the engineering and research

esAblishments. This approach has only just begun. As an experiment,
one man with an administrative background in the Ministry was

appointed as a proiect marurger. He was successful and, encouraged.
Uy tfrat success, the Ministry is seeking to draw on a wider pool of
administrators and policy advisers as well as technical officers.

The majority of project managers are civilians, but those who

are military officers are posted to project management positions in the

PE by the Service personnel systems. Suitability for project
management is not necessarily the prime deterrninant of the officers
selected and the length of postings is governed by Service Office
considerations rather than the needs of the projects. In the past, the PE

had no positive role in this process. All that PE management could do

was object to the officers selected and the length of the postings. In
recent years, PE senior rrulnagement had engaged in a war of attrition
with the three service offices in an effort to improve the suitability of
the officers assigned and overcome problems arising from the short
posting cycle in the Services.

This was the general situation at the time that a report on
arrangements for managing mairr proiects was commissioned from a
group of three officials, fordan and Lee of the Ministry of Defence and

Cawsey of the governmenfs Efficiency Unit. The report was
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commissioned in the aftermath of the Nimrod debacle, in which the
British government invested €l billion in an unsuccessful attempt to
deyelop an airborne waming and conbol aircraft. The report was
called Lcarning from Expriance. Jordan, Lee and Cawsey said that
although the earlier reforms were necessary and important, they do
not '.... yet provide a degree of control conunensurate with the
cgmpfexitf of the task and the sums of money being spent,. They said
their findings could be distilled into two principles:

o In all maior projects one should proceed step
by step, demonstrate the technology and only
commit to full development when clear
performance goals and acceptance criteria can
be established and made binding on the
contractor;

r Each maior project requires a single
professional proiect mamger who has
effective control of all relevant resources,
fincluding specialist technical support.T

These are excellent points which, as they point out, had been
made before (including by Downey in 1955 and Lord Rayner in 7971).
The first is a reminder of the difficulty of avoiding excessive science
push in defence equipment proiects. The second is a restatement of
the principle on which the PE was established, but emphasising two
aspects which the PE lacked - professionalism in project management
and effective conbol of all resources. The fact that these poinis have
been made repeatedly by past enquiries is also a pointer to the
difficulty of achieving change. fordan, lee and Cawsey called for a
'positive attitude to change', but a positive attitude to change would
not suffice. what is necessary is an educated professional ittitude to
work on the part of all those engaged in procurement of defence
materiel. The key to future success lies in effective implementation of
their recommendations on the development of project managers, to
which we now furn.

In their exposition of the need for professional project
managers, fordan, Lee and Cawsey echo a comment by Fox (in the US

Graham fordan, Ian Lee and Graham Cawsey, Learning From
Erpuience (UK Minisuy of Defence, Londory 1988), p.1.
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context) that ?rogram Managers' careers should follow a path similar
to those of Army brigade commanders, Air Force wing commanders,
and Navy wing and ship commanders'.8 They put this point in a
typically direct and succinct way. The PE needs ProiecJ managers-in

tlhu s"-u sense as the RAF needs pilots or the Navy needs captains for

ships'.9

The report pointed out that although 'the proiect manager is
constantly referred to as the pivotal figure in the Procurement
process',l0 there was not until 7987 a central list of project managers;

ihere was no standard definition of proiect manager; there was no

means of managing a resource pool of Proiect managers; comPetency

was not mandatory for a posting to a project management irb; one

third of managers of larger projects had no previous proiect office
experience; and project management training was conducted
separately by the three Services and civilian management.

On the issue of professionalism, they recommended that:

The PE should define its stock of individuals with
project marurgement potential or experience on a
-ingle database incorporating bth Service officers
and civilians.

The PE should take responsibility for
development of proiect managers and should create a

single progranune of proiect management training
for use by both Service officers and civilians.

The PE should control the deployment of
civilians from the stock of potential project managers

according to the needs of proiects'
The PE should establish greater inlluence over

the appointment and withdrawal of Service officers in
project management Posts.l 1

8

9

10

11

|. Ronald Fox, testimony before the US Senate Armed
Committee, 4 August 1988.

|ordan, Lee and Cawsey, Lurning From Exprience,p.33.
tud.
lbid.,p.24.

Services
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In 1985 the PE had introduced a new program to improve the
supply of qualified and experienced project rnanagers. It was called
the Project Management Development scheme. candidates enter the
scheme at about the age of 30 and are mostly qualified in engineering
or science. Under the guidance of a Career Development panel, each
individual's progress is reviewed at least every two years in order to
determine the experience and training needed for personal
development. They are assigned posts in project management, project
support/ quality assurance and other relevant assignnrents and may
remain in the scheme until promoted to Proiect Manager Grade 6. This
scheme had developed the central list of civilian project managers
referred to byfordary Lee and C-awsey.

The Project Management Development Scheme is supported
by training courses of from 3 to 10 days' duration. These are
presented mainly at shrivenham or at the civilian service College.
The core course includes:

. rrulnagement of defence equipment procuremenf

. defence propct managemen|

. contracting for defence;

. financial management in the PE; and
r the effective manager.

There are optional courses including:

. corrununications workshop;

. service orientation courses;

. resource management;

. personal skill developmenf
r developing managerial efficiency;
. contract negotiation workshop; and
. personal effectiveness.

In mid-1988, there were 300 officers in the scheme but thev
were all civilians.

After the |ordary Lee and Cawsey report a similar scheme was
planned for military program nurnagers. There was an additional
incentive for the service offices to cooperate in this scheme resulting
from CDP's rejection of some proposed senior appointmenb to the pE.
They realised that it would be necessary to ensure that nominees for
senior project management posts, up to and including the Controllers,
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had profect management education and experience so as not to be

susceptible to rejection by CDP.

The Director, Procurement Personnel in the PE who directs the
civilian Proiect Management Development Scheme had the
responsibility to develop a military scheme as well. The first step was

to build a database of potential proiect managers among military
officers. When that had been done, it was planned that selected
military officers would enter the prograrn at Maior or Ltlcolonel level
and the rrnnager of the program would nominate training courses for
them to undertake in their training margin before they took up
procurement postings. In this way, the PE had made a start in
establishing a group of professional Proiect managers both civilian and
military, but the prospects of greater professional management in the
future rested heavily on the shoulders of one Person. Without active
Service Office cooperation, the chances of success would be poor.

The PE had recognised the need to foster high-level education

in defence materiel project issues. It proposed to sponsor a chair in
defence engineering at a British university with 20 places provided
for post graduate students: 10 for civilians from MoD and 10 for
military officers. The course would be a mixture of engineering,
science and business administration at masters level and was planned
to commence in 1991.

The PE has also established a position of Director,

Procurement Policy to oversight the application of policies and to
continue their development. This position will also create a

documented corporate memory for the PE. This is a particularly
important function in the absence of the mechanisms that develop and
pass on the corporate knowledge and memories of other professions.

In most professions, each new generation acquires the accumulated
knowledge and experience of its predecessors, including the corporate
professional memory of problems, attempted solutions and their
results successful or otherwise. The formal structures, education
systems and sense of professional duty to safeguard this memory and
pass it on to future generations that characterise other professions are

as yet lacking in the profession of project management. This is one

reason why the history of the profession is characterised by
management failures arising from the repetition of the same mistakes
by succeeding generations of proiect managers. The creation of
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corporate memories for organisations like the PE will go some way
towards filling this gap and could play a useful role in the future
development of a huly professional body of knowledge and corporate
memory for defence materiel procurement.

Positions like this are also valuable because the incumbent can
review the process of proiect management from a wider perspective
than that of the individual project manager. This can help to avoid
problems of systems integration that might otherwise occur; for
example, consider the case of the development of new anti-tank
weapons. In future, the same anti-tank missile is likely to be used
from radically different platforms, including tracked vehicles and
helicopters. A weapon has to be integrated with the vehicle and this
may not be done successfully if that weapon and the various vehicles
are developed separately. Such a weapon system may also cross
traditional organisational boundaries between sea, land and air
systems, giving rise to the poliry issue of whether those organisational
structures should be reformed. For these reasons, the Director,
Procurement Policy can be a source of important initiatives to improve
the quality of project management in the future.

FRANCE
The General Directorate for Armament

The Delegation Generale pour l'Armement (DGA) is unique
among defence procurement agencies. It is an independent agency
under the Minister for Defence with a Chief (the Delegue General)
with military status at Chief of Staff level. DGA has a very broad
mission with responsibility touching on all aspects of the production
of defence materiel in France. It manages development and
procurement projects for all French military equipment; manages
international cooperation; supervises exports; supervises defence
industry; carries out research and development; manufactures ship
armoured vehicles and weapons; designs and tests aircraft and
missiles, coordinates the development of electronic systems; carries
out industrial repairs and oversights quality assurance. In 1986, it had
a total strength of 73,000.

DGA is managed by a corps of armament engineers with
military status - les ingenieurs de l'arrnement - whose careers are
dedicated to materiel procurement from the time they graduate from
university. DGA incorporates the Fcole Polytechnique, from which
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most of the armament's engineers originally Sraduate. It runs its own

university-level schools in advanced technologies and systems,

aeronautics and Space, armaments techniqueS and aeronautic and

aircraft construction; a school of administration and an advanced

management studies centre.

In common with other Procurement organisations, DGA has

many projects that exceed their planned cost and schedule. Serious

techniial problems are less colrunon. In response, DGA has developed
new instructions for the management of large projects which require

more thorough project definition phases. A milestone document called

the Dossier i Lnunchement has been inhoduced in an effort to fix
operational requirements at an early stage. It is intended to obtain the

commitment oi both the user Service Office and the designers and

engineers to accept and meet the requirement respectively 'in front of
the Minister'.

DGA has project management personnel problems' It
recognises a need to improve the project nvrnaSement skills of its corps

of irmament engineers, which is not a professional project
management corps. The members of the corps who hold senior
management positions in DGA tend to have extensive experience in
weapons system research and production but less in project

management. Their education in that profession, which may amount

only io a 3-week course, is minimal compared to their high level of

education in technical subiects. DGA has difficulty recruiting high-

calibre graduates because the status and salary of armament engineers

have been allowed to slip. They also tend to lose their staff to
industry, which can offer better salaries and conditions. Finally, the

numbeis are restricted because of externally set staff ceilings on each

category of staff.

The role and structure of DGA reflect general features of
French society. one of these is the national policy to be independent,
including self-sufficiency in the supply of military equipment. It is
difficult io achieve this within the defence budget that can be financed

by a country the size of France. This forces a high degree of cost

consciousness for the procurement of defence materiel. To achieve a

reasonable workload for production capabilities in both the DGA and

private sectors of French defence industry, it is necessary to succeed in
export markets. In order to reduce costs and improve export
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prospects, French weapon systems tend to be relatively simple in
design and modest in size. This is no reflection on the scientific and
technical capability of French defence industy. Ballistic missile
carrying nuclear submarines, a nuclear aircraft carrier, advanced
military aircraft and missile systems are among its capabilities. Rather
it reflects budget and market-place reality.

In recent years, 40Vo of the output of French defence industry
has been exported, var)4ng from 557o of air equipment in 1986 to only
79Vo of naval equipment in the same year. These percentages may fall
because there was a sharp decline in export orders between 1985 and
19136. Recourse to multi-lateral projects can help to cushion this fall
but these can be difficult to arrange because of the need for the
participating countries to agree on an operational requirement.
There is also an understandable reluctance by firms to risk losing a
technological edge that is cmcial to their future success by exposing
it to foreign partners in a collaborative proiect. In collaborative
projects, each party will seek to carry out the work in which it is less
skilful, with a resultant downgrading of the technical standard of the
whole proiect As an example, and presumably for these reasons,
France is not participating in the European Fighter Aircraft project.

A chronic problem of excess capacity in French defence
industry seems inevitable, because there is political resistance to
retrenchment of workers and closure of plans where this is indicated
by reduced demand. This will exacerbate DGA's management
problems.

FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANIY
Federal Ministry of Defence

Responsibility for the rnanagement of materiel procurement
for the Armed Forces of the Federal Republic is fragmented by rules
embodied in the Constitution of the Republic as a protection against
the future emergence of a politically dominant military/industrial
complex. In the Federal Ministry of Defence there are eight parties to
the task, not counting the Budget Directorate in the Minisfy or the
Defence Contracting firms. One of them, the Armaments Drectorate, is
in the poliry centre of the Minisby. Six of them are military - the
Army, Air and Naval Staffs and the three Service Offices. The eighth is
an outrider organisation - the Federal Office of Defence Technology
and Procurement (Bundesamt fur Wehrtechnik und Beschaffung -
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BWB). Four of them share responsibility for management of any one

project. such a sharing out of responsibility is the antithesis of the

il#mbigUous authority and clear line of command recommended by

the pacLrd Commission and generally regarded by researchers and

experienced proiect rnanagers as necessary in success'

Ttre Germans approach the task of coordinating the input of
these six groups in a chliacteristically systematic way. Responsibility
is divided foul ways, first between control and execution of projects

and then between military and civilians. Responsibility for control and

monitoring of proiects is ihared between the military user Service Staff

and the 
' civilian Armaments Drectorate. Responsibility for

implementation is shared between the military user Service Office and

the civilian BWB.

Projects are managed by committees (called 'working-groups')
with four members, one from each of the four parties referred to

above. The chairman of a project committee is the representative of the

user service staff. He is 
.called 

the 'system Managey' and the

committee is called the 'system Managers Working Group" The

System Manager is one of four 'permanent members' whose

uhanimous agreement to decisions is required. The other three are the
,project Direcio/ representing the Armaments Directorate, the ?roiect

Manager, ,uprur"ntit g BWB ind the'system Officer', representing the

user Srvic" Offic". Non-voting members representing functional

areas including budget, logistics, technology and infrastructure
complete the working Group. This structure is shown in Figure 2 in
Chapter 3.

The System Manager,s tasks are to plal and coordinate the

proiect, submii ProPosals to higher authority and aPProve suf Plans
ior implementaiion by BWg and the Service Office. These tasks must

be carried out withoui direct contact between the System Manager and

contractors. The Proiect Director represents the civilian policy centre

of the Ministry of the Armaments Directorate, which provides policy

direction for ihe implementing agency BWB. The responsibilities of

this member also inilude the technological and economic aspects of
the proiect. The third permanent member, the 'System,Officer',
represents the user Service Office. His tasks are to safeguard the user's

mititary interests and coordinate propct tasks assigned to the service

Office.
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Responsibility for implementation rests mainly with the fourth
member of the System Managers Working Group, the representative of
BWB called the'Project Managey'. The Propct Manager supervises the
conduct of analyses and studies and directs implementation of the
proiect including planning and scheduling, tendering, selection,
contracting and supervision of the contractor. The Proiect Manager
chairs another committee, the '\ilorking Group of the Project
Manager', which comprises representatives of BWB functional
divisions and the System Officer. Nested within that committee is the
Project Manage/s own support group the 'Project Group', comprising
experts in cost, schedule systems integration and tests and trials. (See
Figure 3, Chapter 3.)

The Ministry draws on outside support for science and
technology and to a lesser extent for project management. One
important source of support is IndustrieanlagenBetriebsgesellschaft
0ABG) in Munich. IABG is a company owned threequarters by the
goverrunent and onequarter by the aerospace industry. It supplies a
wide range of scientific and technical services such as:

o aircraft and spacecraft technology;
o automotive and mechanical engineering;
o nuclearengineering;
. offshore technology;
e military defence technology;
. sensor technology;
. systems engineering and operations research studies;
. safety and security of complex operational processes

and industrial facilities;
. environmental protection;
o proiect management and systems management;
. conunand, control and communication;
. computer and software technology;
o data processing.l2

IABG has a Systems Management Branch which provides
proiect management and systems engineering services and training.
The company competes with other German project management

12 lndustrieanlagen Betriebsgesellschaft mbH (IABG), IABG Spectrum,
Corporate brochure (IABG, Ottobrun, FRG, October 1988).
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companies such as Dornier System, but their main customer is BWB.

The services provided include work breakdown structures,

achievement monitoring, cost conhol, development of proiect

management standards ind reporting systems, configuration control

and proiect simulations.

The Ministry has recognised the need for training in proiect
management. Four courses, each 14 days long, are conducted at the
Federil Academy at Mannheim, on project lrumagement overview,
economic and pianning problems, case studies and management of

international problems. So far as possible, all permanent members of

system Managers working Groups receive at least that much formal
training before taking up their Posts.

The Systems Management Branch of IABG conducts an

international proiect management training course called the

EURO/NATO Training WeaPons System Management Course' It
runs for two weeks. The course obiectives are:

o to familiarise participants with the procedural and
organisational environment of proiect management
within various NATO armament Programmes;

o to impart knowledge on international cooperation and

management in processing NATO armament

Prograrrunes;. lo focus on decisions to be taken during the phases of
the life cycle and to help managers understand their
various tasks and the scope of cooperation;

o to train participants in analysing and evaluating

certain management problems to enable them to arrive
at the correct assessment of situations outlined in case

studies, and hence to come up with reasonable
decisions;

o to allow participants to discuss and exchange

experience, to get to know the problems experienced

by NATO partners in the nranagement of complex

Proiects'ta

13 See Industrieanlagen Betriebsgesellschaft mbH
EURO/NATO Training Wupons Systan Managanai
(IABG, Ottobrun, FRG, September 1988).

(IABG),
Course
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Speakers are drawn from the German Defence Ministry and
industry and from NATO countries. Twenty-seven students attended
the course in 1987, 60Vo of whom were already involved in
international proiects. There is a strong demand for places and the
1988 course was booked out.

SWEDEN
The Defence Materiel Administration

In Sweden, the management of defence materiel projects is the
responsibility of the specialised agency, the Forsvarets Materielverk
(FMV). It carries out procurement, maintenance and storage of
Swedish military equipment. FMV is part of the Swedish Ministry of
Defence. It works in coniunction with the Central Ministry of
Defence, the Supreme Commander of the Armed Forces and the Chiefs
of Staff of the Army, Navy and Air Force and the National Defence
Research Institute. FMV manages the planning, development,
conhacting and delivery to the miliary services of all Swedish defence
equipment. It is also responsible for supervising and maintaining the
Swedish mobilisation base.

FMV is managed by a management board headed by at
executive Director General. It is organised along conventional lines
into Army Materiel, Naval Materiel and Air Materiel Dvisions and
functional divisions for central ranagement, commercial activities and
support activities. It has joint technical directorates for weapons,
missiles, ships electronics, underwater weapons, aircraft and testing.

As a small country with a poliry of armed neutrality, Sweden
faces special defence problems. As an independent nation on the flank
of the main area of confrontation between NATO and Warsaw pact
forces, it seeks to maintain a strong defence so as to discourage any
attempt by either side to exploit Swedish territory and, by so doing,
make Sweden a theatre of war between those two pacts.

Through compulsory military service, Sweden maintains a
defence force which, when fully mobilised, numbers 850,000. Defence
is integrated with civilian life. Once having completed their initial full-
time training, conscripts return to civilian life with continuing
obligations for part-time training and mobilisation. Mobilisation
plans are developed to enable swift reaction to any aftack. Units are
recruited from local areas and are trained to be combat readv.
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Equipment, ammunition and supplies are stored in protected

mbbiiisation depots spread across the country. Unit mobilisation

exercises are held to maintain readiness.

A similar degree of integration exists between the defence

force and Swedish industry, and maintaining it is an important part of
FMV's responsibility. sweden seeks to maintain independent
production and support capability for all important types of weaPon

systems. That would be inrpracticable for a country with a population

of only 7 million, were it not for the very strong engrlryring. base in

swedish industry. sweden has a tradition of powerful engineering

companies that cbmpete successfully in export markets throughout the

*otld. Well-known companies such as Volvo, Saab Atlas Copco,

ASEA, Electrolux, Ericsson, Kockums and Sandvik are a few examples.

As well as these manufacturers of predominantly civil

products, Sweden has long excelled in the manufacture of weapons

and ammunition through companies such as Bofors and Nobel.

Sweden,s defence industry base continues to be a successful exporter,

although the conflict between arms exPorts and the strong desire for
p.ace 6f the Swedish population, together with its high profile in peace

initiatives in the United Nations and elsewhere, have created maior

internal political strains. These add tension and complexity to FMV

t"rpor,ribilities, which include the control of exports of military
equipment.

Because Sweden is such a small countr5r, and given a high

degree of mobility between the Armed Forces, FMV and swedish

inJustry, it is poisible for the main participants in the Procurement
of miliiary equipment to be personally known to one another. This

enables piocn.u*et t to be lirgely driven by an informal network of
personaf contacts. The ease of communication and other advantages

ihat this provides assists Sweden to retain a remarkable degree of self-

reliance in defence equipment. Flexibility and the ability to- respond

quickly to emerging t-hrlsts should also be a feature. The danger of

t'ttir siyle of iranagement is that fully detailed planning and

adequatety formalised and fully documented contracts may be

neglicted. Standards of evaluation of performance and enforcement of

coitractual obligations could be allowed to slide away from the rigor

that should aPPlY.
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Because of its limited hurnan resources, FMV cannot afford to
staff large dedicated project teams. Most FMV staff are located in
functional divisions and project coordination is undertaken by very
small groups. Individual officers commonly work on more than one
project at a time. Within the functional divisions, groups specialise in
thedevelopment of particular types of weapons systems. For example,
within Arn,y Materiel there is one group specialising in cradle-to-
grave development of fighting vehicles, another for transport vehicles

1nd_a thrld for engineering equipment. These groups abb participate
in the development of operational requirements by ttre military
services. This approach conserves FMV's scarce resources, fosters
continuity in the development of systems, the maintenance of technical
skill and an evolutionary approach to development in which the
lessons of one project are passed on to the next.

FMV maintain a high degree of continuity of staff by
comparison with other Western procurement organisations. For
example, the Chief of Army Materiel was an Army General who by
1988 had 20 years' continuous experience in FMV. He and members of
his division with similar tenure in FMV were bonded to that
organisation as well as to the Army. FMV does not suffer the same
problem of short postings and rapid turnover as the other counhies
reviewed, but there must be the possibility that officers would become
stale after so long in the one area of activity.

If FMV has one particular weakness, it is that its technical and
managerial expertise is thinly spread across a wide field of weapons
systems. consider the problems of a country half the size of Ausiralia
in population, simultaneously developing front-line aircraft,
submarines, airborne early warning systems, missiles, command and
conhol systems and related technology.

The strength of the Swedish engineering industry is also a
source of some difficulty for the Armed Forces and FMV. skilled
engineers are athacted away from them to employment in the major
engineering companies. Taking the Army as .rn example again,
general staff officers and maintenance corps officers may switch
between A^y commands and FMV posts in the first hali of their
career. But in their 40s, at the point of promotion to full colonel, they
have to commit (or not) to a permanent career in FMV. At this poini,
many are lost because of the higher salaries that industry can offer.
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These high salaries tend to over-ride the attractiveness of the wider

scope of responsibility that FMV can offer.

sweden as a whole recognises the value of skill and rewards it
with pay margins. This is the reverse of the pattern in most western

.o,rt tri"r whe"re higher pay goes to generalist managers,,although high

pay for pilots seems to ip-pty everywhere. In Sweden, higher salaries

lp'pfy to S*uairn Air Fbice pilots and flight engineer-s than other

o?n"its of similar rank. These higher pay rates continue for pilots and

engineers that ioin FMV. In addition to that, FMV pays technical

tp6"i"littt, including proiect managers, a-salary-margin of 1'0 to 75Vo'

u.a 
"p 

to 50% in one or two cases. Professor Fox referred to this in

testimtny to the US Senate Armed Services Committee and

recommended that similar incentives be paid to selected military
officers as a counter to the incentives that now exist for them to retire

and ioin defence industry.t+

The military officer posted to FMV would have a background

of four years' military college, two to three years of a tough technical

staff coliege including mattiematics, statistics, engineering to-the level

of three-q;arters of imasters degree, weaPons systems and.applied
science. Graduates of the technical staff college form an informal

network of officers in Service operational units and maintenance

depots, in FMV and in the Nationil Defence Research Institute. This

neiwork facilitates the process of informal communication referred to

earlier.

Officers are posted to FMV as 'apprentices' for two years after

completion of the staff college. They assist in proi{lllnagement and

undertake simple proiects themselves. while at FMV, and together

with civilian officers, they would attend the seven in-house project

management courses that FMV conducts. These are intensive courses

of ab6ut one week's uration. The first two cours€s provide basic

training for young engineers and cover proiect planning-, organisation

and minagemeniand the translation of an operational,requirement
into a tech-nical specification within resource constraints including the

drafting of speciiications and requests for proposals. The other five

courses cover:

14 |. Ronald Fox, testimony before
Committee,4 August 1988, P'10.

the US $nate Armed Services
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. proiect management skills;
o life cycle costing in project managemenf. problem analysis and decision making;
o section and division heads course on prolect

managemenf and
. project management gaining.

FMV has long made use of life-cycle costing. Since 19ge they
have- perated a computerised system of life<yile costing which
enables faster and more accurate calculations of life support cJst. This
capability-has spun off from FMV in the form of a tompany called
systecon f:*ud by former FMV engineers. That compairy i.as also
developed a proiect management gaming program cald zebra,based
o1 a ploject game developed in the United SAtes. Its use by FMV
sholve{ up some weaknesses and Zebra was developed by a proiect
partly tunded by FMV.

Swedish universities were early in the field of engineering
management. For example, a masters degree in engineering
lanfgement has been offered at Linkoping since 1922. Morelecently,
the chalmers Institute at Gothenberg began a multidisciplinary non-
degree course in proiect rrurnagement. The nondegree approaih was
adopted because it enables the course to be offered-outside the
shucture of traditional faculties and to use non-traditional teaching
methods.
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OVERALL IMPRES SIONS-QF INTERNET

CONFERENCE

The following points summarise my overall impressions of the

Ninth World Congreis on Project Management at Glasgow, September
1988:

The large number of papers accepted for presentation

at the Congress (153).

The large number of delegates attending (401).

The ringe of industries and professional grouPs

involved, including: construction, engineering,
resource development, manufacturing, defence,

aerospac€, development aid (World Bank), urban

development and redevelopment, information

systemi (including comPuter sofhilare for

networking, cost estimating and other Proiect
management software of which there was an

exhibition with 59 exhibitors), proiect methodology,
operations research, education.
The breadth of the issues on which PaPers were

presented and workshops held. The pa-pers and

workshops covered a spectrum from specific proiect
marurgement techniques to high-level proiect plalrung
and management, including community interfaces'

Examples are: proiect planning, project organisation,

proiect evaluation, risk analysis, human resource

management, cost assessment and management,

politics of propcts - national and external,
environmental issues, matrix management,

contracting, legal issues, international proiects and

cultural issues, attributes and skills of a good proiect

manaSer.
The giowing maturity and confidence of INTERNET'
Proiect management was Presented not merely as a-

disiinct profession applpng to large complex oneoff
proiects but as a valid and superiot lo1m of general

management. The transition of INTERNET's

obiective from developing 'proiect management' to
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proposing 'management by proiecf as a general
management style throws out a challenge to existing
management schools. The increasingly rapid rate of
technological change and the more turbulent
financial, commercial environment in which business
marurgers operate call for new techniques of
rrranagement. Proiect nvrnagers have faced such
circumstances for many years and the techniques they
have developed are relevant to general management
in the new environment. Nevertheless, dedicated
efforts by a generation of proiect managers will be
needed to win full community recognition of the
professionand to establish the necessary professional
institutions and standards and ethical tradition. The
challenge is thus premature but indicative of the spirit
of the nascent profession. To illustrate this further,
'management by projects' is the theme of the Tenth
INTERNET World Congress planned for ]une 1990.
The conviction that project rrurrurgement is a distinct
profession. This conviction was almost universally
held, the few exceptions taking the view that because
it does not fit the pattern of existing professional
institutions, project management cannot be regarded
as a profession. There was a belief that community
recognition of project management as a profession
could be achieved quickly and most expected
resistance from established professions with partial
coverage at present, e.g. engineering.
The recognition of a need to integrate the profession of
proiect management. At present the professionals in
the different industries in which prorect rnanagement
is practised are not in regular contact. INTERNET is
one of the few organisations that provide a forum for
this and then mainly at its conferences which take
place at 2or Syear intervals. One example of the need
for integration is the terminology of the profession.
This varies betweery and even within, industries,
sometimes in a contradictory waf t causing
misunderstanding and confusion. The need for a
standard dictionary of proiect nurnagement terms
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was widely recognised among delegates. So was the

need to establish formal standards of education and
experience for certification of professional proiect
rnanagers. The general view was that the necessary

body of knowledge exists as a foundation for that

work but it will be a long and arduous task.
o The interchange of ideas. The conference was a

success in this respect. It provided access to new
information, stimulus through exPosure to new ideas
and opportunity to test ideas against a sounding

board. These were among the reasons for delegates'

attendance, together with the opportunity to mix
professionally and socially with fellow practitioners.

o The burgeoning of education in management. There
was unexPectedly strong interest in the education
workshops conducted at the Conference. Courses in
proiect management in Britairy Sweden and Germany

wel€ descriH. An attempt was made to form a

proiect management education network to carry on
the exchange of information after the Conference.

. The scope and range of software exhibited. Project
management software is now a substantial industry,
as illustrated by the exhibition. A range of software
was on display ranging from PC-based systems like
the Proiect Manager's Workbench to mainframe-based

systems with many functions and the capability to
support multiple terminals and specialist bill of
materials-estirnating sYstems.
Despite the good impression created by the exhibition
the general experience was that proiect management

soft*are did not work properly when first acquired
and needed adapting and strengthening before it
could be used effectively. Exhibitors were
disappointed by the level of interest shown by
delegates. This may have resulted from the busy
conference Program, with 4 sheams of papers and

workshops running most of the time. This left
delegates with little if any free time to spend at the

exhibition.
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The relative strength of Continental Europe in
INTERNET. Given that the Association of project
Managers was the host, the British were not as well
represented as might have been o<pected. One
suggestion was that the English were not attracted to
(may even have been repelled by) Glasgow. The US
contingent was also relatively small, but important
because of participation by the Proiect Management
lnstitute, which is the spearhead of work on
professionalism. There was strong representation
from Continental Europe.
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The Association was formally constituted in 1982 following a

perid of informal activity in _London 
and oxford. It was incorpora-

ied as a Company Limited by Guarantee in 1987'

TheMaiorProiectsAssociationisconcernedwiththose
large, complex pioiects and programmes which are so often crucial to

thJsuccesi of Uottr individuil enterprises and society as a whole and

yet which are generally difficuft to initiate and accomplish

effectively.

The Association is multidisciplinary and multi-industry. Its

membership is drawn from companies and Sovernm€nt institutions
working in a wide range of industries, such as building and civil
enginee-ring, Power, petroleum and chemical engineering; information

,yit.-r, ejectronics, defence and aerospace' Members rePresent

government, owners, contractors, suppliers, consultants, bankers'

insurers, lawyers and others.

The aim of the Association is to enhance the ability of its
members to initiate, assess, secure and accomplish successful maior

proiects. The MPA defines a mapr proierct T--uty collaborative or

lupi,ut project which requires knowledge, skills.or.resources that

exceed what is readily or conventionally available to the key

participants.

Totheseends,membersactivelysharetheirknowledgeand
experience in order to yield a better, multi-disciplined understanding

of mapr projects.

The Association's activities are centred on:

. seminars, syrnPosia, conferences and site visits which

explore specific topics or examine-case studies;
.a'"'"u'.hPro8rammewhichstudiesrelevantissuesin

a rigorous way and sets issues in a broader contex!

The following descriPtion is

Association, brochure Provided
College, Oxford, October 1988).

taken from The Maiot Proiects

by the association (TemPleton
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training programmes wNch disseminate lessons
learned;
publication of specially prepared material
analysis of specific proiects or issues to help projects
achieve successful initiation and accomplishment.
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Australia's $15 billion military equipmen! program is a
management mess. New military aircraft, ships and other weapons
systems take too lqng to develop and are too'costly.'Some fail to meet
perforraance targets and others are abandoned afterheavy costs have

been incurred. The program is run by amateur project managers who

are ill-prepared to meet the unique management challenges that arise

from the complexity of 'technical innovation of weapons systems
projectsi divisions within defehce ministries'; over-.regulation, and
bureaucratic and political intrusions. Meeting these challenges

demandg great skill that can only come 'from experience and

professional 'education in proiect management' Worldwide

developments in defence ministries, defence industries, and major civil
projects point the way. A professional corps of milita4y project
managers who are given more scope to make management decisions
could improve matters, otherwise the waste and.delay will increase

and the standard of Defence Force equipment will continue to suffer,


